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Abstract

No matter how fast processors get in recent decades, applications find new ways to consume the extra speed. While the trend of increasing software demands continues consistently, the traditional approach of faster processes comes to an end, forcing major processor manufactures to turn to multi-threading and multi-core architectures, in what is called the concurrency revolution. This means putting several cores on one chip, each running several threads in parallel. Although driven by hardware changes, it calls for a software revolution, and a fundamental turn toward concurrency in applications is needed to fully exploit the throughput gains of multi-core processors.

At the heart of many concurrent applications lie concurrent data structures, the subject of this thesis. Concurrent data structures coordinate access to shared resources; implementing them is hard, and it is a great challenge to make concurrent programming easier for the average programmer. The main goal of this thesis is to provide programmers with tools to enable them writing, understanding, and maintaining concurrent data structures, and concurrent applications in general, more easily.

We provide an algorithm for a multi-word synchronization operation, which facilitates the design of concurrent data structures by allowing access to several data items in one atomic operation. The additional amount of information stored in each data item is constant. In addition, we present a new approach in which implementations are aware of the semantics of the data structure yet they follow a general methodology. In this built-in coloring scheme, colors are integrated into items, and the implementation maintains a legal coloring while applying operations to data items. We demonstrate this approach with lock-free algorithms for list-based data structures such as double-ended queue, priority queue and doubly-linked list.

These algorithms are the first to provably decrease interference among operations, thereby increasing the throughput of the execution. In particular, our list-based data structures guarantee that only operations on adjacent items in the list interfere with each other; in our implementations of multi-word synchronization, operations are effectively isolated from other operations that are not nearby, hence, distant operations may proceed concurrently. We suggest measures making it easier to evaluate the interference diameter of the algorithms, and prove their correctness.
Transactional memory (TM), in which concurrent processes synchronize via in-memory transactions, has been proposed as an alternative synchronization mechanism. It promises to alleviate many of the challenges of concurrent programming. In its simplest form, the programmer defines a transaction by enclosing a set of statements in an atomic block; the underlying run time system is responsible for executing the transaction, while handling any contention issues raised due to concurrency.

Transactional memory raises a lot of hope for mastering the complexity of concurrent programming. To guide algorithm designers in their attempt to find better and more efficient implementations and to demonstrate which directions are futile, we explore the boundaries and tradeoffs of TM.

We show that there is an inherent tradeoff: no TM implementation can avoid interference on disjoint data and have read-only transactions that always complete successfully while never writing to the memory. In fact, we prove that read-only transactions in such implementations, reading \( t \) items, must write to at least \( t - 1 \) memory locations.

In practice, atomic blocks that often constitute the transactions may contain statements with irreversible effects that cannot be executed within the context of a transaction. Therefore, TM must allow accessing the same items from inside and outside a transaction; this is crucial both for interoperability with legacy code and in order to improve the performance of the TM. Supporting privatization, allows the programmer to “isolate” some items making them private to a process; the process can thereafter access them nontransactionally, without interference by other processes. We study the theoretical complexity of privatization, and show an inherent cost, linear in the number of privatized items. The assumptions needed to prove the bounds indicate that limiting the parallelism of the TM or tracking the items of other transactions are the price to pay for efficient privatization.
Abbreviations and Notations

\( n \) — The number of processes
\( p, q, p_i \) — A process
\( op, op_i \) — An operation
\( T_i \) — A transaction
\( U_i \) — An update transaction
\( v_i, t_i \) — A data item
\( m_i \) — A node
\( C \) — A configuration
\( \alpha, \alpha_i, \beta_i, \gamma_i \) — An execution interval
\( I_i, J_i, \hat{I}_i \) — A part of an execution interval of a transaction
\( d \) — The neighborhood of an operation
\( k \) — The number of items accessed by a multi-word operation
\( \text{CAS} \) — Compare and swap
\( \text{DCAS} \) — Double compare and swap
\( \text{RMW} \) — Read-modify-write operation
\( \text{ADT} \) — Abstract data type
\( \text{TM} \) — Transactional memory
\( \text{STM} \) — Software transactional memory
Chapter 1

Introduction

Clock frequency is hardly advancing in recent years; performance gains of processing units can no longer stem from increasing the clock speed. Instead, major chip manufacturers are shifting the focus from improving the speed of individual processors into packing more execution cores onto a single chip [68, 75]. Multi-core technology refers to a processor with more than one engine, allowing for greater efficiency since the processor workload is basically shared. Including but not exclusively high-end machines, multi-cores are already common in desktop computers and laptops, and are well on their way into mobile phones and other small devices.

As multi-core and multiprocessing architectures are becoming commonplace, modern applications require concurrent data structures for their computations. Concurrent data structures can be accessed simultaneously by multiple threads running on several cores. Important examples are doubly-linked lists, used for building data structures such as stacks, queues, hash tables and skip lists; b-trees, which are often used to index the data in large databases; and AVL trees—self-balancing binary trees, which offer improved performance for searching over linear data structure such as lists.

Designing concurrent data structures and ensuring their correctness is a difficult task, significantly more challenging than doing so for their sequential counterparts. The difficult of concurrency is aggravated by the fact that threads are asynchronous since they are subject to page faults, interrupts, and so on. To manage the difficulty of concurrent programming, multithreaded applications need synchronization to ensure thread-safety by coordinating the concurrent accesses of the threads. At the same time, it is crucial to allow many operations to make progress concurrently and complete without interference in order to utilize the parallel processing capabilities of contemporary architectures.

The traditional approach that helps maintaining data integrity among threads is to use lock primitives. Mutexes, semaphores, and critical sections are used to ensure that certain sections of code are executed in exclusion.
Locks, however, have many pitfalls. The first and problem with locks is the fact that they are blocking. If one thread attempts to acquire a lock that is already held by another thread, the first thread blocks until the lock is free. This may result in convoying when a blocked thread has to wait for the lock held by a stalled thread. If the thread owning the lock goes into any sort of infinite loop, the blocked thread may wait forever. In applications with priority levels, locks may induce priority inversion, where a high-priority thread has to wait until a lock held by a low-priority thread is released; such scenarios are undesirable especially when performing real-time tasks. Moreover, lock-based implementations are prone to bugs since, in most cases, the programmer must follow a complicated locking policy; not doing so may result in errors such as holding the wrong lock, or not holding a lock altogether, which are very hard to debug.

Other problems are subject to the locking granularity. While coarse-grained locking, in which one lock protects a large portion of the data structure, if not all of it, are simple, they can significantly reduce the scalability of the application due to lock contention. On the other hand, fine-grained locking uses many locks to protect small units of the data structure. Acquiring and releasing many locks introduces significant overhead, and requires more careful design. In particular, avoiding deadlocks, in which threads block each other in a cycle, and livelocks, in which threads are repeatedly forced to release all the locks they have acquired and restart, increases the complexity of fine-grained algorithms. In many cases, non-expert programmers lack the skills necessary to build correct and efficient applications that harness the computational power offered by multi-cores.

Lock-free implementations do not rely on mutual exclusion, thereby avoiding some of these inherent problems. Most lock-free implementations guarantee that in any infinite execution, some pending operation completes within a finite number of steps. These implementations must rely on strong primitives [53], e.g., compare&swap (cas), which atomically updates a memory location if its content is some expected value.

Designing lock-free algorithms is often complex and hard to get right just as fine-grained locking implementations. Even for relatively simple, key data structures, like double-ended queue (deque)—a queue for which items can be added to or removed from both head and tail—lock-free implementations make significant compromises. Some implementations may contain garbage nodes [51], others statically limit the size of the data structure [54] or do not allow operations on both ends of the queue to proceed concurrently [74]. Even when double compare&swap (dcas)—allowing atomic update of two memory locations—is used, some implementations either are inherently sequential [42,43] or allow access to chains of garbage nodes [35].

Transactional memory (TM) [56,91] is another popular approach for alleviating the difficulty of programming concurrent applications for multi-core and multiprocessing systems. Inspired by classical database transactions [100], TM enables the systematic translation of sequential data structures into correct concurrent implementations,
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offering flexibility in the design of concurrent applications.

A transaction encapsulates a sequence of operations, and it is guaranteed that if any operation takes place, they all do, and that if they do, they appear to other threads to do so atomically, as one indivisible operation. A software implementation of transactional memory (STM) translates high-level transaction operations on data items to low-level primitive operations on memory locations containing the data and the meta-data needed for the implementation.

Aiming at making concurrent applications as easy to write as sequential code, TM hides sophisticated synchronization mechanisms under a simple veil. The programmer only needs to declare the boundaries of the transaction, and the TM implementation is responsible for executing the annotated code, such that each transaction appears to be executed atomically.

This thesis investigates implementations of concurrent data structures, addressing mostly lock-free implementations but also fine-grained lock-based implementations. It provides methodologies that facilitate the task of implementing concurrent data structures, and suggests tools to prove their correctness and tools to predict their scalability by measuring their locality. Our research further explores inherent limitations on concurrent programming, specifically addressing implementations of transactional memory. TM is seriously considered as part of software solutions and as a basis for novel hardware designs. It is therefore imperative to understand inherent tradeoffs in the design and implementation of transactional memory.

The rest of the introduction is dedicated to describing our contributions.

1.1 Multi-word Synchronization

Multi-word synchronization operations, like \textit{k-read-modify-write} (krmw), read the contents of several data items, compute new values and write them back, all in one atomic operation. A popular special case is \textit{k-compare\&swap} (kcas), where the values read from \( k \) data items are compared against specified values, and if they all match, the items are updated.

Multi-word synchronization facilitates the design and implementation of lock-free concurrent data structures, making it more effective and easier than when using only single-word synchronization operations. For example, removing a node from a doubly-linked list is easy if 3cas is used to atomically access three nodes—the node to be removed and the two nodes before and after it; a right or left rotation applied on a node in an AVL tree can easily be implemented if 4cas is used to access the node and its parent and two children.

Modern architectures, however, support in hardware only synchronization primitives like cas or \textit{load-link/store-conditional} (ll/sc), accessing a single location, or at best, dcas. Thus, krmw and kcas must be provided in software, at least today.
1.1. Multi-word Synchronization

It is crucial to allow many operations to make progress concurrently and complete without interference in order to utilize the capabilities of contemporary architectures. Clearly, when operations need to simultaneously access the same item, an inherent “hot spot” is created and operations cannot proceed concurrently. However, typical implementations of kRMW create an additional, not obviously necessary, delay, when the progress of an operation is hindered due to operations that do not access the same items. In these implementations, e.g., [20, 52, 62, 91, 98], an operation tries to acquire all the items it needs one by one; if another operation already acquired an item, the operation is blocked and can either wait for the item to be released (possibly while helping the conflicting operation make progress) or reset the conflicting operation and try to acquire the item. As a result, chains of operations delaying each other may be created (Chapter 5 presents such examples). It is possible to construct recurring scenarios where an operation is delayed a number of steps proportional to the length of such a chain, causing a lot of work to be invested, while only a few operations complete.

These considerations can be described more precisely through the conflict graph of operations that overlap in time. In this graph, vertices represent operations, and an edge connects two vertices if they access the same data item. The distance between two operations in a conflict graph is the length of the shortest path between them. For example, simultaneous operations accessing the same data item are at distance one in the conflict graph (see the definition in Chapter 2).

When operations choose their items uniformly at random, it has been shown [49], both analytically and experimentally, that paths in the conflict graph have non-constant length, depending on the total number of operations. This means that even if an operation waits for or helps only (transitively) conflicting operations, it can be delayed by “distant” operations.

These adverse effects of delay chains can be mitigated, greatly improving concurrency, if operations are delayed only due to operations within a fixed distance. Informally, an implementation is d-local nonblocking if whenever an operation \( op \) takes an infinite number of steps, some operation within distance \( d \) from \( op \) completes. This implies that the throughput of the algorithm is localized in components of diameter \( d \) in the conflict graph, and operations are effectively isolated from operations at distance \( > d \).

Being \( O(k) \)-local nonblocking, implies that the implementation is nonblocking [53] as it guarantees that in every execution, some operation completes after a finite number of steps of some process.

Our first contribution is an \( O(k) \)-local nonblocking implementation of kRMW. The implementation stores a constant amount of information (independent of \( k \)) in each data item; it does not fix \( k \) across operations; and it can be adapted to be dynamic, i.e., get the items one-by-one.

Our main new algorithmic ideas are explained in the context of a fine-grain im-
plementation, BLocalRMW, in which the delay of an operation may block operations that access nearby data items; operations that access data items that are farther than $O(k)$ away in the conflict graph are not affected. This is a variant of the failure locality property [24].

A key algorithmic idea is that the effect of delays can be bounded, yielding better concurrency, if an operation decides whether to wait for another operation or reset it by comparing how advanced they are in acquiring their data items. If the conflicting operation is more advanced, the operation waits; otherwise, the operation resets the conflicting operation and seizes the item, so it is not overtaken by another operation.

While a similar approach has been used in many resource allocation algorithms, dating back to the classical wound-die and wound-wait deadlock prevention schemes [86], it is not at all obvious that it ensures locality. In particular, operations may repeatedly reset each other, without any operation completing within $O(k)$ distance, i.e., $O(k)$-neighborhood. Therefore, a critical step is analytically bounding the locality properties of this approach; a challenging part of the proof shows that an operation cannot be repeatedly reset without some operation completing in its $O(k)$-neighborhood. Our proof uses a potential method to show progress in the neighborhood of any operation $op$ even if it is repeatedly reset. Toward this end, we maintain a potential vector in which each entry indicates the number of items acquired by an operation in the $O(k)$-neighborhood of $op$; we show that the vector increases with each reset of $op$, and therefore, eventually some operation in the $O(k)$-neighborhood of $op$ acquires all its data items and completes.

Another important challenge is in handling the symmetric situation, when overlapping operations that have made the same progress, i.e., acquired the same number of items, create a chain in the conflict graph. When breaking symmetry, care is needed to avoid deadlocks and guarantee progress. Breaking symmetry between two operations by relying on the operation identifiers may still create a long delay chain (which may involve all processes), for example, when each process in the chain waiting to acquire the next item is delayed by another process with a higher operation identifier. To avoid these delays, we break ties by having conflicting operations try to atomically acquire the two operations owning the same number of items, using dCAS. This efficiently partitions symmetric chains into disjoint constant-length chains, ensuring that operations are delayed only due to close-by conflicts. This is the only scenario in which dCAS is employed; the less common these scenarios are, the less frequently dCAS is used.

Next we present LocalRMW, which guarantees progress even when processes stop taking steps, by helping a blocking operation that is more advanced instead of waiting for it to complete; we still reset conflicting operations that are less advanced. This algorithm shows how helping mitigates the impact of process failures and proves, in a manner similar to the proof of BLocalRMW, that LocalRMW is $O(k)$-local nonblocking.

While other methods avoid long delay chains and improve locality by using colors [5,
or randomization [49,90] to break the symmetry, our implementations demonstrate that DCAS is an effective way to break symmetry and improve locality.

1.2 Concurrent Doubly-Linked List

Generic methodologies applying, for example, multi-word synchronization operations are useful in deriving concurrent data structures. Using these schemes as black boxes facilitates the design as the programmer is unaware of (and is not required to care for) their internal working. The cost of this lack of knowledge is the overhead entailed by the implementation of these schemes, which is greater than required in most cases. Therefore, handcrafted implementations of specific data structures are indispensable.

Our contribution is an approach for handcrafted implementations of a concurrent linked list with improved locality. Using the memory addresses of nodes to determine the order they are acquired can lead to a long delay chain. However, operations on the linked list access its constituent nodes in a predictable, well-organized manner, i.e., two or three consecutive nodes in the list. This fact is exploited to determine the order of nodes acquisition using identifiers that are different from their memory addresses.

A small set of colors is built into the nodes; to avoid deadlocks while ensuring short delay chains, the nodes are acquired by order of their colors. The operations guarantee that the modifications applied to the data structure preserve the legality of the nodes’ coloring; this is possible since the implementation initializes the data structure and provides operations that are the only means for manipulating it.

Our first algorithm, CAS-Chromo, allows removals only at the ends of the linked list and uses only cas; it can be used as a simple deque or a priority queue. The algorithms we present are conceptually simple: A 3-coloring of the nodes is used by operations to determine the order in which nodes are acquired. After acquiring nodes, the operations apply their changes in isolation. A remove (pop) operation acquires three consecutive nodes in the list (at the end), and in a legal coloring, two of these nodes may have the same color. In CAS-Chromo, equally colored nodes are acquired by their list order (from left to right) to ensure that there are no deadlocks and that some operation makes progress at any time. Furthermore, removing a node might entail recoloring one of its neighbors while ensuring its neighbor’s color is not changed concurrently.

Since the list is 3-colored, we can show that CAS-Chromo is 5-local nonblocking, namely, an operation is delayed only due to operations on nodes within distance 5 of its own nodes on the linked list. When insertions are limited to occur at the ends (i.e., a deque), the analysis can be further refined to show that the algorithm is 3-local nonblocking; this means that operations at the two ends of a deque containing more than three nodes do not delay each other.

Our second algorithm, DCAS-Chromo, implements a linked list that allows insertions and removals anywhere in the list and uses DCAS. Removing nodes from the middle
of the linked list is more difficult: a chain of overlapping operations, each trying to acquire two equally colored nodes, can be created. This scenario can occur also in CAS-Chromo, but since there the removals are limited to the ends, the chain contains at most two operations, whereas in DCAS-Chromo the chain can be as long as the number of concurrent operations. Relying on the order of the nodes in the list when acquiring the nodes, as is done in CAS-Chromo, may create long hold-and-wait chains. Instead, we employ DCAS to atomically acquire two nodes with the same color. This is another example of utilizing DCAS to break symmetry.

DCAS-Chromo is 4-local nonblocking, namely, it guarantees that operations on nodes that are separated by more than four nodes never delay each other.

### 1.3 Disjoint-Access Parallel Transactional Memory

Turning our attention again to generic methodologies for obtaining concurrent data structures, we explore tradeoffs of transactional memory. TM aims to simplify the design of parallel systems, while providing safety, as well as improve the performance with respect to sequential code by exploiting the scalability opportunities offered by multicore systems. However, coarse-grained implementations of TM are often not as scalable as expected, whereas fine-grained implementations entail a non-trivial amount of extra work. We ask whether the promise of transactional memory can be realized, and whether there are implementations that are simple, safe, and scalable.

One property that is considered critical for the scalability of a transactional memory implementation is disjoint-access parallelism: transactions on disconnected data do not interfere. Several STMs, e.g., [18, 55], guarantee that transactions access the same memory location only if they are connected in the conflict graph. Disjoint-access parallelism can be considered as the unquantified approach of the local nonblocking property, as \(d\)-local nonblocking transactions, for any finite \(d\), do not delay each other if they are disconnected in the conflict graph.

Another important goal is to optimize read-only transactions. It is desirable that the implementation of read-only transactions does not write to the memory, i.e., it is invisible, so as to reduce memory contention. Moreover, since read-only transactions do not write to data items at the high-level, it seems plausible that they should eventually be able to obtain a consistent view of the data, provided previous versions are kept (as is done in multi-version implementations [76, 82, 83]). Thus, read-only transactions should terminate successfully, regardless of concurrent transactions; i.e., be wait-free.

None of the existing transactional memory implementations is both disjoint-access parallel and has invisible, wait-free read-only transactions. Some are disjoint-access parallel and have invisible but not wait-free read-only transactions [18, 55], while others have invisible, wait-free read-only transactions but are not disjoint-access parallel [82].
1.4 Transactional Memory with Nontransactional Accesses

The thesis shows that this is an inherent tradeoff—no transactional memory implementation can be disjoint-access parallel and have invisible, wait-free read-only transactions—and one of these desirable properties must always be compromised. In fact, we prove a stronger result, showing that in a disjoint-access parallel transactional memory implementation with wait-free read-only transactions, a transaction reading \( t \) data items must write to at least \( t - 1 \) memory locations. Thus, a read-only transaction must perform one (low-level) write essentially for each item it is reading.

The wait-freedom requirement might seem too restrictive for practical purposes. However, permissive implementations [45], which avoid spurious aborts by aborting a transaction only if necessary for ensuring consistency, never abort a read-only transaction, as they can always return values that do not harm consistency. Therefore, having read-only transactions that are not wait-free means the implementation is not permissive. Even if it is sufficient for a read-only transaction to eventually commit (after aborting several times), we can prove a similar result where a read-only transaction repeatedly aborts and never commits.

The consistency condition commonly used for transactional memory is opacity [47] which is similar to requiring strict serializability [78] applied to all transactions (including each aborted transaction, separately), extended to allow operations other than reads and writes. Our proofs only assume strict serializability, and hence hold also under the assumption of opacity, and since we only consider executions with non-aborting transactions it holds also for virtual world consistency [60]. In fact, we show how to extend the results to hold also for weaker consistency conditions, snapshot isolation [21] and serializability [78].

1.4 Transactional Memory with Nontransactional Accesses

A transaction is usually given as a code block that is executed by a single process. In practice, atomic blocks of legacy code often contain operations that are not pure reads and writes. Irrevocable operations, such as I/O calls, allocation and deletion of objects, and lock acquisition, cannot be instrumented to execute within a transaction. In other cases, operations are simply preferred not to be executed within the context of a transaction to improve performance. Hence, applications must access the same memory locations from inside and outside a transaction. This may create scenarios in which transactions are not executed in isolation, and the correctness of the application is no longer guaranteed.

Strong atomicity [66, 71, 92] guarantees consistent ordering of transactions in the presence of non-transactional memory accesses. Supporting strong atomicity efficiently is crucial both for interoperability with legacy code and in order to improve performance, and it should be provided without sacrificing the parallelism offered by modern architectures.
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A simple solution is to make each nontransactional operation a (degenerate) transaction, but this means that nontransactional operations incur the overhead associated with a transaction. Although compiler optimizations can reduce this cost in some situations [3, 89], they do not alleviate it completely. Thus, STMs seek to improve performance by supporting uninstrumented nontransactional operations [44, 94], which are executed as is, typically as a single access to the shared memory.

An alternative solution is to sacrifice simplicity; some responsibility is shifted to the programmer, complicating the interface between the application and the TM. The programmer is required to adhere to certain rules and guidelines, so as to ensure the integrity of the data, much like is the case in fine-grained implementations.

Many recent STMs [27, 32, 33, 39, 67, 70, 72, 77, 95] provide strong atomicity by supporting privatization [92, 94], thereby allowing the programmer to “isolate” some items making them private to a process; the process can thereafter access them nontransactionally, without interference by other processes. It is commonly assumed that privatizing a set of items simply involves disabling all shared references to these items [33, 67, 95], e.g., by nullifying these references. However, it has been claimed that privatization is a major source of overhead for transactional memories [101], and that supporting uninstrumented nontransactional operations can seriously limit their parallelism [23].

We formally prove that indeed, in many important workloads, the hope to combine efficient privatizing transactions with uninstrumented nontransactional reads cannot be realized, unless parallelism is compromised. Specifically, the privatizing transaction must incur an inherent cost, linear in the number of data items that are privatized and later accessed with uninstrumented reads.

Our lower bounds do not apply to overly sequential STMs, which achieve efficient privatization by being coarse-grained and allowing only one transaction to make progress at any time [27, 77], thereby significantly reducing throughput. This proof uses a progress assumption that requires the STM to allow concurrent progress of nonconflicting transactions, and a transaction can abort or block only due to a conflicting pending transaction. It is weaker than the property we assume for read-only transactions in the result for disjoint-access parallel implementations described in Section 1.3.

Under this weak progress assumption, we show that eager STMs, in which a transaction may update the memory before it is guaranteed to commit, cannot support privatization.

Our proofs only assume a weak safety property that requires a nontransactional read of a data item that is not preceded by any nontransactional write to return the value written by an earlier committed transaction, or the initial value if no such transaction commits. This property follows from parameterized opacity [44], regardless of the memory model imposed on nontransactional reads and writes. We show that STMs allowing more than one transaction to proceed concurrently, without using any privatization mechanism, cannot be opaque.
1.5. Outline of the Thesis

A key factor in many efficient STMs is not having to track the data sets of other transactions, especially if they are not conflicting. We capture this feature by assuming that the STM is oblivious, namely, a transaction does not distinguish between nonconflicting transactions. A simple example is provided by STMs using a global clock [84] or counter [31,82], or a decentralized clock [18], in which a transaction cannot tell whether a process $p$ executes a transaction that writes to item $x$ or a transaction that writes to item $y$, unless it accesses either $x$ or $y$; it can observe that the clock or a counter has increased, but this happens in both cases. A less-immediate example is the behavior of TLRW [32] for so-called slotted threads. Several other STMs [27,33,39,72,95] are also oblivious, and are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

Our first main result further assumes that reads do not write to the memory (invisible reads) and shows that a transaction privatizing $k$ items must have a data set of size $\Omega(k)$. In an oblivious STM with invisible reads, transactions are unaware of, and hence unaffected by, read-read (trivial) conflicts, which simplifies the proof.

Our second main result removes the assumption of invisible reads, and shows an $\Omega(k)$ lower bound on the number of shared memory accesses performed by a privatizing transaction, where $k$ is the minimum between the number of privatized items and the level of parallelism, i.e., the number of transactions guaranteed to make progress concurrently. The proof is more involved and relies on the assumption that the STM provides a significant level of parallelism. This lower bound explains why the quiescence mechanism [33,72,94], for example, must compromise parallelism in order to support efficient privatization.

Obliviousness generalizes disjoint-access parallelism, discussed before, and our lower bounds hence hold also for disjoint-access parallel STMs.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

This dissertation is divided into two main parts. The first part presents methodologies for designing concurrent data structures that ensure that an operation delays only close-by operations. We demonstrate these methodologies with concrete implementations of multi-word synchronization (Chapter 3) and list-based data structures (Chapter 4). We also prove their correctness and analyze their efficiency.

The second part proves inherent tradeoffs for transactional memory. We prove a tradeoff between providing disjoint-access parallelism and the cost of transactions that only read data (Chapter 7), and a tradeoff between the cost of supporting non-transactional accesses and the parallelism offered by the TM (Chapter 8).

Each part starts with a chapter that introduces relevant definitions (Chapters 2 and 6) and ends with a survey of the related work (Chapters 5 and 9). Finally, we conclude this dissertation with a discussion of the results and directions for future work, in Chapter 10.
Part I

Methodologies for Highly-Concurrent Data Structures
Chapter 2

Concurrent Data Types

We consider a standard model for shared memory systems [17] in which a finite set of $n$ asynchronous processes $p_1, \ldots, p_n$ communicate by applying primitive operations (abbreviated primitives) to base objects $l_1, \ldots, l_m$ that form the shared memory.

A configuration is a complete description of the system at some point in time. It is represented as a vector $C = (q_1, \ldots, q_n, u_1, \ldots, u_m)$, where $q_i$ is the local state of process $p_i$ and $u_j$ is the value of base object $l_j$. There is a unique initial configuration in which every process is in its initial state and every base object contains its initial value.

An event is a computation step by a process consisting of local computation and the application of a primitive to base objects, followed by a change to the state of the process. A process acts as a state machine and changes its state according to the value returned at every step; processes are asynchronous in the sense that the time between two consecutive steps of a process is arbitrary.

An event can be the application of a simple read or write primitives: $\text{read}(l)$ returns the value $v$ of base object $l$; $\text{write}(l, v)$ sets the value of base object $l$ to $v$.

In addition to these ordinary primitives, we allow read-modify-write primitives, in particular (non-reading) CAS and DCAS: $\text{CAS}(l, \text{exp}, \text{new})$ writes the value $\text{new}$ to base object $l$ if its value is equal to $\text{exp}$, and returns a success or failure indication; DCAS is a generalization of CAS taking as argument two independent base objects, two expected values and two new values. If both base objects hold the corresponding expected values, they are assigned the corresponding new values atomically. A success or failure return value indicates whether the replacement occurred (see Figure 2.1). An access to base object $l$ is the application of a primitive to $l$.

A primitive is nontrivial if it may change the value of the object, e.g., a write or CAS; otherwise, it is trivial, e.g., a read.

An execution interval $\alpha$ is a finite or infinite alternating sequence $C_0, \phi_0, C_1, \phi_1, C_2, \ldots$, where $C_k$ is a configuration, $\phi_k$ is an event and the application of $\phi_k$ to $C_k$ results in
2.1. Safety Property: Linearizability

The sequential specification of the ADT indicates how the items are modified when abstract operations are applied in a serial manner (in isolation). It is given as a sequence of high-level operations executed on a set of items, which constitute the operation’s data set. For example, the data set of a remove operation in a doubly-linked list includes the node to be removed and the two nodes before and after it in the linked list.

An implementation of some abstract data type, \( T \), provides a specific data representation for the items and abstract operations of \( T \) using base objects, and algorithms that processes must follow to execute the operations of \( T \), specified in terms of primitives applied to base objects.

The interval of an operation \( op \) is the execution interval that starts at the first event of \( op \) and ends at the last event of \( op \), if there is one, taken by a process exe-
Two executions are equivalent if every process in these executions issues the same operations in the same order and gets the same result for each operation.

An execution is serial if no operations overlap; this means that every operation is executed to completion before another operation starts.

An implementation of an ADT is linearizable [58] if any execution $H$ can be extended to execution $G$ by discarding some pending operations in $H$, and completing the others, such that $G$ is equivalent to a serial execution, called its linearization, which preserves the order of non-overlapping operations in $H$; there might be more than one linearization for an execution.

### 2.2 Progress and Locality Properties

We use conflicts to capture proximity of operations. Conflicts are defined based on the data set of each operation, such that there is a conflict between two operations if they access the same item. A conflict graph formally captures the distance between overlapping operations. Edges in the graph represent conflicts between two concurrent operations, while paths represent the transitive closure of these conflicts. In this chapter, the conflict graph is defined for the case of a static data set that is known in advance. The conflict graph was suggested to model the conflicts of static operations with known data sets. However, some instances of ADTs—and hence the data sets of their operations—are dynamic; they will be addressed in Chapter 4.

In more detail, the conflict graph is an undirected graph, where vertices represent the abstract operations and edges represent conflicts between operations, i.e., an edge connects two operations whose data sets intersect. Figure 2.2 depicts the conflict graph of overlapping $k$-read-modify-write ($k$ rmw) operations that receive $k$ items when they start, and then access and modify them atomically.

The distance between two operations, $op \neq op'$, in a conflict graph, is the length (number of edges) of the shortest path between $op$ and $op'$. The distance from an operation to itself is zero. If the operations access a common item, then their distance...
is one; if there is no path between the operations, the distance is infinity.

The $d$-neighborhood of an operation $op$ contains all the operations within distance $d$ from $op$ in the conflict graph of the execution interval of $op$.

We use the following variant of the failure locality definition [24] suggested by Choy and Singh:

**Definition 1** An implementation has $(d_1, d_2)$-failure locality if whenever a process takes an infinite number of steps in an operation $op$, then some operation in the $d_1$-neighborhood of $op$ completes, unless a process that issued an operation in the $d_2$-neighborhood of $op$ stops taking steps.

We often abbreviate and say that an algorithm has $d$ failure locality with $d = \max(d_1, d_2)$.

The original definition [24] requires an operation to complete if no operation stops taking steps in its $d$-neighborhood, while Definition 1 only guarantees that some operation in the $d$-neighborhood completes. This is analogous to the distinction between starvation-free and deadlock-free mutual exclusion algorithms.

The next definition guarantees progress within the neighborhood of a given diameter from an operation, even when processes executing other operations stop taking steps.

**Definition 2** An implementation is $d$-local nonblocking if whenever a process takes an infinite number of steps in an operation $op$, then some operation in the $d$-neighborhood of $op$ completes.

Afek et al. [5] present another definition that captures the locality of wait-free implementations. We present the variation of this definition, which is the quantitative variant of the local nonblocking definition:

**Definition 3** An implementation has $d$-local step complexity if whenever a process takes a finite number of steps in an operation $op$, which is bounded by a function of $d$ and the number of operations in the $d$-neighborhood of $op$, then some operation in the $d$-neighborhood of $op$ completes.

Afek et al. [5] also present the local contention definition that captures the locality of implementations in terms of the memory contention they generate:

**Definition 4** An implementation has $d$-local contention if two processes $p_1$ and $p_2$ access the same base object in operations $op_1$ and $op_2$, respectively, only if $op_1$ and $op_2$ are within distance $d$ in the conflict graph of the minimal execution interval that contains both the execution interval of $op_1$ and the execution interval of $op_2$. 
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Multi-word Synchronization Operations

The design of concurrent data structures is greatly facilitated by the availability of synchronization operations that atomically modify $k$ arbitrary items, such as $k$RMW. A $k$RMW operation reads the contents of $k$ data items, computes new values using some modify function and writes them back to the items. The sequential specifications of the general $k$RMW operation and the important, special case of a $k$CAS operation, appear in Figure 3.1.

```c
krmw(l[k]) {  
    // Atomically
    for i = 0 . . . k - 1 do 
        old[i] ← READ(l[i])
    modify(old,new)
    for i = 0 . . . k - 1 do 
        WRITE(l[i],new[i])
}
```

```c
boolean kcas(l[k], exp[k], new[k]) {  
    // Atomically
    res ← TRUE
    for i = 0 . . . k - 1 do  
        res ← res and (l[i] = exp[i])
    if res then 
        for i = 0 . . . k - 1 do  
            WRITE(l[i],new[i])
        return TRUE
    return FALSE
}
```

Figure 3.1: The $k$RMW and $k$CAS operations.

Aiming at increased throughput, we propose a highly-concurrent software implementation of $k$RMW, with only constant space overhead. Our algorithm ensures that two operations delay each other only if they are within distance $O(k)$ in their conflict graph.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 presents BLocalRMW, a blocking implementation of $k$RMW, which has $O(k)$ failure locality, as well as its progress and

---

The results of this chapter have appeared in [12, 14].
locality proofs. Section 3.2 presents LocalRMW, a $O(k)$-local nonblocking implementation. This section includes the safety, progress and locality proofs of the algorithm, which extend the proofs of the blocking algorithm. Finally, an implementation for the common case of $k$cas is described in Section 3.3.

### 3.1 BLocalRMW: A Blocking Algorithm with $3k$ Failure Locality

BLocalRMW follows a simple high-level scheme in which an operation tries to acquire all its items, one by one, and applies its changes to these items only while holding all of them.

An important aspect of the algorithm is in handling situations in which an operation $op_1$ finds that an item it needs is already acquired by another, blocking operation $op_2$. BLocalRMW uses the number of data items that are already acquired to decide whether $op_1$ waits for $op_2$ or whether $op_1$ resets $op_2$, releasing all the items acquired by $op_2$, and seizing the required item. The operation $op_1$ waits for $op_2$ only if $op_2$ is more advanced in acquiring its items. Otherwise, if $op_2$ has acquired fewer items than $op_1$, then $op_1$ resets $op_2$.

An operation resets another operation after acquiring ownership over it. Resetting an operation only involves releasing the items it acquired, and does not involve rolling back its changes, since the operation has not written new values to the items yet.

Another important aspect of BLocalRMW is in handling the symmetric case, when $op_1$ and $op_2$ have acquired the same number of items, by applying dcas to atomically acquire ownership of both operations; the operation that acquires ownership, resets the other operation. This breaks apart long hold-and-wait chains that would deteriorate the locality as well as hold-and-wait cycles that can cause a deadlock.

The high-level scheme appears in Pseudocode 3.1.

The execution of an operation is partitioned into rounds, each starting when the operation is reset. At each round, the operation tries to acquire its data items; if the operation is reset, all the items acquired by the operation are released; in the last round, the operation succeeds in acquiring all the items, computes the new values and writes them, and finally, releases all the items.

Rounds are divided into iterations (executeIteration); at each iteration the operation either tries to make progress (tryAdvancingOp), by either acquiring an additional item (acquireNextItem) or modifying the data items it has acquired and releasing them, or it handles a conflict (handleConflict method). When acquiring an item, the operation increases its counter, otherwise, it discovers that another operation owns the item, and initializes the conflict information, so the conflict can be handled in the next iteration.
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Pseudocode 3.1 k-Read-Modify-Write: High-level algorithm

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{rmw(} & \text{Item items[} k \text{]) } \{ \\
& \text{\text{\textup{write}}(\text{dataset}, \text{items})} \\
& \text{while \ \text{read} (\text{modifyDone}) = \text{false} \ \text{do} \\
& \text{\quad cnfl} \leftarrow \text{\text{read}(conflict)} \\
& \text{\quad ctx} \leftarrow \text{\text{read}(context)} \\
& \text{\quad executeIteration(ctx, cnfl)} \\
& \} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{executeIteration(} & \text{Context ctx, Conflict cnfl)} \{ \\
& \text{\quad if \ cnfl.blocking = \bot \ \text{then} } \\
& \text{\quad \quad tryAdvancingOp(ctx, cnfl)} \\
& \text{\quad \quad handleConflict(ctx, cnfl)} \\
& \text{\quad \quad \} } \\
\text{tryAdvancingOp(} & \text{Context ctx, Conflict cnfl)} \{ \\
& \text{\quad if \ ctx.counter < k \ \text{then} } \\
& \text{\quad \quad acquireNextItem(ctx, cnfl)} \\
& \text{\quad \quad \} } \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{acquireNextItem(} & \text{Context ctx, Conflict cnfl)} \{ \\
& \text{\quad if \ acqOperation(self, ctx, ctx.round) \ \text{then} } \\
& \text{\quad \quad item \leftarrow \text{\text{read}(dataset[ctx.counter])} \\
& \text{\quad \quad \} } \\
& \text{\quad \quad \} } \\
\text{\} } \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3.2: Data structures and classes for BLocalRMW.

3.1.1 Data Structures

BLocalRMW is derived from the general scheme by substituting the methods for the high-level scheme of Pseudocode 3.1. Its data structures appear in Figure 3.2. Memory locations are grouped into contiguous blocks, called item objects. Each item object contains a data attribute and an owner attribute, including the operation, op, and the round in which the operation acquired the item; the owner attribute is \( \bot \) if no operation has acquired the data item.

For each operation, we maintain an operation object\(^1\) containing a dataset, referencing the set of items the operation has to access and modify; it is initialized when the operation is first invoked. The context is a tuple of a counter holding the number of items acquired so far (initially 0), an owner and the round number of the operation (initially 0). An operation object also contains some local attributes, which are not shared and are only visible to the process executing the operation.\(^2\) The modifyDone

\(^1\)These are similar to transaction descriptors used in some STM implementations, e.g., [50, 55].
\(^2\)This will be changed later, when we present LocalRMW.
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flag indicates whether or not the modifications of the operation have been applied. The conflict stores information about a conflict, if there is any: the owner of the item blocking the operation, and the counter and round values of the blocked operation.

### 3.1.2 Implementation

The methods of BLocalRMW appear in Pseudocode 3.2 and 3.3, described next.

The handleConflict method reads the identity of the blocking operation $op'$ (line 2), and its context (line 3). Then it checks whether the round numbers of $op$ or $op'$ changed (line 4), indicating that either one or both of them released the items in its data set and the conflict is resolved. If one of the round numbers changes, the method resets the conflict information (line 5) and proceeds to the next iteration (line 6). Otherwise, it compares the counter of $op$ with the counter of $op'$. If the counter of $op$ is higher than (line 7) or equal to (line 11) the counter of $op'$, the method tries to reset $op'$ (lines 8, 12) so as to seize the item. For this purpose, $op$ needs to hold the operation objects of both $op$ and $op'$. When the counter of $op$ is higher than the counter of $op'$, the method keeps the operation object of $op$, and tries to acquire the operation object of $op'$ (line 8), using cas suffices in this case. When the counters are equal, the method releases the operation object of $op$ (line 10) and tries to atomically acquire both operation objects (line 12) by applying dCAS.

The handleConflict method releases the operation object of $op$ (line 10) also if the counter of $op$ is lower than the counter of $op'$, but in this case, it does nothing before the next iteration (line 13). Note that after releasing the operation object, $op$ reacquires the operation object (and resumes the execution of the operation) only when it is no longer blocked by $op'$ (since one of the round numbers changed) or when it is about to reset $op'$ (line 12). This allows other operation to reset $op$ if $op$ is blocking them (see the proof of Lemma 3.5).

The acqOperation method acquires ownership on the operation by setting the owner attribute to the reserved word self, denoting the object of the operation whose code is being executed (line 16). To simplify the pseudocode, as well as the correctness proofs, when acquiring an operation object, cas is applied on the entire context and not just on the owner field.

The reset method reads the item held by the blocking operation (line 21), and then seizes it by overriding the value written in the item’s owner field (line 22). Then, it increases the counter of the (blocked) operation (line 23) and releases the data set of the blocking operation (line 24).

The releaseDataset method reads (line 29) and releases (line 30) every item the operation owns (line 28). The context of the operation is reset by setting its counter to 0 its owner to ⊥, and increasing the round number (line 31).

---

3This is similar to the way Shavit and Touitou [91] use the version number to validate the operation.
Pseudocode 3.2 k-Read-Modify-Write: methods for BLocalRMW (continued in Pseudocode 3.3)

1: handleConflict(Context ctx, Conflict cnfl) {  
2:     blkOp ← conflict.blocking.op  
3:     blkCtx ← READ(blkOp.context)  
4:     if ⟨ctx.round,blkCtx.round⟩ != ⟨round,conflict.blocking.round⟩ then  
5:         conflict ← ⟨⊥,⊥,⊥⟩ // reset conflict  
6:     return  
7:     if conflict.counter > blkCtx.counter then  
8:         if CAS(blkOp.context, ⟨blkCtx.counter,⊥,blkCtx.round⟩, ⟨blkCtx.counter,⟨self,ctx.round⟩,blkCtx.round⟩)  
9:             then reset(blkOp)  
10:         return  
11:     if conflict.counter = blkCtx.counter then  
12:         if DCAS(⟨ctx.counter,⊥,ctx.round⟩, ⟨blkCtx.counter,⊥,blkCtx.round⟩, ⟨blkCtx.counter,⟨self,ctx.round⟩,ctx.round⟩, ⟨blkCtx.counter,⟨self,ctx.round⟩,blkCtx.round⟩)  
13:             then reset(blkOp)  
14:     return  
15:     acqOperation(Operation op, Context ctx, int rnd) {  
16:         cas(op.context, ⟨ctx.counter,⊥,ctx.round⟩, ⟨ctx.counter,⟨self,rnd⟩,ctx.round⟩)  
17:         return op.ctx.owner != ⊥ and op.ctx.owner.op = self  
18:     }  
19:     reset(Operation blkOp) { // resetting another blocking operation  
20:         ctxt ← READ(context)  
21:         item ← READ(dataset[ctx.counter]) // item held by the blocking operation  
22:         WRITE(item.owner, ⟨self,ctx.round⟩) // seize item  
23:         WRITE(context, ctx.counter+1,ctx.owner,ctx.round) // increase counter  
24:         blkOp.releaseDataset() // release the data set of the blocking operation  
25:     }  
26:     releaseDataset() {  
27:         ctxt ← READ(context)  
28:         for i = 0 . . . ctx.counter − 1 do  
29:             item ← READ(dataset[i]) // an item to release  
30:             WRITE(item.owner, ⊥) // release item  
31:             // release operation object, reset counter, increase round number  
32:         WRITE(context, ⟨0,⊥,ctx.round+1⟩)  
33:     }
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**Pseudocode 3.3** BLocalRMW (continued from Pseudocode 3.2)

```plaintext
33: boolean acqItem(Item item, Context ctx, Conflict cnfl) {
34:   cas(item.owner, ⊥, ⟨self,ctx.round⟩) // acquire the current item
35:   owner ← read(item.owner)
36:   return (owner != ⊥ and owner.op = self) // item is owned by this operation
37: }

38: increaseCounter(Context ctx) {
39:   write(context, ⟨ctx.counter+1,ctx.owner,ctx.round⟩)
40: }

41: initializeConflictInfo(Context ctx, Conflict cnfl) {
42:   conflict ← ⟨ctx.counter,ctx.round,owner⟩
43: }
```

### 3.1.3 An Execution Example

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a chain of conflicts between the operations from Figure 2.2. In Figure 3.3(a) op2 holds v5 and needs to acquire v2; op1 holds v2 and v6 and it needs to acquire v1; op3, op4, and op5, hold v1, v3, and v4 respectively and need to acquire the successor item in the loop. The counter of op1 is 2, and the counters of op2, op3, op4, op5, are 1. Therefore, the operation op1 is blocked by an operation op3 (with a lower counter) and tries to reset op3. In Figure 3.3(b) op1 completes the reset, and acquired all its data items (the counter is 3), and can apply its changes and release the items. Operation op2 holds v5 and is blocked by op1 on v2 (with a higher counter). Hence, op2 releases its own operation object, and waits for op1 to release v2.

The conflicts between op3, op4 and op5 may lead to a cycle of hold-and-wait operations, since they have equal counters. Figure 3.3(c) shows how DCAS breaks the symmetry and avoids a deadlock: the processes release their operation objects; op3 tries to atomically acquire the operation objects of op3 and op4, op4 tries to acquire the operation objects of op4 and op5, and op5 tries to acquire the operation objects of op5 and op3. In Figure 3.3(c), only op5 succeeds to acquire the operation objects, and it resets op3.

### 3.1.4 Correctness Proof

The full proof showing that BLocalRMW is linearizable is omitted since it is a simplified version of the safety proof for LocalRMW (see Section 3.2.3). A core issue in this proof is showing that a process owns its own operation object when it has acquired all its items, therefore it is not reset anymore, and its changes are applied in isolation.

In this section we concentrate on proving the locality of the algorithm by bounding the length of delay chains. One type of delay chain is created when a process
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Figure 3.3: Conflicting operations examples. An operation object points to the next item to be acquired (dashed line); \( c \) is the value of its counter. Items are owned by the operation to which they point.

stops taking steps and causes operations of other processes to be blocked; we show, in Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, that the length of such chains is \( O(k) \).

More intricate, and less intuitive, delay chains are created when operations reset other operations. For example, assume an operation \( op_1 \) is reset by another operation \( op_2 \), then, a third operation resets \( op_2 \). At some later time, the processes executing \( op_2 \) and \( op_1 \) can reacquire their operation object, and the same scenario may happen over and over again. It may even seem as if a livelock can happen due to a cycle of resetting operations.

Figure 3.4 illustrates how an operation can be reset many times before some oper-
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![Diagram of blocking operations and recurring resets](image)

**Figure 3.4:** A recurring resets scenario. The number below an operation indicates its counter; solid arrows indicate blocking and dashed arrows indicate reset. Initially, for \( i \geq 1 \), \( op_i \) has counter \( i \); for \( i \geq 0 \), \( op_i \) owns the item \( op_{i+1} \) needs next; and \( op_0 \) is blocked by \( op'_1 \) with equal counter, 1. For \( i \geq 1 \), after \( op_i \) acquires the next item and increases its counter, it is blocked by \( op'_{i+1} \) with equal counter \( i+1 \).

Alternation completes in its \( k \)-neighborhood. For \( i \geq 1 \), after \( op_i \) acquires an additional item and increases its counter to \( i + 1 \), it is blocked by \( op'_{i+1} \) with equal counter. Initially, \( op_0 \) releases its operation object in order to reset \( op'_1 \) and seize the item \( op_0 \) needs. Instead, \( op_1 \) resets \( op_0 \), seizes the item \( op_0 \) owns, and increases its own counter to 2. Then, \( op_1 \) is blocked by \( op'_2 \) with equal counter, 2. In a similar way, \( op_2 \) resets \( op_1 \) after it releases its operation object, and \( op_3 \) resets \( op_2 \), so that their items are released. Later, \( op_0 \) and \( op_1 \) are able to reacquire their first items. This recurring reset scenario is repeated with longer chains of resets each time.

However, inspecting the example reveals that the longer the chain is, the higher is the counter of its last operation, and after \( k/2 \) resets of \( op_0 \), \( op_{k-1} \) at distance \( k-1 \) from \( op_0 \) owns all its data items, and it can complete. The following lemmas formalize this intuition. Since an item is seized during a reset, an operation makes progress whenever it resets another operation, as stated in the next lemma. Let \( c(op) \) be the counter of \( op \) in a given configuration.

**Lemma 3.1** If an operation \( op_1 \) resets another operation \( op_2 \), then \( c(op_1) = m_1 \geq c(op_2) = m_2 \) in the configuration in which the reset is invoked, and \( c(op_1) = m_1 + 1 \) in the configuration after the reset completes.

**Proof:** Before invoking reset, \( op_1 \) compares the counters of \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \) (lines 7 or 11). If \( c(op_2) < c(op_1) \) (line 7), then \( op_1 \) tries to acquire the operation object of \( op_2 \) (line 8). The counter of \( op_1 \) does not change while \( op_1 \) is holding its operation object. If \( op_1 \) acquires the operation object of \( op_2 \), then the counter of \( op_2 \) also has not changed since \( op_1 \) read it.

If the counters are equal (line 11), then \( op_1 \) acquires the operation objects of \( op_1 \)
and \( op_2 \) (line 12), before resetting \( op_2 \) (line 12). Similar arguments imply that the counters do not change.

In \texttt{reset}, \( op_1 \) increases its counter (line 23), and thus, \( c(op_1) = m_1 + 1 \) when the reset is completed.

Lemmas 3.2–3.4 prove that whenever an operation \( op \) is reset, some operation in its neighborhood makes progress, e.g., increasing the counter or completing, and that after \( op \) is reset a bounded number of times, some operation in its neighborhood completes. For this purpose, we define a dynamic set of operations, \( R_{op} \). Whenever an operation in the \((k-1)\)-neighborhood of \( op \) completes, \( R_{op} \) is set to \( \{op\} \). Whenever an operation \( op_j \in R_{op} \) is reset by an operation \( op_i \), \( op_j \) is removed from \( R_{op} \), unless it is \( op \), and \( op_i \) is added to \( R_{op} \) (if it is not already in \( R_{op} \)).

\textbf{Lemma 3.2} Every operation \( op_j \), other than \( op \), in \( R_{op} \) is at distance \( \leq c(op_j) - 1 \) from \( op \).

\textbf{Proof:} The proof is by induction on the length of the execution interval of \( op \). The base case is when the operation starts; in this case, \( R_{op} \) includes only \( op \) and the claim vacuously holds.

For the induction step, assume that the claim holds for some prefix of \( op \)'s execution interval, and consider first a step that does not change \( R_{op} \). If the counter of some operation in \( R_{op} \) increases, then the lemma holds by the inductive assumption. \( R_{op} \) does not change, and by definition, no operation in the \((k-1)\)-neighborhood completes. By the inductive assumption, all operations in \( R_{op} \) are in the \((k-1)\)-neighborhood of \( op \), thus no operation in \( R_{op} \) completes. Since no operation in \( R_{op} \) is reset, the counters of operations in \( R_{op} \) do not decrease.

Consider now a step that changes \( R_{op} \). If some operation in the \((k-1)\)-neighborhood completes and \( R_{op} \) is set to \( \{op\} \), then the claim vacuously holds. Otherwise, an operation \( op_j \) resets an operation \( op_i \in R_{op} \); \( c(op_i) = m \geq 1 \) before the reset, since \( op_i \) owns at least one item. By the inductive assumption, \( op_i \) is at distance \( \leq m - 1 \) from \( op \). Therefore, \( op_j \) is at distance \( \leq m \) from \( op \), and by Lemma 3.1, \( c(op_j) > m \) after the reset, and the lemma holds.

The \textit{potential vector} of \( R_{op} \) in a configuration \( C \) is a vector with \( n \) entries holding the counters of operations in \( R_{op} \). Assume \( R_{op} \) contains \( r \) operations, then entries \( 0 \ldots r - 1 \) hold the counters of the operations in \( R_{op} \) in decreasing order, and entries \( r \ldots n - 1 \) are all 0’s. Note that the entries of the vector are reordered every time the counters are changed, so that all 0’s are shuffled to the end of the vector, and other counters appear in decreasing order at the beginning of the vector. We compare vectors in lexicographic order.
Lemma 3.3 The potential vector of $R_{op}$ grows with each reset of $op$, and it does not decrease unless some operation within $op$’s $(k - 1)$-neighborhood completes.

Proof: Assume that no operation within the $(k - 1)$-neighborhood of $op$ completes. By Lemma 3.2, the operations in $R_{op}$ are in the $(k - 1)$-neighborhood of $op$, and hence, none of them completes.

If the counter of some operation $op'$ in $R_{op}$ increases, then the potential vector grows.

Consider an operation, $op''$, resetting an operation $op' \in R_{op}$, such that $c(op') = m'$. If $op'$ is not removed from $R_{op}$ (since it is $op$), and $op''$ is added to $R_{op}$, then the potential vector of $R_{op}$ has an additional nonzero entry. Since the vector holds the counters of the operations in $R_{op}$ in decreasing order, the potential vector grows.

If $op'$ is not removed from $R_{op}$ and $op''$ is already in $R_{op}$ then $R_{op}$ does not change. Lemma 3.1 implies that $c(op'')$ increases after the reset, and the potential vector grows.

If $op'$ is removed from $R_{op}$ and $op''$ replaces $op'$ in $R_{op}$, then Lemma 3.1 implies that after the reset $c(op'') > m'$, and the potential vector grows.

Finally, if $op'$ is removed from $R_{op}$ and $op''$ is already in $R_{op}$, then the entry of $op'$ in the vector is set to 0, and no additional nonzero entry is added to the vector. However, by Lemma 3.1, before the reset $c(op'') \geq c(op')$, and $c(op'')$ increases after the reset. Thus, some entry to the left of $op'$ in the potential vector increases, and the potential vector grows (since entries are reordered to appear in decreasing order).

A progress step of an operation $op$ is a step in which either $op$ completes or increases its counter. Let $n_d$ be the number of operations in the $d$-neighborhood of $op$. By Lemma 3.2, all the operations in $R_{op}$ are in the $(k - 1)$-neighborhood of $op$, thus the size of $R_{op}$ is at most $n_{k-1}$. The next lemma uses Lemma 3.3 to show that after a bounded number of progress steps of $op$, some operation in its $(k - 1)$-neighborhood completes.

Lemma 3.4 After at most $n_{k-1}k^2$ progress steps of an operation $op$, some operation completes in its $(k - 1)$-neighborhood.

Proof: If no operation completes in the $(k - 1)$-neighborhood of $op$ (including $op$), then after $n_{k-1}k(k - 1)$ progress steps, $op$ increases its counter $n_{k-1}k(k - 1)$ times, which means it is reset at least $n_{k-1}k$ times. By Lemma 3.3, after each reset of $op$, the potential vector of $R_{op}$ increases. By the time the vector increases $n_{k-1}k$ times, all the operations in the $(k - 1)$-neighborhood of $op$ (at most $n_{k-1}$ operations, including $op$) have their counters equal to $k$ and hereafter these operations do not release their operation objects. On one hand, the operations in this neighborhood cannot increase their counters, on the other hand, no operation resets an operation in this neighborhood, which implies that $op$ completes in its $n_{k-1}k(k - 1) + 1 \leq n_{k-1}k^2$ progress step.
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Increasing chain

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
0 & 1 & \cdots & k-2 \\
op_0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{cccc}
k-2 & k-1 & \cdots & 0 \\
op_{k-2} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{array}
\]

Decreasing chain

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
2 & 1 & \cdots & k-2 \\
op_2 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{array}
\begin{array}{cccc}
k-2 & k-1 & \cdots & 2 \\
op_{k-2} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{array}
\]

Figure 3.5: The operations \( op_j \) create an increasing chain; each \( op_j \) operation is blocked by the operation \( op_{j+1} \) holding the data item \( t_{i+1} \). The operations \( op'_i \) create a decreasing chain; each \( op'_i \) operation is blocked by the operation \( op'_{i-1} \) holding its operation object.

This shows that recurring resets do not prevent progress in the neighborhood of an operation. We now discuss delay chains created when processes stop taking steps.

Consider an operation \( op \) that stops taking steps while holding a data item. Another operation \( op' \) requiring this item cannot complete without resetting \( op \), which it fails to do if \( op \) holds its operation object. If \( c(op') > c(op) \), \( op' \) keeps its operation object and may block a third operation with a higher counter that cannot reset \( op' \), and so on.

Formally, an operation \( op \) is \( m \)-delayed by another operation \( op' \) when \( op \) needs to reset \( op' \), \( c(op') \leq m \), and some operation other than \( op \) has acquired the operation object of \( op' \). In a decreasing chain of operations an operation \( op \) is \( m \)-delayed by the next operation where \( m < c(op) \). Since each operation in a decreasing chain has a counter that is strictly lower than the counter of the operation that it blocks, the length of the chain is bounded by \( k \).

The right part of Figure 3.5 presents an example of a decreasing chain. The operation \( op'_2 \) needs to acquire an item, and is blocked by another operation \( op'_1 \) with a lower counter. The operation \( op'_1 \) does not complete either because it stops taking steps or because it is repeatedly being reset by other operations, and the operation object of \( op'_1 \) is always reacquired before \( op'_2 \) has a chance to reset \( op'_1 \) and acquire its next item. For every \( i, 1 \leq i < k-1 \), the operation \( op'_{i+1} \) is \( i \)-delayed by the operation \( op'_i \), since some operation holds the operation object of \( op'_i \) while it is blocking \( op'_{i+1} \).

We use the notion of a big step [26] to prove that the algorithm has \( O(k) \) failure locality. A big step is a measure of time for asynchronous systems. This notion is usually applied to all the processes in the system, and we refine it to describe the progress of a subset of the processes. An execution interval \( \alpha \) contains a big step of some set of operations \( S \) if each operation in \( S \) takes at least one step in \( \alpha \). Inductively, an execution interval \( \alpha \) contains \( s > 1 \) big steps of \( S \) if \( \alpha \) can be written as \( \alpha' \alpha'' \), \( \alpha' \) contains \( s-1 \) big steps of \( S \), and \( \alpha'' \) contains a big step of \( S \).

Let \( l \) be a constant that is larger than the number of steps a process takes in a single invocation of \texttt{executeIteration}.

**Lemma 3.5** Consider an operation \( op \) that is \( m \)-delayed by another operation \( op' \) in a configuration \( C \), \( 1 \leq m \leq k-1 \). Let \( DC \) be a decreasing chain from \( op' \). Then, in an
execution interval $\alpha$ starting in $C$ that contains $2l$ big steps of the processes $\{op\} \cup DC$, one of the following happens:

1. some operation in the $m+2$-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step, or
2. some operation $op''$ holds an operation object of another operation in $DC$.

**Proof:** The proof is by induction on $m$, with a base case at $m = 1$. The operation $op$ is 1-delayed by $op'$, namely when $op$ tries to reset $op'$, $c(op') = 1$ and some operation has acquired the operation object of $op'$. In this case, $DC = \{op'\}$.

If $op'$ increases its counter, during $\alpha$, then Condition 1 holds. If some operation $op'' \neq op'$ holds the operation object of $op'$, during $\alpha$, then Condition 2 holds. Thus, assume $op'$ holds its own operation object and it is blocked by another operation $op''$, and $c(op'') \geq c(op')$ ($op'$ cannot be blocked by an operation with a lower counter, since $c(op') = 1$).

The execution interval $\alpha$ contains $2l$ big steps of $op$ and $op'$, during which $op'$ releases its own operation object and some operation reacquires its operation object. If this time, another operation $op'' \neq op'$ acquires the operation object, then Condition 2 holds. Otherwise, $op'$ re-acquires its own operation object. If $op'$ re-acquires its operation object after $op''$ has completed, then Condition 1 holds. If $op'$ acquires both the operation objects of $op'$ and $op''$, then $op'$ resets $op''$ and increases its counter, during $\alpha$. Otherwise, $op'$ re-acquires the operation object either after $op''$ is reset and is no longer blocking $op'$, or after $op'$ is reset and is no longer blocked by $op''$. This implies that during $\alpha$, after $op'$ re-acquires its own operation object (after releasing it) some operation (possibly, $op'$ itself) in the 1-neighborhood of $op'$ either completes or is reset, increasing the counter of the resetting operation. Thus, some operation in the 2-neighborhood of $op$ ($op'$ or $op''$) completes or is reset once during $\alpha$, and some operation in the 3-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step and Condition 1 holds.

For the induction step, assume the lemma holds for every operation with counter lower than $m > 1$. If an operation other than $op'$ holds the operation object of $op'$, then Condition 2 holds, so assume $op'$ holds its own operation object.

If $op'$ is $m'$-delayed by an operation $op''$, $m' < m$, in $C$, then consider the decreasing chain $DC'$ from $op''$ in $C$. If some operation in the $m+1$-neighborhood of $op'$ (and the $m+2$-neighborhood of $op$), has a progress step in $\alpha$, then Condition 1 holds. Otherwise, $\alpha$ contains $2l$ big steps of $\{op\} \cup DC' \subset \{op\} \cup DC$, and by the inductive assumption, some operation owns another operation object in $DC'$, satisfying Condition 2.

Finally, if $op'$ is $m'$-delayed by an operation $op''$, $m' \geq m$, then, as in the base case, some operation in the 3-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step during $\alpha$, satisfying Condition 1.

Another blocking scenario happens when an operation $op$ is blocked by an operation $op'$ whose counter is higher than $c(op)$. Moreover, $op'$ may be blocked by a third
operation with a higher counter, and so on, creating an increasing chain, also depicted in Figure 3.5 (left side). Since the counter of every operation in an increasing chain is strictly larger than the counter of the operation that it blocks, the length of the chain is at most \( k \).

Decreasing and increasing chains, together with recurring resets may create longer delay chains. In an increasing-decreasing chain of operations, every operation \( op \) is blocked either by the next operation in the chain, \( op' \) with \( c(op') > c(op) \), or by a decreasing chain; in the later case, \( op \) is \( m \)-delayed by the head of the decreasing chain, \( m \leq c(op) \).

Lemma 3.6 Consider an operation \( op \) with \( c(op) = m \) in a configuration \( C \), \( 0 \leq m \leq k \). Let \( \mathcal{IDC} \) be an increasing-decreasing chain that includes \( op \). Then, in an execution interval \( \alpha \) starting in \( C \) that contains \( 4l \) big steps of \( \mathcal{IDC} \), one of the following happens:

1. Some operation in \( \mathcal{IDC} \) acquires all its data items, or
2. Some operation in the \((2k - m)\)-neighborhood of \( op \) has a progress step, or
3. Some operation \( op'' \) owns the operation object of another operation \( op' \in \mathcal{IDC} \).

Proof: The proof is by backward induction on \( m \). In the base case, \( m = k \), \( op \) acquired all its data set, and Condition 1 holds. For the induction step assume \( m < k \), and consider what happens when \( op \) executes \( 2l \) steps, in which it completes at least two iterations of the loop in the \( \text{rmw} \) method. We inspect the code.

If there is no conflict, then, since the counter of \( op \) is not equal to the size of its data set, \( op \) tries to acquire its own operation object(line 16). If another operation holds the operation object of \( op \), then Condition 3 holds.

Otherwise, \( op \) holds its operation object (line 16 or line 17), and it tries to acquire another item (line 34). Then, \( op \) reads the owner of the current item (line 35). If no operation owns the item (line 36), then \( op \) may fail to acquire the item since another operation \( op' \) owned it but \( op' \) no longer owns the item. Hence, \( op' \) either completes or is reset, increasing the counter of the resetting operation in the 2-neighborhood of \( op \) and Condition 2 holds. If \( op \) owns the current data item (line 36), then the counter of \( op \) increases (line 39) and Condition 2 holds.

Otherwise, \( op \) is blocked by \( op' \); it sets the conflict information of the operation object (line 42), and starts a new iteration, in which it handles the conflict. In this iteration, \( op \) reads the context of \( op' \) (line 3). If the round number of \( op' \) has changed (line 4), then \( op' \) either completes or is reset, increasing the counter of the resetting operation in the 2-neighborhood of \( op \) and Condition 2 holds.

If \( c(op) > c(op') \) (line 7), then \( op \) tries to acquire the operation object of \( op' \) (line 8) and reset it (line 8).

If \( c(op) = c(op') \), \( op \) releases its own operation object (line 10) and tries to acquire the operation objects of both \( op \) and \( op' \) and reset \( op' \) (line 12).
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If $c(op) \geq c(op')$ and $op$ acquires the operation object of $op'$ then Condition 3 holds. If $op$ fails to acquire the operation objects of $op'$, then either some operation other than $op$ holds the operation object of $op$, satisfying Condition 3, or $op$ is $m'$-delayed by $op'$, $m' \leq m$, in a configuration $C'$ after $2l$ big steps of $IDC$. In the latter case, if some operation in the $(2k-m)$-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step in $\alpha$, then Condition 2 holds. Otherwise, the suffix of $\alpha$, $\alpha'$ starting at $C'$ includes $2l$ big steps of the decreasing chain from $op'$ (which is contained in $IDC$). Hence, Lemma 3.5 implies that either some operation in the $m+2$-neighborhood (included in the $(2k-m)$-neighborhood) of $op$, has a progress step in $\alpha'$, satisfying Condition 2, or some operation owns another operation on the decreasing chain from $op'$, satisfying Condition 3.

If $c(op) < c(op')$ (line 13), the counter of $op'$ is $m' > m$. If some operation in the $(2k-m)$-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step in $\alpha$, then Condition 2 holds. Otherwise, $\alpha$ includes $4l$ big steps of the increasing-decreasing chain from $op'$ (which is contained in $IDC$), and the lemma holds by the inductive assumption.

After an operation acquires all its items, it holds its operation object until it completes. Hence, other operations cannot reset its counter, and the operation releases its items within $2l$ steps. Thus, if no operation in an increasing-decreasing chain from $op$ (in its $2k$-neighborhood) stops taking steps, then some operation $op'$ in this neighborhood makes enough progress steps and by Lemma 3.4, some operation in the $k$-neighborhood of $op'$ and $3k$-neighborhood of $op$ completes. This argument is formalized in the proof of the next lemma.

**Theorem 3.7 (Failure locality)** *BLocalRMW* has $(3k; 2k)$-failure locality.

**Proof:** Assume that the counter of an operation $op$ is $m$ at some configuration $C_1$ in its execution interval, and consider an increasing-decreasing chain $IDC_1$ from $op$ in $C_1$. Consider also the minimum execution interval $\alpha_1$ starting in $C_1$ that contains $4l$ big steps of $IDC_1$ followed by either $2l$ steps of an operation $op'$ on $IDC_1$, which acquired all its data items, or $2l$ steps of an operation $op''$ that owns another operation on $IDC_1$. Since the length of an increasing-decreasing chain is at most $2k - 3$, and no process stops taking steps in the $2k$-neighborhood of $op$, an execution interval $\alpha'$ that contains $4l$ big steps of $IDC_1$ exists. If some operation $op'$ in $IDC_1$ acquired all its data items after $\alpha'$, then $op'$ (which is in the $(2k-3)$-neighborhood of $op$) completes within $2l$ steps. Alternatively, if some operation $op''$ owns another operation on $IDC_1$ after $\alpha'$, then $op''$ (which is in the $(2k-2)$-neighborhood of $op$) increases its counter within $2l$ steps. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.6, some operation in the $2k$-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step, in $\alpha_1$.

If no operation in the $3k$-neighborhood of $op$ completes during $\alpha_1$, then we consider an increasing-decreasing chain $IDC_2$ from $op$ in the configuration after $\alpha_1$, and an
execution interval $\alpha_2$ from this configuration, which contains a progress step of some operation in the $2k$-neighborhood of $op$.

In this manner, we define execution intervals $\alpha_3, \alpha_4, \ldots$. Since there are at most $n_{2k}$ operations in the $2k$-neighborhood of $op$, after at most $n_{2k}n_{k-1}k^2$ execution intervals, one of these operations $op'$ has $n_{k-1}k^2$ progress steps. Lemma 3.4 implies that some operation in the $k$-neighborhood of $op'$ completes, hence, some operation in the $3k$-neighborhood of $op$ completes.

\section{LocalRMW: A $3k$-Local Nonblocking Algorithm}

LocalRMW is a variant of BLocalRMW that uses helping to ensure progress in the $3k$-neighborhood of an operation, even when processes stop taking steps. Helping means that when an operation $op$ is blocked by another operation $op'$ with a higher counter, its invoking process $p$ executes $op'$ to ensure it completes and releases the item, instead of waiting for the process $p'$ that invoked $op'$ to do so by itself (which may never happen if $p'$ stops taking steps); we say that $p$ helps $op'$ or that $op$ helps $op'$. Helping is recursive and if $p$ discovers that $op'$ is blocked by another operation $op''$, then $p$ also helps $op''$.

Note that $op$ still resets $op'$ if its counter is equal or higher than the counter of $op'$. In addition, $op$ can be blocked while trying to acquire an operation object; in this case as well, $p$ helps the blocking operation.

In the example of Figure 3.3, when $op_2$ discovers that it is blocked by $op_1$ with a higher counter, $op_2$ helps $op_1$ instead of waiting for it to complete. If $op_1$ is blocked by an operation that owns the operation object of $op_3$, while $op_1$ tries to reset $op_3$, then $op_2$ helps the blocking operation to proceed until it releases the operation object of $op_3$.

Due to helping, an operation may be executed by several executing processes, simultaneously. The process that invoked the operation is called its initiator.

\subsection{Data Structures}

Since there are several processes executing an operation, some changes are required in the data structures of BLocalRMW and the way they are handled, to ensure that only one executing process performs each step of the operation.

The modified data structures appear in Figure 3.6. The most important change is that modifyDone flag and the conflict attribute are visible to all processes executing the operation, i.e., kept in the shared memory. In addition, the cas and dcas primitives suffer from the ABA problem [59]; namely, a process $p$ may read a value $A$ from some memory location $l$, then other processes change $l$ to $B$ and then back to $A$, later $p$ applies cas on $l$ and the comparison succeeds whereas it should have failed. We avoid this problem by associating a monotonically increasing ABA-prevention counter with attributes that may hold the same value during an execution. This is the case for the
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```plaintext
structure Owner {Operation op, int round, int aba}
structure Context {int counter, Owner owner, int round}
structure Conflict {int counter, int round, Owner blocking, int aba}

class Item {
    Data data
    Owner owner
}

class Operation {
    Item dataset[k]
    Context context
    Conflict conflict
    boolean modifyDone
}
```

Figure 3.6: Data structures and classes for LocalRMW.

The owner attribute, which is reset when the object is released, and for conflict information, which is reset when the conflict is solved. The attribute and the counter fit into a single memory location and are manipulated atomically; the counter is incremented whenever the attribute is updated. Assuming that the counter has enough bits, the CAS (DCAS) succeeds only if the counter has not changed since the process read the attribute.

### 3.2.2 Implementation

LocalRMW combines the high-level scheme of Pseudocode 3.1 with the methods of Pseudocode 3.4 and 3.5. The main difference from BLocalRMW is that when an operation \( op \) is blocked by another operation \( op' \) with higher counter, \( op \) helps \( op' \) to proceed and release its data items (line 64). Additionally, if an executing process \( p \) of \( op \) tries to acquire the operation object of \( op' \) in order to reset \( op' \) and discovers it is owned by an operation \( op'' \), then \( p \) helps \( op'' \) (line 112).

The `handleConflict` method handles the case where \( op \) is blocked by another operation \( op' \), indicated by the `conflict` attribute (line 45). The method reads the conflict information and the context of \( op' \) (line 46 and line 47). Then the method verifies that neither \( op \) nor \( op' \) changed round (line 48), as in BLocalRMW. If one of the round numbers changed, the method invalidates the context (line 49), so the operation object is not released by an executing process of \( op \) that is not aware that the conflict is resolved. Then the method resets the conflict information (line 50). If both round numbers did not change, the method compares the counter of \( op \) with the counter of \( op' \) and handles the conflict as in BLocalRMW; unless the counter of \( op' \) is higher than the the counter of \( op \), in which case, \( op \) helps \( op' \) (line 64).

The `acqOperation` method applies CAS to acquire the operation object given as input parameter (line 67), and verifies that this operation owns the given operation object (line 68). The `acqTwoOperations` method is similar, except for using DCAS to acquire the two operation objects (line 71), and verifying that this operation owns both operations object (line 72).

The `reset` method seizes the item held by the blocking operation (line 76) after
Pseudocode 3.4 LocalRMW (continued in Pseudocode 3.5)
44: handleConflict(Context ctx, Conflict cnfl) {
45:   blkOp ← cnfl.blocking.op
46:   blkCnfl ← READ(blkOp.conflict)
47:   blkCtx ← READ(blkOp.context)
48:   if ⟨ctx.round,blkCtx.round⟩ != ⟨cnfl.round,cnfl.blocking.round⟩ then
49:       cas(op.context, ctx,
50:             ⟨ctx.counter,(ctx.owner.op,ctx.owner.round,ctx.owner.aba+1),ctx.round⟩)
51:       return
52:       // conflict with an operation with a lower counter
53:       if cnfl.counter > blkCtx.counter then
54:         reset(cnfl.counter, cnfl.blocking, ⟨self,ctx.round,ctx.owner.aba⟩)
55:       return
56:       // conflict with an operation with an equal counter
57:       if (blkCtx.owner.op,blkCtx.owner.round) != ⟨self,ctx.round⟩ then
58:         cas(context, ctx, ⟨ctx.counter,(∥,∥,∥.ctx.owner.aba+1),ctx.round⟩)
59:       return
60:       // conflict with an operation with a higher counter
61:       if cnfl.counter < blkCtx.counter then
62:         blkOp.executeIteration(blkCnfl, blkCtx)
63:       }
64:   }
65:   boolean acqOperation(Operation op, Context ctx, int rnd) {
66:     cas(op.context, ⟨ctx.counter,(∥,∥,∥.ctx.owner.aba),ctx.round⟩,
67:         ⟨ctx.counter,(self,rnd,ctx.owner.aba+1),ctx.round⟩)
68:     return op.verifyOwner(self, rnd, ctx.round)
69:   }
70:   boolean acqTwoOperations(Operation op1, op2, Context cx1, cx2, int rnd) {
71:     dcas(op1.context, op2.context,
72:         ⟨cx1.counter,(∥,∥.cx1.owner.aba),cx1.round⟩,
73:             ⟨cx2.counter,(∥,∥.cx2.owner.aba),cx2.round⟩,
74:             ⟨cx1.counter,(self,rnd.cx1.owner.aba+1),cx1.round⟩,
75:             ⟨cx2.counter,(self,rnd.cx2.owner.aba+1),cx2.round⟩)
76:     return op1.verifyOwner(self, rnd, cx1.round) and op2.verifyOwner(self, rnd, cx2.round)
77:   }
78:   reset(int ctr, Owner blocking, Owner owner) {
79:     item ← READ(dataset[ctr])
80:     item.acquire(blocking, owner.op, owner.round, ctr) // seize the item
81:     itmOwner ← READ(itmOwner)
82:     if ⟨itmOwner.op, itmOwner.round⟩ = ⟨owner.op, owner.round⟩ then
83:       cas(context, ⟨ctr,owner.owner.round⟩, ⟨ctr+1,owner.owner.round⟩)
84:       blocking.op.releaseDataset(blocking, round)
85:   }
**Pseudocode 3.5** LocalRMW (continued from Pseudocode 3.4)

```plaintext
82: releaseDataset(int rnd) {
83:  ctx ← READ(context)
84:  for i = 0 to dataset.size−1 do
85:    item ← READ(dataset[i])
86:    itmOwner ← READ(item.owner)
87:    CAS(item.owner, ⟨self, rnd, itmOwner.aba⟩, ⟨⊥, ⊥, itmOwner.aba+1⟩)
// increase round number, reset counter, release operation object
88:    CAS(context, ⟨ctx.counter,ctx.owner,rnd⟩, ⟨0, ⟨⊥, ⊥, ctx.owner.aba+1⟩, rnd+1⟩)
89: }
90: boolean acqItem(Item item, Context ctx, Conflict cnfl) {
91:  owner ← READ(item.owner)
92:  if owner = ⊥ then // item has no owner
93:    if CAS(conflict, ⟨⊥, ⊥, ⊥, cnfl.aba⟩, ⟨⊥, ⊥, ⊥, cnfl.aba+1⟩) then
94:      item.acquire(owner, self, ctx.round, ctx.counter) // acquire the item
95:    owner ← READ(item.owner)
96:    return (owner != ⊥ and owner.op = self and owner.round = ctx.round)
97: }
98: increaseCounter(Context ctx) {
99:  CAS(context, ⟨ctx.counter+1,ctx.owner,ctx.round⟩)
100: }
101: initializeConflictInfo(Context ctx, Conflict cnfl) {
102:  CAS(conflict, ⟨⊥, ⊥, ⊥, cnfl.aba⟩, ⟨ctx.counter,ctx.owner,ctx.round,owner,cnfl.aba+1⟩)
103: }
104: boolean verifyOwner(Operation op, int opRnd, int rnd) {
105:  ctx ← READ(op.context)
106:  ownerOp ← ctx.owner.op
107:  if ⟨ownerOp,ctx.owner.round⟩ = ⟨op, opRnd⟩ and ctx.round = rnd then
108:    return TRUE // indicate success
109:  if ownerOp != ⊥ and ctx.round = rnd then
110:    ownerCnfl ← READ(ownerOp.conflict)
111:    ownerCtx ← READ(ownerOp.context)
112:    ownerOp.executeIteration(ownerCnfl,ownerCtx) // help the owner
113:    return FALSE // indicate failure
114: }
115: // Item’s method
116: acquire(Owner ownr, Operation op, int rnd, int ctr) {
117:  ctx ← READ(op.context)
118:  if ⟨ctx.counter,ctx.owner.op,ctx.owner.round,ctx.round⟩ = ⟨ctr, op, rnd, rnd⟩ then
119:    CAS(owner, ownr, ⟨op, rnd, ownr.aba+1⟩) // acquire the item
120: }
```
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reading it (line 75). If the item is owned by the operation in round number as specified in the input parameter (line 78), then the method increases the counter of the operation (line 79) and releases the data set of the blocking operation (line 80).

As in BLocalRMW, the releaseDataset method reads (line 86) and releases (line 87) every item that is owned by the operation, and then resets the context of the operation (line 88). However, in order to avoid modifications when the operation changes its round, the round number given as input parameter is used when releasing the items and updating the context of the operation.

The acqItem method checks if the current item is released (line 92) and tries to acquire it (line 94). Before doing so, it invalidates the conflict information, by “touching” the ABA value (line 93), so it is not set by another executing process that encountered contention on the same item. Finally, if the item is owned by the operation, the method returns success (line 96).

### 3.2.3 Safety Proof

We prove that LocalRMW is linearizable by showing that the executing processes are synchronized. We identify, for each operation, a linearization point in its interval, so that the operation appears to occur atomically at this point. The linearization point of an operation is when it sets the modifyDone flag to TRUE.4 A concrete implementation of the kRMW operation defines the modify method, and must ensure that the data items are changed only if the modifyDone flag of op is not TRUE, i.e., before the linearization point. Section 3.3 presents an example of modify method for the common and important case of kCAS.

We first provide some definitions required for the proofs. An operation op is in a \(\langle c, l, r \rangle\)-context if the context of op is \(\langle c, l, r \rangle\). An operation is in the \(r\)-th round if it is in a \(\langle c, l, r \rangle\)-context for some c and l. An item object t or an operation object o are \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned if the owner of t or the context.owner of o respectively, are equal to \(\langle op, r, aba \rangle\), for some aba. A process \(p \langle op, r \rangle\)-acquires an item t (operation object o) if \(p\) applies a cas to t (o) such that prior to applying the cas t (o) is not \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned, and after which t (o) is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned. Similarly, we define the process that \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-releases an item (operation object).

We prove that an operation applies its changes exactly once after acquiring all its data items; this claim is used in the proof of Lemma 3.9.

**Lemma 3.8** For every \(i, 0 \leq i < k, l\) and \(r\), when op shifts from the \(\langle i, l, r \rangle\)-context to the \(\langle i + 1, l, r \rangle\)-context, op is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned.

**Proof:** An executing process \(p\) increases the counter of op either in line 99, or in line 79 after resetting another operation. In the first case, \(p\) increases the counter

---

4This is similar to how linearization points are defined in [8].
(line 99) only if op is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned. In the second case, one of the input parameters for the reset method is a pair, which contains the operation object of op and its round number \(r\), as \(p\) previously read them; then, \(p\) shifts op to the \(\langle i + 1, l, r \rangle\)-context, only if it is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned.

In both cases, the cas is successful only if op is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned and the ABA value read is not changed, implying the lemma.

**Lemma 3.9** The following properties hold for every \(r \geq 0\), \(i\), \(0 \leq i < k\), and every process \(p\):

1. If op is in a \(\langle i, l, r \rangle\)-context and \(p\) \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-releases an item then op is \(\langle op', r' \rangle\)-owned and \(op' \neq op\).
2. If op is in a \(\langle i, \langle op, r, a \rangle, r \rangle\)-context, then the \(j\)-th item of op is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned, for every \(j\), \(0 \leq j < i\).
3. If \(p\) \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-acquires an item then op is in the \(r\)-th round and is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned.

**Proof:**

The proof is by induction on the execution order. The base case is the empty execution where all the properties are vacuously satisfied. Next we prove the induction step for each property; we only review steps that are relevant to the properties. We say that an owner \(\langle cop, cr, a \rangle\) is blocking op in its \(r\)-th round on the \(i\)-th item of op if the conflict of op is equal to \(\langle i, r, \langle cop, cr, a \rangle, aba \rangle\), for some aba value.

Property 1: An executing process \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-acquires an item only if it is in the data set of op. By Property 3, an executing process \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-acquires the item only if op is in the \(r\)-th round. Since \(i < k\), \(p\) does not apply the releaseDataset method in the execute method of op. Thus, \(p\) \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-releases an item t in the reset method of another operation \(op'\). Prior to \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-releasing t (lines 54 or 62), \(p\) acquires op (lines 53 or 61) and verifies that op is in the \(r\)-th round and is \(\langle op', r' \rangle\)-owned (line 107).

If another executing process, \(p'\), \(\langle op', r' \rangle\)-releases op then it applied line 88, and op is no longer in the \(r\)-th round. Prior to this, an item, \(t\), in op’s data set is either not \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned or \(p'\) \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-releases t (line 87). Whether op is \(\langle op', r' \rangle\)-owned or is not in the \(r\)-th round, Property 3 implies that no executing process \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-acquires any item. Thus, \(p\) fails to \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-release t (in line 76 or 80).

Property 2: An executing process \(p\) increases the counter of op and shifts to the \(\langle i, \langle op, r, a \rangle, r \rangle\)-context either in line 99 or in line 79 after resetting another operation. Since the cas is successful, op applies the cas in a \(\langle i - 1, \langle op, r, a \rangle, r \rangle\)-context. By the inductive assumption for every \(j\), \(0 \leq j < i - 1\), the \(j\)-th item of op is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned. Next we prove that the \((i - 1)\)-th item is also \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned.

If \(p\) increases the counter in line 99, then it reads the \((i - 1)\)-th item of op and the item’s owner (line 91) and verifies that the \((i - 1)\)-th item is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned (line 96). If \(p\) increases the counter in line 79, it reads the \((i - 1)\)-th item of op (line 75) and the item’s owner (line 77) and verifies that the \((i - 1)\)-th item is \(\langle op, r \rangle\)-owned (line 78). In both cases, since the ABA value in the context of op has not changed after \(p\) reads it,
no operation \(op\)' other than \(op \langle op',r'\rangle\)-owned \(op\). By property 1, no executing process \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-releases the \((i-1)\)-th item.

Hence, when \(op\) increases the counter and shifts to a \(\langle i,\langle op,r,a\rangle,r\rangle\)-context, the \(j\)-th item of \(op\) is \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-owned for every \(j, 0 \leq j < i\). Since \(i < k\), property 1 implies that while \(op\) is in the \(\langle i,\langle op,r,a\rangle,r\rangle\)-context and is \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-owned, no executing process \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-releases any item.

It is left to handle the scenario in which an executing process \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-releases \(op\) and another (consider the first) executing process \(p' \langle op,r'\rangle\)-acquires \(op\) afterwards. Assume \(p'\) shifts \(op\) to a \(\langle i',\langle op,r',a'\rangle,r'\rangle\)-context. If while \(op\) is not \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-owned some executing process \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-releases an item then, Property 1 implies that \(op\) was \(\langle op'',r''\rangle\)-owned \((op'' \neq op)\), and some executing process \(\langle op'',r''\rangle\)-releases \(op\) (in line 88), before \(p' \langle op,r'\rangle\)-acquires \(op\). Thus, \(i' = 0\), and the claim vacuously holds. Otherwise, by Property 1, while \(op\) is not \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-owned, \(op\) was not reset, and no executing process \(\langle op,r\rangle\)-releases any item. Hence, \(r' = r\), \(i' = i\), and the property holds.

Property 3: Assume, towards a contradiction, that the owner or round number of an operation \(nop\) change after an executing process \(p\) verifies that \(nop\) is in a \(\langle ctr,\langle nop,nr,la\rangle,nr\rangle\)-context (line 117) and before \(p \langle nop,nr\rangle\)-acquires an item \(t\) in the acquire method (line 118).

The first case is when an executing process, \(p'\), \(\langle nop,nr\rangle\)-releases \(nop\) for the first time in line 88. If \(p'\) applies line 88 while executing the reset method of another operation \(op'\). Before the reset (line 54 or 62), \(p'\) verified that \(nop\) is \(\langle op',r'\rangle\)-owned (line 53 or 61). Thus, this is not the first time an executing process \(\langle nop,nr\rangle\)-releases \(nop\) after \(p\) read the context of \(nop\), a contradiction. Otherwise, \(p'\) applied line 88 in the execute method of \(nop\) after reading \(c(nop) = k\) while \(p\) reads \(c(nop) = ctr < k\). By Property 2, when the counter is set to \(ctr + 1\), \(t\) is \(\langle nop,nr\rangle\)-owned, and the CAS applied by \(p\) so as to acquire \(t\) fails since at least the ABA value changes, a contradiction.

The second case is when an executing process \(p'\) changes the context by applying line 58. If \(p\) invokes the acquire method in line 94, then \(p\) reads that no owner is blocking \(nop\) while \(p'\) reads that some \(\langle cop,cr,ca\rangle\) owner is blocking \(nop\). Consider the executing process \(p''\) that set conflict of \(nop\) to this value. Since \(p\) acquires \(t\), no other operation acquires \(t\) after \(p\) read it and before \(p \langle nop,nr\rangle\)-acquires \(t\). Hence, the interleaving of the steps is as follows: \(p''\) reads the conflict of \(nop\), including its ABA value. Then, \(p''\) reads the owner on \(t\) (line 91) and discovers that \(t\) is \(\langle cop,cr\rangle\)-owned. Afterwards, \(p\) reads that no operation owns \(t\) (line 92) and invalidates conflict of \(nop\) (by “touching” the ABA value). Hence, \(p''\) cannot set conflict (line 102), since at least the ABA value changes when \(p\) invalidates conflict, a contradiction.

Otherwise, \(p\) invokes the acquire method in line 76. In this case both \(p\) and \(p'\) read that \(nop\) is blocked. \(p\) reads that the owner \(\langle cop,cr,a\rangle\) is blocking \(nop\) on its \(i\)-th item in the \(nr\)-th round and acquires the operation object of \(cop\) in configuration \(C\) so as to reset \(cop\). Assume \(p'\) reads the same value in conflict of \(nop\). That is, \(p'\) reads that
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the owner \(\langle \text{cop}, \text{cr}, a \rangle\) is blocking \(\text{nop}\) on its \(i\)-th item in the \(nr\)-th round. Claim 3.10 implies that \(p'\) cannot apply line 58.

**Claim 3.10** During the execution interval \(\alpha\) that starts in \(C\) and ends when the reset is completed, \(p'\) does not \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-release \(\text{op}\) in line 58.

**Proof:** If \(p\ \langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-acquires \(\text{cop}\) and \(\text{op}\) atomically in line 61 then either \(p'\) discovers that both \(\text{cop}\) and \(\text{op}\) are \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-owned or it fails to \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-release \(\text{op}\) since at least the ABA value has changed.

Otherwise, \(p\ \langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-acquires \(\text{cop}\) in line 53. \(p\) reads the context of \(\text{cop}\) (line 47) and discovers that \(i > c(\text{cop})\) (line 52). By Lemma 3.8, if the counter of \(\text{cop}\) increases then \(\text{cop}\) is \(\langle \text{cop}, \text{cr}', a' \rangle\)-owned for some \(\text{cr}'\), after \(\text{cop}\) was \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-released in line 88 at the end of \(\alpha\). So, during \(\alpha\), \(i > c(\text{cop})\) and \(p'\) does not get to apply line 58 successfully.

Assume \(p'\) reads a different value in conflict of \(\text{nop}\). That is, \(p'\) reads that an operation defined by \(\langle \text{cop}', \text{cr}', a' \rangle\) is blocking \(\text{nop}\) on its \(i'\)-th item in the \(nr'\)-th round. If \(\langle \text{cop}', \text{cr}', a' \rangle\) was blocking \(\text{nop}\) prior to \(\langle \text{cop}, \text{cr}, a \rangle\), then some executing process invalidates the context of \(\text{nop}\) (line 49) before resetting conflict of \(\text{nop}\) (line 50) and setting it to \(\langle \text{cop}, \text{cr}, a \rangle\). Hence, \(p'\) cannot change the context of \(\text{nop}\), a contradiction. Otherwise, \(\langle \text{cop}, \text{cr}, a \rangle\) was blocking \(\text{nop}\) prior to \(\langle \text{cop}', \text{cr}', a' \rangle\).

**Claim 3.11** During the execution interval \(\alpha\) that starts in \(C\) and ends when the \(i\)-th item of \(\text{op}\) is \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-owned, the round numbers of \(\text{op}\) and \(\text{cop}\) do not change.

**Proof:** Consider the first event \(e\) changing the round number of \(\text{cop}\) by an executing process \(p''\) in line 88. If \(p''\) increases the round number in the execute method of \(\text{cop}\) then the counter of \(\text{cop}\) increased to the size of \(\text{cop}\)'s data set. By Lemma 3.8, when the counter increases, \(\text{cop}\) is \(\langle \text{cop}, \text{cr}' \rangle\)-owned for some \(\text{cr}'\). Otherwise, \(p'\) increases the round number of \(\text{cop}\) in the reset method of another operation \(\text{op}'\), after verifying that \(\text{cop}\) is \(\langle \text{op}', r' \rangle\)-owned. Both cases imply that \(\text{cop}\) was \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-released first in line 88, which implies an increase in the round number of \(\text{cop}\), contradicting the assumption that \(e\) is the first event changing the round number.

Consider the first event \(e'\) changing the round number of \(\text{op}\) applied by an executing process \(p''\) in line 88. If \(p''\) increases the round number of \(\text{op}\) after executing the modify method then the counter of \(\text{op}\) increased to \(k\). By property 2, when the counter is set to \(i + 1\) the \(i\)-th item is already \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-owned, and the claim holds. Otherwise, \(p'\) increases the round number while executing the reset method of another operation \(\text{op}'\) after verifying that \(\text{op}\) is \(\langle \text{op}', r' \rangle\)-owned. If some executing process \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-releases \(\text{op}\) in line 88 prior to \(e'\), then this implies an increase in the round number of \(\text{op}\), contradicting the assumption that \(e'\) is the first event changing the round number. Otherwise, some executing process \(\langle \text{op}, r \rangle\)-releases \(\text{op}\) in line 58 during \(\alpha\), contradicting Claim 3.10. ■
By Claim 3.11, neither \texttt{nop} nor \texttt{cop} change their round numbers. Hence, no executing process can set conflict of \texttt{nop} (line 50) to \texttt{⟨cop',cr',a'⟩} before \texttt{p ⟨nop,nr⟩}-acquires \texttt{t}. ■

The value of a data item is changed by \texttt{op} only when \texttt{op} owns all its data items. Thus, operations apply their changes in isolation, and can be considered to take effect atomically at the linearization point.

**Theorem 3.12 (Linearizability)** \texttt{LocalRMW} is linearizable.

**Proof:** Lemma 3.8 implies that when an operation \texttt{op} shifts to the \texttt{⟨k,l,r⟩}-context, it is \texttt{⟨op,r⟩}-owned, i.e., \texttt{l = ⟨op,r,a⟩}, and Lemma 3.9(2) implies that \texttt{op} owns all its data items.

An execution process \texttt{p'} of \texttt{op} reads the \texttt{⟨ic,il,ir⟩}-context of \texttt{op} either before or after the shift, i.e., either \texttt{ic < k} or \texttt{ic = k}.

If \texttt{ic < k}, any attempt to change the context by \texttt{p'} after the shift and before the \texttt{modifyDone} flag of \texttt{op} is set to \texttt{TRUE} fails: \texttt{p'} fails to apply the \texttt{cas} in lines 99, 49, 58 using \texttt{ic} since the counter has changed. \texttt{ic} is also used in line 79 while executing the \texttt{reset} method (lines 54, 62). Changing the context in lines 67 and 71, while trying to acquire the operation, (lines 53, 61), fails since the operation is \texttt{⟨op,r⟩}-owned and the owner is not equal to \texttt{⊥}. Lemma 3.9(1) implies that \texttt{p'} does not \texttt{⟨op,r⟩}-release any item of \texttt{op}.

If \texttt{ic = k}, then \texttt{p'} invokes the \texttt{modify} method and sets the \texttt{modifyDone} flag to \texttt{TRUE}. Only then \texttt{p'} \texttt{⟨op,r⟩}-releases the items of \texttt{op} (line 87 in the \texttt{releaseDataset} method and changes the context of \texttt{op} (line 88).

Since \texttt{modify} was invoked after \texttt{op} acquired all its data items, the implementation ensures that the data items are changed only if the \texttt{modifyDone} flag of \texttt{op} is not \texttt{TRUE}, hence, guaranteeing that while applying the changes all the items in the data set of \texttt{op} are \texttt{⟨op,r⟩}-owned. ■

### 3.2.4 Progress and Locality Proofs

The locality and progress proofs of \texttt{LocalRMW} are similar to those of \texttt{BLocalRMW}. Lemmas 3.1-3.6 can be adapted to hold also for \texttt{LocalRMW}. Below, we prove that if a process \texttt{p} takes many steps in executing \texttt{op}, it will eventually get to help any process that might be blocking it. In this way, helping “simulates” a scenario in which the initiators of nearby operations do not stop taking steps, alleviating the effects of blocking. Specifically, the next lemma proves that after a finite number of steps by \texttt{p}, there is progress in the \texttt{2k}-neighborhood of \texttt{op}, and the following lemma uses it to show that eventually, some operation in the \texttt{3k}-neighborhood of \texttt{op} completes.

The proof relies on a parameterized notion of an increasing-decreasing chain: in an \texttt{⟨l,m⟩}-increasing-decreasing chain, the length of the increasing chain is \texttt{l} and the counter of the first operation in the decreasing chain is \texttt{m}.  
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Lemma 3.13 Given an operation $op$ in a configuration $C$, consider an $(l,m)$-increasing-decreasing chain $IDC$ from $op$. There is an execution interval $\alpha$ from $C$ that includes $O(l + m + k)$ steps of an executing process of $op$, such that either $\alpha$ is a big step of the $IDC$ or $\alpha$ contains a progress step of operation in the $2k$-neighborhood of $op$.

Proof: We prove the lemma by double induction on $l$ and $m$.

First consider the case that $l = 1$ and $m \geq 0$. The base case is a $(1,0)$-increasing-decreasing chain, which includes only $op$, and the lemma clearly holds in any execution with one step of an executing process of $op$.

Next assume the claim holds for a $(1,m')$-increasing-decreasing chain with any $m'$, $0 \leq m' < m$. Consider an operation $op$ with $c(op) \geq m$ that is $m$-delayed by another operation $op'$ that is the first operation in the decreasing chain, with $c(op') = m$. When $op$ discovers that it is blocked by $op'$ with lower or equal counter (line 52 or line 60), $op$ tries to acquire the operation object of $op'$ (line 53 or line 61). Then $op$ verifies that it owns the operation object of $op'$ (line 68 or line 72). If it succeeds to acquire the operation object of $op'$ (line 107), $op$ resets $op'$ (line 54 or line 62); $op$ increases its counter and completes the reset within $O(k)$ steps, and the claim is satisfied.

Otherwise, $op$ fails to acquire both the operation object of $op$ and $op'$. Assume $op$ discovers that some operation $op''$ acquired one of the operation objects (line 109). If $op''$ is resetting $op$ or $op'$, $op$ helps $op''$ to complete the reset and increase its counter within $O(k)$ steps, and the claim holds since $op''$ is in the 2-neighborhood of $op$.

If $op$ discovers that $op'$ holds the operation object of $op'$ then $op$ helps $op'$. We note that if no operation in the $2k$-neighborhood has a progress step, $op'$ has a $(1,m')$-increasing-decreasing chain, where $m' < m$. By the inductive assumption, after $O(l + m' + k)$, which is $O(l + m + k)$ steps of the executing process one of the properties holds.

If the round number of $op$ increases, then $op$ was reset increasing the counter of the resetting operation and the claim is satisfied. If the counter of $op'$ increases the claim is also satisfied. Otherwise, $op$ fails to acquire the operation objects of $op$ and $op'$, yet no operation holds them when the executing process checks the owners (line 105). If this occurs more than once, while none of the above scenarios apply, then it implies that $op'$ releases and re-acquires its operation object. Hence, either some operation $op''$ blocking $op'$ completed or was reset (increasing the counter of the resetting operation) and is no longer blocking $op'$, or $op'$ was reset (increasing the counter of the resetting operation) and is no longer blocked by $op''$. Hence some operation in the 3-neighborhood of $op$ has a progress step, satisfying the claim.

To prove the claim for any $l > 1$, assume it holds for any $(l - 1,m)$-increasing-decreasing chain with $m \geq 0$. Consider an operation $op$ that is blocked by an operation $op'$ with $c(op') > c(op)$, which is blocked by an $(l - 1,m)$-increasing-decreasing chain. When $op$ discovers that $op$ is blocked by $op'$ with higher counter (line 63), it helps $op'$
(line 64) and becomes an executing process of \( op' \). By the inductive assumption, after \( O(l - 1 + m + k) \) steps of the executing process one of the properties holds.

Recall that \( n_d \) is the number of operations in the \( d \)-neighborhood of \( op \).

**Lemma 3.14** After \( n_{2k}n_{k-1}k^2 \) steps of an executing process of operation \( op \), some operation in the \( 3k \)-neighborhood of \( op \) completes.

**Proof:** Consider an operation \( op \) in a configuration \( C \), with an \( (l,m) \)-increasing-decreasing chain from \( op \), in \( C \). Note that \( op \) by itself is a \( (1,m) \)-increasing-decreasing chain, where \( m \) is the counter of \( op \). Lemma 3.13 implies that there is an execution interval \( \alpha_1 \) starting at \( C \), in which either an executing process of \( op \) takes \( O(k) \) steps and some operation in the \( 2k \)-neighborhood of \( op \) has a progress step in \( \alpha_1 \), or \( \alpha_1 \) contains \( O(1) \) big steps of the increasing-decreasing chain.

Consider such \( n_{2k}n_{k-1}k^2 \) consecutive execution intervals \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \cdots \). Lemma 3.13 and Lemma 3.6 (adapted for \( \text{LocalRMW} \)) imply \( n_{2k}n_{k-1}k^2 \) progress steps in the \( 2k \)-neighborhood of \( op \). Since the number of operations in the \( 2k \)-neighborhood of \( op \) is at most \( n_{2k} \), some operation in this neighborhood has \( n_{k-1}k^2 \) progress steps and by Lemma 3.4 (adapted for \( \text{LocalRMW} \)), some operation in the \( 3k \)-neighborhood of \( op \) completes.

Recall that an implementation has \( d \)-local step complexity if the step complexity of an operation is bounded by a function of the number of operations in its \( d \)-neighborhood. This notion can be considered as the quantitative analogue of the local nonblocking definition, and indeed Lemma 3.14 implies that \( \text{LocalRMW} \) has \( 3k \)-local step complexity. Moreover, since the number of processes is finite, it follows that an operation has an infinite number of steps without completing only if infinitely many operations complete in its \( 3k \)-neighborhood.

**Corollary 3.15** (Local nonblocking) \( \text{LocalRMW} \) is \( 3k \)-local nonblocking.

Recall that an implementation has \( d \)-local contention if two operations accessing the same memory location simultaneously are at distance \( \leq d \).

**Lemma 3.16** \( \text{LocalRMW} \) has \( (4k - 6) \)-local contention.

**Proof:** We show that the initiator of an operation \( op_1, p_1 \), accesses the same memory location as the initiator of an operation \( op_2, p_2 \), only if \( op_2 \) is in the \( (4k - 6) \)-neighborhood of \( op_1 \).

An initiator accesses an item \( t \) or an operation object \( o \) only while helping an operation \( op_1 \) such that \( o \) is the operation object of \( op_1 \) or \( t \) is in the data set of \( op_1 \). It can be proved by induction that an operation \( op_1 \) only helps another operation \( op_2 \)
if \( op_2 \) is on an increasing-decreasing chain from \( op_1 \), or if \( op_2 \) holds an operation on an increasing-decreasing chain from \( op_1 \).

Thus, \( p_1 \) contends with \( p_2 \) only if they are helping an operation \( op_3 \) (which may be either \( op_1 \) or \( op_2 \)). The operation \( op_3 \) is on an increasing-decreasing chain from both \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \), or owns an operation object on such a chain, thus, it is within the \((2k - 3)\)-neighborhood of both \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \), and the distance between \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \) is at most \( 4k - 6 \).

### 3.3 Example: \( k\text{CAS} \)

The \( k\text{CAS} \) operation extends and refines the implementation of the \( k\text{RMW} \) operation. In addition to the attributes of an \emph{Operation} instance, each \( k\text{CAS} \) operation instance contains two additional arrays of size \( k \): \emph{expValues} and \emph{newValues}. The result flag indicates whether the operation succeeded to update the new values of the items, like in the unary \text{CAS} primitive. Being a refinement of the \( k\text{RMW} \) operation, when invoking a \( k\text{CAS} \) operation, the process executes the \emph{rmw} method, during which the result flag is set, and completes the operation by returning the value written in \emph{result}.

Pseudocode 3.6 presents the \emph{modify} method for a \( k\text{CAS} \) operation. A process executing the \emph{modify} method first verifies that all the values of the items in \( op \)'s data set are equal to their expected values (lines 123-127), then the result flag is set by the result of the consistency test (line 128). If the consistency test is successful (line 129) and the modifications of the operation have not been applied yet (line 134), then the values of the items in \( op \)'s data set are set to their new values, respectively (lines 130-136). ABA-prevention counters are associated with the data the operation is modifying, to ensure that each operation modifies its data set only once while owning all items in the data set, and before the \emph{modifyDone} flag of the operation is set to \text{TRUE}.

We now assume that the \emph{modify} method of a \( k\text{CAS} \) operation \( op \) is invoked only after all the data items of \( op \) are \( \langle op, r \rangle \)-owned. Under this assumption, we prove that the data items of \( op \) are modified only if the \emph{modifyDone} flag of \( op \) is not set to \text{TRUE} yet. This satisfies the precondition required by Section 3.2.3, and therefore satisfies the specification of a \( k\text{CAS} \) operation.

**Lemma 3.17** Consider a \( k\text{CAS} \) operation \( op \), and assume the \emph{modify} method of \( op \) is invoked after \( op \) is in a \( \langle 1, l, r \rangle \)-context. The value of the \( i \)-th data item of \( op \) changes (line 136) at most once, prior to setting \emph{modifyDone} to \text{TRUE}.

**Proof:** The pseudocode implies that \( op \) is successful (\emph{result} is equal to \text{TRUE}), if and only if the consistency test (lines 123-127) applied by some executing process was successful. Furthermore, since \emph{result} is changed only once (from \text{NULL} to \text{TRUE} or \text{FALSE}), if one process reads the operation is successful (line 129) then all the other executing processes also read the operation is successful.
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Pseudocode 3.6 The modify method for kCAS

```java
class kCAS(extends Operation) {
    Data expValues[k]
    Data newValues[k]
    Result result // initialized to NULL, set to TRUE or FALSE
}

120: kCAS::modify() {
121:     Data oldValues[k]
122:     res ← TRUE
123:     for i = 0 to k − 1 do
124:         item ← read(dataset[i])
125:         oldValues[i] ← read(item.data)
126:         exp ← read(expValues[i])
127:         res ← res and (oldValues[i].val = exp)
128:         cas(result, NULL, res)
129:     if read(result) = FALSE then return
130:     for i = 0 to k − 1 do
131:         item ← read(dataset[i])
132:         exp ← read(expValues[i])
133:         new ← read(newValues[i])
134:         if read(modifyDone) = TRUE then return
135:         if exp != new then
136:             // write modified values
137:             cas(item.data,⟨exp,oldValues[i].aba⟩,⟨new,oldValues[i].aba+1⟩)
138:     }
```

Prior to changing the value of the i-th data item of op (line 136), an executing process, p reads the data of the item, including the ABA value (line 125), it verifies that the operation is successful (line 129), and it verifies that the operation has not yet set modifyDone to TRUE (line 134).

If another process changes the i-th item after p reads it, then p fails to change it again since at least the ABA value has changed.

The fact that op is in a ⟨k,l,r⟩-context implies that prior to checking the modifyDone flag, no other operation has changed the item. All executing processes of op read that op is successful and try to apply its changes, including the process setting modifyDone to TRUE. If another executing process of op changes the i-th item before p reads it, then p fails to change it again since the value of the data was changed by the executing process (line 135).
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Doubly-Linked Lists

In static abstract data types, such as the kRMW operation discussed in the previous chapter, the data set of an operation does not change during its execution. However, most data structures—and hence the data sets of their operations—are dynamic. For example, the data set of an operation removing node \( t \) in a linked list includes the neighbors of \( t \). However, since the linked list is dynamically changing, another operation can remove one of the neighbors or insert a new neighbor next to \( t \), thus changing the data set during the execution of the operation.

The implementation of the data structure, as well as its correctness proof, must accommodate these dynamic changes to ensure the operation are applied correctly. Furthermore, the data set needs to be defined dynamically, with respect to the changes in the state of the data structure, and the dynamic changes must be reflected also in the conflict graph and distance related measures.

Recall that the definition of a conflict graph in Chapter 2 relies on static data set. This chapter addresses the dynamic case; we first give formal definitions of the state of a dynamic data structure and then define the data set of its operations.

Consider an instance \( T \) of a data structure. The set of states of \( T \) after an execution \( \alpha \) contains every state of \( T \) that is reachable after a linearization of \( \alpha \).

**Definition 5** If \( ST \) is the set of states of an instance of a data structure at a configuration \( C \), then the data set of an operation at \( C \) is the union, over every state \( s \) in \( ST \), of the set of items accessed by the operation when executed from \( s \). The data set of an operation is the union of the data sets in all the configurations during its execution.

In the conflict graph of a configuration \( C \), the vertices represent the operations whose execution intervals contain \( C \) and an edge connects two operations whose data sets intersect. The vertices of a conflict graph of a dynamic data structure may change during the execution. Therefore, the conflict graph of an execution interval \( \alpha \) is the

\*The results of this chapter have appeared in [11].
union of the conflict graphs of all configurations $C$ in $\alpha$; that is, the vertices (edges, respectively) in the graph are the union of the vertices (edges, respectively) of all these conflict graphs.

This implies the dynamic version of the distance related measures such as local nonblocking, local contention, and local step complexity.

This chapter considers a specific dynamic data structure, *doubly-linked list*; the items are the *nodes* composing the linked list. Each node has links to its left and right neighboring nodes. Two special *anchor* nodes serve as the leftmost and rightmost nodes in the list, denoted LA and RA, respectively; they cannot be removed from it, and hold no left link or no right link, respectively. A node is *valid* if it is either an anchor, or both its left link and right link pointers are not null.

We concentrate on the following operations: *PushLeft*, *PopLeft* operations (and their equivalents *PushRight*, *PopRight*), which inserts a node or removes the node next to the left (right) anchor respectively; *InsertRight* operation (and its equivalent *InsertLeft*) and *Remove* operation applied to some valid node called *source* in the linked list, which inserts a node to the left of, or removes, the source node. The sequential specification of these operations appear in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows an example of several overlapping operations and their data sets in a specific configuration: $op_1$ is a *PushLeft* operation, $op_2$ is a *PopLeft* operation, $op_5$ is a *PushRight* operation, $op_3$ inserts a new node to the right of $m_2$, and $op_4$ removes $m_4$.

This chapter is organized as follows: CAS-Chromo, a cas-based implementation of a priority queue allowing insertions anywhere and removals only at the ends appears in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 outlines the modifications needed to obtain DCAS-Chromo, a dcas-based implementation of a linked list supporting removals anywhere. The correctness proof of both algorithms is given in Section 4.3, while their locality properties are proved in Section 4.4.

### 4.1 CAS-Chromo: Priority Queue and Deque

CAS-Chromo is a doubly-linked list implementation that allows insertions anywhere (*PushLeft*, *PushRight*, *InsertRight*, and *InsertLeft*) and removals only at the ends (*PopLeft*, and *PopRight*); see Figure 4.1. Our description focuses on the *PushLeft* and *PopLeft* operations.

We presents an approach for improving the locality of concurrent linked-list implementations, by exploiting the fact that operations on the linked-list always access two or three consecutive nodes in the list. The key novelty of our approach is in having nodes that are legally colored\(^1\) with three ordered colors, $c_1 < c_2 < c_3$. (In Figure 4.2, for example, the nodes are legally colored with three colors, yellow < blue < red.) The

---

\(^1\)Adjacent nodes in the list have different colors.
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PushLeft(nd) {
    nd.right ← LeftAnchor.right
    nd.left ← LeftAnchor
    LeftAnchor.right.left ← nd
    LeftAnchor.right ← nd
    return SUCCESS
}

(a) PushLeft(nd): Insert nd to the right of the left anchor and return SUCCESS.

InsertRight(nd) {
    if source is not valid or source is right anchor then
        return INVALID
    nd.right ← source.right
    nd.left ← source
    source.right.left ← nd
    source.right ← nd
    return SUCCESS
}

(c) InsertRight(nd): If source is a valid node other than the right anchor, then insert nd to the right of source and return SUCCESS; otherwise, return INVALID and the linked list is unchanged.

PopLeft() {
    if empty list then return EMPTY
    subject ← LeftAnchor.right
    LeftAnchor.right ← subject.right
    LeftAnchor.right.left ← LeftAnchor
    subject.right ← ⊥
    subject.left ← ⊥
    return SUCCESS
}

(b) PopLeft(): If the linked list is not empty, then remove the subject next to the left anchor and return SUCCESS; otherwise, return EMPTY and the linked list is unchanged.

Remove() {
    if source is not valid or source is anchor then
        return INVALID
    source.left.right ← source.right
    source.right.left ← source.left
    source.right ← ⊥
    source.left ← ⊥
    return SUCCESS
}

(d) Remove(): If source is a valid node other than an anchor, then remove source from the linked list and return SUCCESS; otherwise, return INVALID and the linked list is unchanged.

Figure 4.1: Sequential specification of the linked list operations; it follows the description of the operations in [6].

operations preserve the legality of the nodes’ coloring, and there is no need to color the accessed nodes from scratch, each time an operation is invoked.

As in the previous chapter, CAS-Chromo follows the common scheme [20, 91, 98] of having an operation first acquire its data set (ACQUIRE phase), and then apply its

Figure 4.2: Overlapping operations of a doubly-linked list, LA and RA are left and right anchors respectively.
4.1. **CAS-Chromo: Priority Queue and Deque**

![Figure 4.3: An example for two operations competing on a single node, where the anchors have the same color.](image)

changes atomically on these nodes (apply phase); finally, the operation releases the items (release phase). During the acquire phase, a *hold-and-wait* scenario happens when an operation holds one or more nodes and waits for another operation to release another node. Since an operation acquires its data set in an increasing order of colors, and the colors of neighboring nodes are different, hold-and-wait chains have (strictly) *increasing* colors; the chains are short, since the number of colors is small.

Push and insert operations access exactly two adjacent nodes in the list, which must have different colors. Pop operations access three consecutive nodes, two of which may have the same color. To avoid hold-and-wait cycles, pop operations acquire monochromatic nodes according to their order in the list, from left to right. For example, consider a doubly-linked list containing a single node as depicted in Figure 4.3, where the two anchors have the same color. When the *PopLeft* and *PopRight* operations compete on removing the single node in the list, both of them try to acquire the left anchor first, and at least one of them (that succeeds in acquiring the left anchor) succeeds in popping the last item. Moreover, pop operations occur only at the ends of the list, and hence, each of them adds at most one edge to a hold-and-wait chain (one edge at each end of the chain) in addition to at most three edges connecting operations that have conflicts on nodes with increasing colors. This is used to show that the length of a hold-and-wait chain is at most 5 (see Theorem 4.11).

**Maintaining a Legal Coloring:** Since operations apply their changes in exclusion, they can ensure that the coloring is legal at all times, by careful color changes during the apply phase.

The operations use a temporary color $c_0 < c_1$, which is white in the figures, to simplify the task of maintaining the coloring legal: In the *PushLeft* operation, the color of the new node is $c_0$. After the new node is in the list, and while the data set is not released yet, the new node is assigned with a color different than its neighbors. In the *PopLeft* operation, after the data set is acquired, the color of the right neighbor of the node to be removed is changed to $c_0$. After the node is removed, the color of the right neighbor is changed to be different from its neighbors’.

**Helping:** The simple algorithm described so far may block if a process stops taking steps while holding a node. An operation $op_1$ is *blocked* if one of its nodes is already
owned by another blocking operation \( op_2 \). As in the previous chapter, helping is used to guarantee that some operation makes progress at any time while preserving the good locality properties of the implementation. Recall that helping is recursive: in this way, hold-and-help chains replace hold-and-wait chains, and it is possible to prove that their length is bounded by the number of colors (see Lemma 4.6). For example, assume that operation \( op_3 \) in Figure 4.2 owns \( m_2 \) and then tries to acquire \( m_3 \), with color red. If \( op_4 \) already owns \( m_3 \), then \( op_3 \) helps \( op_4 \). However, red is the largest color, implying that \( op_4 \) already owns all the nodes in its data set. Thus, when helping \( op_4 \), \( op_3 \) only needs to apply the changes of \( op_4 \), and not recursively help additional operations.

**Dynamic Aspects:** Another aspect of the algorithm is in handling the dynamic nature of the data structure, that is, after an operation reads the data set and verifies that the nodes are valid, another operation may modify the nodes and even the list structure, changing the data set of \( op \). Our algorithm addresses this problem in a manner similar to [50]. A data set memento, holding a view of the data set when the operation is started, traces inconsistencies in the data set due to changes applied by concurrent operations. If, while acquiring the data set, an operation discovers that a node in its data set memento is invalid or inconsistent with its memento, it restarts. That is, the operation skips the APPLY phase and goes directly to the RELEASE phase where it releases all the nodes it already acquired and re-invokes the operation. Otherwise, the operation completes its ACQUIRE phase, and the nodes it has acquired are consistent with the data set memento, so the operation can continue with the APPLY phase as in a static scheme.

As in the kRMW operation in Chapter 3, a linked list operation may have several rounds, caused by inconsistencies between the items and its data set memento. The scheme is re-applied at each round until the operation completes. Figure 4.4 shows the state transition diagram of one round of an operation.

### 4.1.1 Data Structures

Figure 4.5 lists the main types and data structures used in the algorithm.

*Operations* are objects, whose structure and behavior are defined in the *Operation* class. An operation object is initialized with all the data required for its execution, specifically the source node on which the operation is applied, and the subject node to be inserted to the list (in insert or push operations).

*Nodes* are also objects. In addition to its *data* attribute, a node contains two pointers *left* and *right*, a *color* and an *owner*. A node memento is composed of a reference to the node itself, *node*, and a copy of the node’s meta data except for the owner, so the node is consistent with its memento even if it is acquired and released arbitrarily, as long as the other attributed do not change.
Figure 4.4: The state transitions of an operation: the lower part of the state is the result of the current round; the dashed line indicates a new round. The best-case scenario, encountering no contention, appear at the top. If the list is empty during a pop operation, then the operation completes without changing the linked list. If the source node is removed during the INIT phase of an operation, then the operation need not apply its changes. If there is contention during the ACQUIRE phase, the operation releases its nodes and it is re-invoked.

Due to helping, several processes may execute the same operation op (by calling the execute method of op simultaneously); these are the executing processes of op. One of the executing processes—the one that first called the execute method of op—is the initiator of op.

Since an operation may have several rounds, its execution goes through alternating phases of acquiring and releasing nodes. The state of an operation is a tuple \( \langle \text{seq}, \text{phase}, \text{result} \rangle \): seq is the round number, an integer, initially 0, that is incremented when the initiator re-invokes the operation; phase indicates the scheme phase within the round, set to INIT at the beginning of a round; result holds the result of the current round execution, set to NULL at the beginning of a round.

To avoid the ABA problem we apply the same solution as in LocalRMW, and associate each attributes that may hold the same value during an execution with a monotonically increasing ABA-prevention counter.

### 4.1.2 Implementation

Pseudocodes 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 present the code for CAS-Chromo.

The initiator starts the operation with the execute method and as long as it suffers from contention and is unable to complete (line 15), it repeatedly tries to clear the attributes (line 3) and re-invoke the operation. It generates the new data set memento (line 11), and then “helps” itself to follow the scheme (line 13): acquire nodes in its data set (line 21), apply its changes (line 24), and release the data set (line 26).

In the acquireColor method, an operation op repeatedly tries to acquire all nodes with a given color \( c \) in its current data set memento; after verifying the nodes are valid and consistent with their mementos (line 38), op tries to acquire the nodes (line 41).
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define LEFT = 0, MIDDLE = 1, RIGHT = 2
define Phase = {INIT, ACQUIRE, APPLY, RELEASE, FINAL}
define Result = {NULL, SUCCESS, CONTENTION, INVALID, EMPTY}
structure State {int seq, Phase phase, Result result}
structure NodePtr {Node node, int aba}
structure Color {Color color, int aba}
structure Owner {Operation op, int seq, int aba}
structure Node {
    Data data,
    NodePtr left,
    NodePtr right,
    Color color,
    Owner owner
}
structure NodeMemento {
    Node node,
    NodePtr left,
    NodePtr right,
    Color color
}
structure NodeMemento {
    Node node,
    NodePtr left,
    NodePtr right,
    Color color
}

class Operation {
    State state // initially ⟨0,INIT,NULL⟩
    Node source // in push/pop operations the source is an anchor
    Node subject // either the new node or the removed node
    Color[3] colorSet
}

Figure 4.5: Data structures for CAS-Chromo and DCAS-Chromo.

If op discovers that none of these nodes is owned by another operation, when failing to acquire them, it simply retries. Otherwise, op finds that a node in its data set is owned by another, blocking operation op' (line 46), and helps op' to complete (line 47).

During the execution of an operation, a process applies validity checks to ensure the consistency of the execution, as well as other properties of the implementation, such as locality. Next we describe these tests, give the motivation for applying them, and explain what steps are taken in case of failure, i.e., when the result of the test is negative.

Before helping another operation op' during the acquireColor method, the executing process of op verifies (again) that the nodes are consistent with their mementos (line 44). This is crucial for maintaining the locality properties of the algorithm. Lemma 4.6 proves that the length of helping chains is bounded by the number of colors, by showing that a process helps along a chain with monotonically increasing colors. The consistency check ensures that the color of the node did not decrease; without this check, a process may help along an unbounded chain with colors alternately increasing and decreasing.

The state attribute is used to synchronize the executing processes of an operation. It is possible that a delayed (slow) process, executing a previous round, tries to acquire nodes that are associated with this previous round or releases nodes that were re-acquired in the current round. Therefore, an executing process verifies, before acquiring
Pseudocode 4.1 CAS-Chromo: code for main methods

```plaintext
1: Result execute() { 18: help(int seq) {
2:     do 19:         if state != (seq, ACQUIRE, NULL) then
3:         clear memento and color set 20:             return
4:         toInitState() 21:             for each color c by increasing order do
5:         if source is invalid then 22:                 acquireColor(c, seq)
6:             owner ← source.owner 23:             toApplyState(seq)
7:             owner.op.help(owner.seq) 24:             if state.phase = APPLY then
8:             toFinalInvalidState() 25:                 applyChanges()
9:         if state.result = INVALID then 26:             toReleaseState()
10:             return 27: }
11:         else // new round 28:             return state.result
12:             cloneDataset() 29: }
13:             toAcqState() 30: releaseDataset(int seq) {
14:             help(state.seq) // help myself 31:         for each Node nd in seq-th memento do
15:             toFinalState() 32:             owner ← nd.owner
16:         while state.result = CONTENTION 33:             if owner = ⟨self, seq, t⟩ and state.phase = RELEASE then
17:         return 34:                 CAS(nd.owner, owner, ⟨⊥, ⊥, t⟩)
18: }
19:帮助企业(seq) 35:                 owner.op.help(owner.seq) // blocked by owner.op - help it
20: }
21: acquireColor(Color c, int seq) {
22:     ⟨ndi⟩ ← c-colored nodes in seq-th memento 23:     for each Node nd in seq-th memento do
24:         owner ← nd.owner 24:             owner.op.help(owner.seq) // blocked by owner.op - help it
25:         if owner = ⟨self, seq, t⟩ and state.phase = RELEASE then
26:             CAS(nd.owner, owner, ⟨⊥, ⊥, t+1⟩)
27:         else // new round 28:             return state.result
28:     } 29:         else // new round 30:             return state.result
30:         // check if acquired all c-colored nodes or blocked
31:         owner ← get owner from {ndi} 32:         if owner = ⟨self, seq, t⟩ then return // succeeded
33:     } 34:     return
34: }
35: acquireColor(Color c, int seq) {
36:     ⟨ndi⟩ ← c-colored nodes in seq-th memento 37:     for each Node nd in seq-th memento do
38:         owner ← nd.owner 38:     } 39:     return
39:     ⟨ndi⟩ ← get all owners from {ndi} 40:     if state != (seq, ACQUIRE, NULL) then return
40:     checkNodes({ndi}, seq) 41:     if state != (seq, ACQUIRE, NULL) then return
41:     if state != (seq, ACQUIRE, NULL) then return
42:     owner ← get owner from {ndi} 43:     if owner.op != self then return // succeeded
43:     checkNodes({ndi}, seq) 44:     if state != (seq, ACQUIRE, NULL) then return
44:     checkNodes({ndi}, seq) 45:     if owner.op != self then return // succeeded
45:     checkNodes({ndi}, seq) 46:     if owner.op != self then return // succeeded
46:     checkNodes({ndi}, seq) 47:     if owner.op != self then return // succeeded
47:     checkNodes({ndi}, seq) 48: }
48: }
49: checkNodes(Set<Node> {ndi}, int seq) {
50: if invalid node or inconsistent memento then
51:     for each i do // ”touch” the ABA counters of the owner
52:         li ← ndi.owner
53:         cas(nd.owner, li, ⟨li.op, li.seq, li.aba+1⟩)
54:     toReleaseContentionState(seq)
55: }
```

56

**Pseudocode 4.2 CAS-Chromo: code for the clone methods**

```java
56: PushLeft::cloneDataset() { // subject is pushed, source is the left anchor
57:   cloneNode(source, LEFT)
58:   cloneNode(subject, MIDDLE)
59:   right ← datasetMemento[LEFT].right.node
60:   cloneNode(right, RIGHT)
61: }

62: PopLeft::cloneDataset() { // subject is popped, source is the left anchor
63:   cloneNode(source, LEFT)
64:   subject ← datasetMemento[LEFT].right.node
65:   cloneNode(subject, MIDDLE)
66:   right ← datasetMemento[MIDDLE].right.node
67:   cloneNode(right, RIGHT)
68: }

69: cloneNode(Node nd, int i) { // Assume atomic assignment
70:   if nd = ⊥ then return
71:   datasetMemento[i] ← ⟨nd,nd.left,nd.right,nd.data,nd.color⟩
72:   add nd’s memento color to the color set
73: }
```

a node, that the round number of its execution matches the one in the state of the operation (line 39). Furthermore, if an executing process detects inconsistency between the node and the operation’s memento (line 38 or line 44) then it violates the owners of these nodes by “touching” them\(^2\) (line 53) before advancing the operation to the release phase. This prevents other delayed processes from acquiring the nodes when the operation is not in the ACQUIRE phase (see Lemma 4.2(5)).

To prevent a process from releasing nodes acquired in a later round, the operation adds the round number to any node it acquires (line 41); before a process releases a node, it verifies in releaseDataset (line 31) that the round numbers of the owner and its own parameter are equal (see Lemma 4.2(4)).

Different operations extending the Operation class, refine the protocols for cloning and manipulating the data set, according to their specifications. Pseudocode 4.2 shows how the data set memento (the source node and both or one of its neighbors) is created. The applyChanges method changes the nodes according to the specification of the operation and maintains a legal coloring. Pseudocode 4.3 describes the implementation of these methods for the PushLeft and PopLeft operations. Finally, the methods of Pseudocode 4.4, apply the state transitions of the operations, as depicted in the state transition diagram in Figure 4.4.

\(^2\)This is similar to the way an operation is invalidated before releasing its nodes in [8].
4.2. **DCAS-Chromo: A Doubly-Linked List Algorithm**

We now describe the extensions needed to obtain DCAS-Chromo, which allows removals from the middle of the list. This may create long helping chains, as demonstrated in Figure 4.6, which shows a long linked list of nodes with alternating colors: red, yellow, red, yellow, .... Consider a set of concurrent operations, each of which is trying to remove a different yellow-colored node, by acquiring the node and its two red-colored neighbors. If the two red-colored nodes are acquired one at a time, in the same order, e.g., first the left neighbor, it is possible that an operation holds its left red node, and needs to help all operations to its right.

One might suggest to extend the notion of a legal coloring and require that any
triple of neighboring nodes is assigned different colors. This certainly allows to follow the color-based scheme, but how can we preserve this extended coloring property? In particular, when a node is removed, it is necessary to acquire four nodes in order to legally re-color the remaining three nodes; this requires to further extend the coloring property to any four consecutive nodes, which in turn requires to acquire five nodes and so on; this unlimited expansion of the coloring property seems inevitable.

Our way to break out of this vicious circle is to acquire equally-colored nodes atomically. An operation accesses at most three consecutive nodes, which are legally colored, so at most two of them have the same color. We use DCAS to atomically acquire these nodes, e.g., the two red-colored nodes in the scenario of Figure 4.6, and to break the symmetry.

Figure 4.6: An example of a symmetric scenario; each operation removes a different yellow-colored node, and accesses the node and its two red-colored neighbors.
Pseudocode 4.5 Code changes for DCAS-Chromo

163: Remove::cloneDataset() {
164:    cloneNode(source, MIDDLE)
165:    left ← datasetMemento[MIDDLE].left.node
166:    cloneNode(left, LEFT)
167:    right ← datasetMemento[MIDDLE].right.node
168:    cloneNode(right, RIGHT)
169: }

170: acquireColor(Color c, int seq) {
171:    {nd_i} ← get all nodes with color c from the seq-th memento
172:    while true do
173:        {owner_i} ← get all owners from {nd_i}
174:        checkNodes({nd_i}, seq)
175:        if state != ⟨seq, ACQUIRE, NULL⟩ then return
176:            if for each i, owner_i = ⟨⊥, ⊥, t_i⟩ then
177:                dcas(nd_1.owner, nd_2.owner, owner_1, owner_2,
178:                    (self, seq, owner_1.aba+1), (self, seq, owner_2.aba+1))
179:            if owner_i = self then return
180:                checkNodes({nd_i}, seq)
181:            if owner_i != NULL then return
182:                owner_i = ⊥ then
183:                    owner_i.OWNER/help(owner_i.seq) // help blocking operation
184:        }
185:    Remove::applyChanges() {
186:        // the MIDDLE node in the memento is removed
187:        setTempColor(RIGHT)
188:        updateRight(LEFT, RIGHT)
189:        updateLeft(RIGHT, LEFT)
190:        updateRight(MIDDLE, ⊥) // the removed node is now invalid
191:        updateLeft(MIDDLE, ⊥)
192:        updateColor(RIGHT)
193:    }

Pseudocode 4.5 presents the code for the additional operation Remove, for removing a non-anchor valid node (the source node) from the list. The applyChanges method is very similar to the pop operations (removing nodes from the ends) except that it does not handle the case where the list is empty. The most important modification, relative to CAS-Chromo, is in the acquireColor method, which now uses DCAS when acquiring two nodes with the same color. That is, instead of acquiring the nodes one by one (Pseudocode 4.1, lines 40-41) DCAS acquires both nodes atomically (Pseudocode 4.5, lines 176-177).
4.3 Safety Proof

In this section, we prove that CAS-Chromo and DCAS-Chromo are linearizable (Theorem 4.3). The proof does not assume that DCAS is used, and thus it holds for both algorithms. Using DCAS is critical only for proving that the coloring is legal and showing locality properties of the algorithm, and is considered only in Section 4.4.1.

The linearizability of both algorithms hinges on showing that executing processes preserve the correct phase transitions of the operation—acquiring, changing and releasing nodes—and take steps in accordance with the operations’ phase. Most importantly, nodes in the data set are changed only while all of them are owned. As mentioned before, this is somewhat more complicated than in previous work [5, 8, 20, 91, 98], since the data set is dynamic.

It can be inferred directly from the methods of Pseudocode 4.4, which are the only way to make state transitions, that an operation follows the state transition diagram in Figure 4.4. Moreover, the round number is increased before every round. Hence, no operation makes a transition to the same state tuple more than once.

The following terminology is used in the proofs. The ACQUIRE phase of the \( r \)-th round is called the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase, and similarly for the other phases. The code implies that an operation is in APPLY phase at most once (since all transitions from it are to a final state), in which case the operation completes and will not be re-invoked again; this is called the last round. Only the initiator generates the data set memento, once per round (line 11); the data set memento written in the \( r \)-th round is called the \( r \)-th data set memento; the data set memento of the last round is called the last data set memento.

Several executing processes can make the transitions to the APPLY and RELEASE phases concurrently, but other transitions are only made by the initiator. A transition to the APPLY phase only occurs once, in the last round; the method implementing a state transition to the RELEASE phase in case of contention takes as argument the round number, to ensure the transition occurs only if it is executed for the correct round.

The next two lemmas state the main invariants of the algorithm.

**Lemma 4.1** An operation \( op \) successfully applies changes only when it is in APPLY phase, and only to nodes in \( op \)'s last data set memento.

**Proof:** An executing process of \( op \) that calls applyChanges first verifies that the operation is in the APPLY phase (line 23), implying that this is the last round of the operation, and it holds the last data set memento. Since an operation changes only nodes in its data set memento, executing processes apply the same changes on the same nodes (from the last data set memento).

Let \( p_j \) be the process that advances \( op \) from APPLY phase to RELEASE phase (line 25). Before changing the state, \( p_j \) executes applyChanges (line 24), thus CAS is applied at
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least once to each of the attributes based on values in the node mementos (see the code in Pseudocode 4.3), prior to the state transition. Once a CAS is applied successfully the attribute is inconsistent with its memento since at least the ABA-prevention counter has changed. If after the transition another process \( p_i \) applies CAS to some attribute while applying \( op \)'s changes, \( p_i \)'s CAS fails.

The main properties we use are stated in items 1-4 of Lemma 4.2. In order to prove them, it is useful to carry in the induction two additional items (numbered 5 and 6).

**Lemma 4.2** The following claims all hold for every operation \( op \):

1. If \( op \) acquires a node \( t \) in the \( r \)-th round, then the \( r \)-th memento of \( t \) in \( op \)'s data set is valid and \( t \), excluding \( t \)'s owner, has not changed after it was cloned by \( op \) in the \( r \)-th round.
2. \( op \) advances from the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase to the \( r \)-th APPLY phase only if all the nodes in its data set are consistent with the \( r \)-th data set memento, and are owned by \( op \).
3. \( op \) only applies changes to nodes that are owned by it.
4. \( op \) releases nodes only when it is in RELEASE phase, and during its \( r \)-th RELEASE phase it only releases nodes it has acquired in the \( r \)-th round.
5. \( op \) acquires nodes only when it is in ACQUIRE phase, and during its \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase it only acquires nodes that are in its \( r \)-th data set memento.
6. When an executing process of \( op \) returns from \( acquireColor(c, r) \), either all nodes with color \( c \) in the \( r \)-th data set memento are owned by \( op \), or \( op \) is not in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase.

**Proof:** The claims are proved simultaneously by induction on the execution length. In the base case, the empty execution, all claims vacuously hold. In the induction step, we consider each claim:

1. If the \( r \)-th memento of a node \( t \) in \( op \)'s data set is invalid no executing process tries to acquire \( t \) (line 38, and line 53).

Now, assume \( t \) has changed after \( op \) cloned it in the \( r \)-th round, and that \( p_i \), an executing process of \( op \) calls \( acquireColor(c, r) \), where \( c \) is the color of \( t \). If the change occurs before \( p_i \) verifies \( t \) is consistent with its memento (line 38), then \( p_i \) does not try to acquire \( t \). Otherwise the change occurs after verifying the consistency, and in particular after \( p_i \) reads \( t \)'s owner (line 37). By Lemma 4.1, the change is applied by an operation \( op' \) in APPLY phase. By (3), \( t \) is acquired by \( op' \) when applying the change. If \( op' \) acquired \( t \) before \( p_i \) reads \( t \)'s owner, then by (4) it is not released until after \( op' \) applied the changes, i.e., until after \( p_i \) reads the owner, then \( p_i \) does not try to acquire \( t \). Otherwise, \( op' \) acquired \( t \) after \( p_i \) reads \( t \)'s owner, in this case, \( p_i \) fails acquiring \( t \), since the owner’s ABA-prevention counter has changed.
2. A transition of \( \text{op} \) from the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase to the \( r \)-th APPLY phase by an executing process occurs only after the executing process calls \( \text{acquireColor}(c,r) \) with all colors from the \( r \)-th color set while \( \text{op} \) is in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase. By (6), when returning from each such round, all relevant nodes are owned by \( \text{op} \), and by (4), they were not released since then. As the set of colors includes all nodes in the \( r \)-th data set memento, they are all owned by \( \text{op} \) while the transition occurs. By (1), no node in the \( r \)-th data set memento is changed before \( \text{op} \) advances to the APPLY phase. So, when the transition occurs all nodes in the \( r \)-th data set memento are owned by \( \text{op} \), and they are consistent with their mementos.

3. By Lemma 4.1, \( \text{op} \) only applies changes while it is in APPLY phase and only to nodes that are in the last data set memento. By (2), when the transition to APPLY phase occurs all nodes in the \( r \)-th (last) data set memento are owned by \( \text{op} \), and by (4), it does not release the nodes while it is in the APPLY phase, implying that \( \text{op} \) changes a node only while owning it.

4. The transition of \( \text{op} \) from the \( r \)-th RELEASE phase to the \( r \)-th FINAL phase (line 14) by the initiator of \( \text{op} \), \( p \), occurs after \( p \) calls the \text{releaseDataset} method (line 26), to release all nodes in the \( r \)-th data set memento (line 29). All processes executing the \( r \)-th round try to release the same nodes from the \( r \)-th data set memento, since by (5), \( \text{op} \) only acquires nodes from the \( r \)-th data set memento in the \( r \)-th round. When a process \( p_i \) releases \( \text{op} \)'s data set while executing the \( r \)-th round of \( \text{op} \), it reads the owner of a node \( t \) (line 30), and tries to release \( t \) (line 32) after verifying that \( \text{op} \) is in the RELEASE phase and \( t \) is acquired by \( \text{op} \) in its \( r \)-th round (line 31). It can be easily verified from the code that after \( p \) completes the \text{releaseDataset} method all the nodes that were owned by \( \text{op} \) are released. Thus, if \( p_i \) tries to release the nodes after the transition occurs, the CAS fails since the ABA-prevention counter of the owner has changed.

5. Consider an executing process \( p_i \) executing the \( r \)-th round of \( \text{op} \). First \( p_i \) reads \( t \) from \( \text{op} \)'s \( r \)-th data set memento (line 35); then \( p_i \) reads \( t \)'s owner (line 37); verifies that \( t \)'s memento is valid (line 38); and that \( \text{op} \) is in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase (line 39). Let \( p_j \) be the executing process that advances \( \text{op} \) from the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase either to the \( r \)-th APPLY phase or to the \( r \)-th RELEASE phase. Assume the transition occurs after \( p_i \) verifies the phase, and specifically after it reads \( t \)'s owner, but before \( p_i \) tries to acquire \( t \) (line 41). If \( p_j \) advances \( \text{op} \) to the \( r \)-th APPLY phase, by (2) all nodes in the \( r \)-th data set memento, including \( t \), are owned by \( \text{op} \) when \( p_j \) makes the transition. Thus either \( p_i \) discovers that \( t \) is acquired by \( \text{op} \) or it fails acquiring \( t \), since at least the ABA-prevention counter has changed.

Otherwise, \( p_j \) advances to the \( r \)-th RELEASE phase since it discovers that some
node \( t' \) in the \( r \)-th data set memento is inconsistent with its memento (line 38 or line 44). There are three cases depending on the order between the colors of the nodes:

(i) \( t' \) and \( t \) have the same color. Before the transition occurs, \( p_j \) violates the owners of both nodes by “touching” their ABA-prevention counter (line 53). By (1), since \( t \) changed while \( op \) is in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase, \( p_i \) cannot successfully acquire it in this round.

(ii) \( t' \) has lower color than \( t \). Thus, \( p_i \) executes \( \text{acquireColor}(c', r) \), where \( c' \) is the color of \( t' \), before trying to acquire \( t \). By (6), \( t' \) was acquired by \( op \) and by (1), it has not changed while \( op \) is in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase, which contradicts the assumption that \( p_j \) discovers it is inconsistent with its memento.

(iii) \( t' \) has higher color than \( t \). Thus, \( p_j \) executes \( \text{acquireColor}(c, r) \), where \( c \) is the color of \( t \), before discovering the change in \( t' \). By (6), \( t \) was acquired by \( op \). Thus either \( p_i \) discovers that \( t \) is owned by \( op \) or it fails acquiring \( t \), since at least the ABA-prevention counter has changed.

6. An executing process of \( op \) that executes \( \text{acquireColor}(c, r) \) first verifies that \( op \) is in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase (line 19). It returns from the method in one of three cases: Two cases are when it recognizes a change in the state (line 39 or line 45), and it is evident by the state diagram that when returning from the method, \( op \) is no longer in the \( r \)-th ACQUIRE phase. The third case is after verifying all the nodes with color \( c \) in the \( r \)-th data set memento are owned by \( op \) (line 43).

Linearizability follows directly from these properties. The next theorem applies for both CAS-Chromo and DCAS-Chromo, since they follow the same scheme.

**Theorem 4.3 (Linearizability)** CAS-Chromo and DCAS-Chromo are linearizable.

**Proof:** Similarly to the previous chapter, we prove the theorem by identifying, for every operation, a linearization point inside its interval, so that the operation appears to occur atomically at this point. The linearization point of an operation \( op_i \) is either at the transition to state \( \langle \text{last,FINAL,INVALID} \rangle \) (line 8), or at the transition to state \( \langle \text{last,RELEASE,SUCCESS} \rangle \) (line 25); that is, when the CAS of the transition is applied successfully (line 151, marked LP1, or line 141, marked LP2, respectively). Only one of these occurs in an execution of an operation, and the linearization point is well defined.

In the first case, \( op_i \) discovers that the source node is invalid, since another operation \( op_j \) removes it. Before its transition to the FINAL phase, \( op_i \) helps \( op_j \) (line 7). By
Lemma 4.1, the transition to the APPLY phase of $op_j$ already occurred and $op_i$ helps it to complete in case it has not completed yet. Thus, $op_i$ need not apply its changes, and it is linearized after $op_j$.

In the second case, Lemma 4.2 (1) and (2) imply that when the transition to the APPLY phase occurs in configuration $C$, all the nodes in the data set memento of $op_i$ are valid, have not changed since they were cloned (except for their owners) and they are owned by $op_i$. By Lemma 4.2(4), these nodes remain unreleased while $op_i$ is in the APPLY phase, which means, by Lemma 4.2(3), that no other operation changes these nodes and they are modified only by $op_i$ during the execution of the APPLY phase. Finally, the applyChanges methods clearly preserve the specification of the corresponding doubly-linked list operations. ~

4.4 Progress and Locality Proofs

In this section, the legality of the coloring is used to show that the algorithms are local nonblocking. Formally, a node is *legally colored* if its color is different from the colors of its neighbors; the left anchor is legally colored if its color is different from its right neighbor, and analogously for the right anchor.

4.4.1 DCAS-Chromo is Local Nonblocking

It is simple to see that all operations access three consecutive nodes in the linked list, and that each operation only changes the color of a single node: insert and push operations change the color of the new node, and a pop and remove operations change the color of the right node in their data set. No operation changes the color of the left node in its data set. Since an operation only changes a node while owning it, this ensures that the colors of two adjacent nodes is not changed at the same time, even if concurrent operations access them.

Recall that a node is valid if it is an anchor or both its left and right links are not null. The coloring property of the algorithm is stated in the following lemma.

**Lemma 4.4** All valid nodes are legally colored.

**Proof:** By Theorem 4.3, we can assume that the changes are applied in isolation from other operations. Therefore, the proof of this lemma is merely a step-by-step sequential analysis of the applyChanges methods of the various operations.

The proof is by induction on the execution order. In the base case, the linked list is empty: the left anchor is colored $c_1$ and the right anchor is colored $c_3$, and hence, they are legally colored.

Induction step: a node can become illegally colored only when some operation applies its changes to the node or one of its neighbors. By Lemma 4.2(3), an operation
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Figure 4.7: An example of an execution of the applyChanges method of PushLeft operation (see Pseudocode 4.3). Given the nodes LA, m1, m2 from Figure 4.2, op1 pushes a new node, m, into the left side of the list.

changes a node only if it holds it. This implies that no node is inserted or removed immediately to the left or to the right of an operation data set while the operation applies its changes. Moreover, by the above observation a pop and remove operations only change the color of the right node in the data set and an insert or push operations only change the color of the new, i.e., middle, node in the data set. Thus, we can derive the next claim:

Claim 4.5 An operation changes a node’s color only if it holds the node and its left neighbor.

We analyze every step in the APPLY phase of an operation, and we show that after each such step the node that was changed is still legally colored. Consider first the PushLeft operation presented in Figure 4.7. The data set of the operation, op1, is the new node (m), the left anchor (LA), and its right neighbor (m1). While op1 is applying its changes, other operations neither remove nor insert nodes to the right of the right neighbor node, and also do not change the colors of the nodes in the data set. Claim 4.5 imply that other operations do not change the color of an additional right neighbor (m2). For PushRight or insert operations, the induction assumption also implies that a left neighbor is legally colored even if its color is changed by another operation. It remains to show, by inspecting the code, that the changes applied by the operation keep the nodes legally colored.
Line 75, update right link of the new node: the new node is not yet valid (Figure 4.7(b));

Line 76, update left link of the new node: the new node is valid and it is legally colored (Figure 4.7(c));

Line 77, the new node is assigned with a non-temporary color different than its neighbors and the new node is legally colored (Figure 4.7(d));

Line 78, update left link of the right neighbor ($m_1$): the right neighbor has color different than the colors of the new node and the right neighbor ($m_2$), and thus it is legally colored (Figure 4.7(e)).

Line 79, update right link of the left anchor (or the source node in the case of an insertRight operation): the left anchor has color different than the color of the new node (in the case of an insertRight operation the source node also has color different than the color of the left neighbor), and thus it is legally colored (Figure 4.7(f));

We next analyze the PopLeft operation (see Figure 4.8). The data set of the operation, $op_2$, is the left anchor ($LA$) and its right neighbors ($m_1$ and $m_2$). While $op_2$ is applying its changes, other operations neither remove nor insert nodes to the right of the right neighbor, and also do not change the colors of the nodes in the data set. Claim 4.5 implies that other operations do not change the color of an additional right neighbor ($m_3$). For a PopRight operation, the induction assumption implies that the left neighbor is legally colored even if its color is changed by another operation. We show again that the operation’s changes keep the nodes legally colored:

Line 85, the right neighbor ($m_2$) is assigned with the temporary color: the right neighbor is legally colored, since the subject node ($m_1$) and the right neighbor ($m_3$) have colors different than the temporary color (Figure 4.8(b));

Line 86, update right link of the left anchor ($m_2$): the left anchor has a non-temporary color, and thus it is legally colored (Figure 4.8(c));

Line 87, update left link of the right neighbor: the right neighbor is legally colored, since the left anchor and the adjacent node to the right have colors different than the temporary color (Figure 4.8(d));

Line 88, set right link of the subject node to null: the source node is now invalid (Figure 4.8(e));

Line 89, set left link of the subject node to null (Figure 4.8(e));

Line 90, the right neighbor is assigned with a non-temporary color different than its neighbors, and thus it is legally colored (Figure 4.8(f)).
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(a) the nodes before the operation is applied

(b) line 85: \( m_2 \) is assigned with the temporary color, white

(c) line 86: update right link of \( LA \) to point to \( m_2 \)

(d) line 87: update left link of \( m_2 \) to point to \( LA \)

(e) lines 88-89: nullify right and left links of \( m_1 \)

(f) line 90: \( m_2 \) is assigned with a non-temporary color different than its neighbors

Figure 4.8: An example of an execution of the applyChanges method of PopLeft operation (see Pseudocode 4.3). Given the nodes \( LA, m_1, m_2, m_3 \) from Figure 4.2, \( op_2 \) pops the node \( m_1 \).

It remains to show that the remove operation keeps the coloring legal (see Figure 4.9). The remove operation manipulates its data set in a manner similar to the pop operation. We analyze the Remove operation, \( op_4 \), presented earlier in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.9(a) presents the nodes \( m_2, m_3, m_4, m_5, m_6 \) from Figure 4.2, \( op_4 \) removes the source node \( m_4 \). The data set of the operation is the source node and its neighbors (\( m_3 \) and \( m_5 \)). During the ACQUIRE phase, \( op_4 \) first acquires \( m_4 \), and then atomically acquires \( m_3 \) and \( m_5 \), which are equally colored. While \( op_4 \) is applying its changes, other operations neither remove nor insert nodes to the left of the left neighbor and to the right of the right neighbor, and also do not change the colors of the nodes in the data set. Claim 4.5 implies that other operations do not change the color of an additional right neighbor (\( m_6 \)). Moreover, the left neighbor (\( m_2 \)) is legally colored even if its color is changed by another operation, while \( op_4 \) is applying its changes. We omit the detailed description of this operation as it follows the lines of the description of the PopLeft operation.

We show that the operation’s changes keep the coloring legal:

Line 186, the right neighbor (\( m_5 \)) is assigned with the temporary color: the right neighbor is legally colored, since the source node (\( m_4 \)) and the right neighbor (\( m_6 \)) have colors different than the temporary color (Figure 4.9(b));

Line 187, update right link of the left neighbor (\( m_3 \)): the left neighbor has a non-temporary color, different than the color of the left neighbor (\( m_2 \)), and the temporary color of the right neighbor, and thus it is legally colored (Figure 4.9(c));

Line 188, update left link of the right neighbor: the right neighbor is legally colored,
since the left neighbor and the right neighbor have colors different than the temporary color (Figure 4.9(d));

Line 189, set right and left links of the source node to null: the source node is now invalid (Figure 4.9(e));

Line 190, set right and left links of the source node to null (Figure 4.9(e));

Line 191, the right neighbor is assigned with a non-temporary color different than its neighbors: the right neighbor is legally colored (Figure 4.9(f)).

An operation acquires at most three consecutive nodes, and by the lemma, at most two of them have the same color, hence, DCAS suffices to acquire equally colored nodes in the operations’ data set.

The proof that the algorithm is local nonblocking starts by showing that a process only helps operations within constant distance of the operation it is executing. In the proof, we consider the number of help methods the process started executing but have not yet completed. Recall the nodes are colored with 4 colors, $c_0 < c_1 < c_2 < c_3$.

**Lemma 4.6** Consider process $p$ that called $h > 0$ help methods and completed $h' < h$ of them. If the last call is the help($r_i$) method of an operation $op_i$, then the $r_i$-th round of $op_i$ acquires a node with color greater than or equal to $c_{h-h'-1}$.

**Proof:** The proof is by induction on $k = h - h' - 1$; the base case is when $k = 0$. A node with color $c_0$ is either a new node that is acquired by the operation during its initialization, or the right node in a remove operation that is colored $c_0$ during the APPLY phase after all the data set is acquired by the operation.

In the induction step, $k > 0$, and since $h - h' \geq 2$, $p$ called help method for at least one operation other than $op_i$ and did not complete. Assume the penultimate help method called and not completed by $p$ is for operation $op_j$. When the help method of
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op\textsubscript{j} was called, op\textsubscript{j} already acquired color \( \geq c_{k-1} \), by the induction assumption, and it tries to acquire node \( t \) with color \( c > c_{k-1} \). Process \( p \) reads \( t \)'s owner (line 42), and discovers op\textsubscript{j} failed to acquire \( t \) (line 43) and that \( t \) is consistent with its memento (lines 44-45), i.e., its color did not change. Then, \( p \) discovers that op\textsubscript{j} is blocked by operation op\textsubscript{i} in its \( r_i \)-th round (line 46) and calls the last help method (line 47). Since equally colored nodes are acquired atomically, op\textsubscript{i} acquired color \( c \geq c_k \), and the lemma follows. \[\square\]

Note that \( h - h' - 1 \) bounds from above the distance to operations that a process helps. Thus, Lemma 4.6 implies:

**Corollary 4.7** If op\textsubscript{i} helps op\textsubscript{j}, at distance \( d \), then op\textsubscript{j} already acquired a node with color greater or equal to \( c_d \). In particular, op\textsubscript{j} is in the 3-neighborhood of op\textsubscript{i}, and if \( d = 3 \) then op\textsubscript{j} completed the ACQUIRE phase.

The local contention property immediately follows

**Theorem 4.8 (Local contention)** DCAS-Chromo has 7-local contention.

**Proof:** Two processes \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) access the same memory location if they help execute operations, op\textsubscript{k} and op\textsubscript{l} respectively, within distance one. By Corollary 4.7, op\textsubscript{i} is in the 3-neighborhood of op\textsubscript{k} and op\textsubscript{j} is in the 3-neighborhood of op\textsubscript{l}. Thus, the distance between op\textsubscript{i} and op\textsubscript{j} is at most 7. \[\square\]

We proceed to prove the local nonblocking property of the algorithm using Corollary 4.7. Once an operation is in its APPLY phase, it is straightforward that it completes after one of its executing processes takes a constant number of steps. It remains to prove that if the operation is blocked outside the APPLY phase, then some “nearby” operation (in a sense made precise by Lemma 4.9) completes. We do so by considering executions of the loop of acquireColor\((c,r)\) method (lines 36-47), called a c-acquiring iteration. Lemma 4.9 below shows that in every acquiring iteration of an executing process, whether successful or not, some “nearby” operation makes progress.

Fix an arbitrary operation op\textsubscript{b} initiated by process \( p_b \); progress in the neighborhood of op\textsubscript{b} is tracked by three counters:

- The completed operations counter, denoted \( co \), initially 0, is increased whenever an operation in the 4-neighborhood of op\textsubscript{b} completes.
- The color counter, denoted \( cl \), holds the color of the last acquiring iteration that the initiator of op\textsubscript{b} executed.
- The changes counter, denoted \( ch \), initially 0, is increased whenever an operation in the 5-neighborhood of op\textsubscript{b} changes an item in its data set.
The values of the counters in a configuration $C$ are denoted $co(C)$, $cl(C)$, $ch(C)$. Note that $co$ and $ch$ are nondecreasing, while $cl$ is not necessarily monotone.

Assume that process $p_b$ takes an infinite number of steps, executing infinitely many acquiring iterations, without completing $op_b$. Let the configurations at the start of these acquiring iterations be denoted $C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_t, \ldots$, in the order they occur. The next lemma argues that each configuration $C_t$ is a milestone in the progress of the operations in the neighborhood of $op_b$:

**Lemma 4.9** For every $t > 0$, the value of at least one of the counters $co$, $cl$, or $ch$ at configuration $C_t$ is strictly larger than the value of the corresponding counter in configuration $C_{t-1}$.

**Proof:** Assume that process $p_b$ starts a $c$-acquiring iteration at $C_{t-1}$, during the acquireColor($c$, $r$) method of $op$, the $j$-th operation of $p_i$, and a $c'$-acquiring iteration at $C_t$, during a acquireColor($c'$, $r'$) method of $op'$, the $j'$-th operation of $p_i'$. By Corollary 4.7, $op$ and $op'$ are in the 3-neighborhood of $op_b$.

Consider first the case that $i \neq i'$, i.e., the operations are issued by different processes.

If $op$ completes before the second iteration, then $co(C_{t-1}) < co(C_t)$. Otherwise, the first acquiring iteration of $op$ failed. If the failure is due to contention, then some operation $op_i$ at distance one from $op$ applied a change to its data set: since $op_i$ is in the 4-neighborhood of $op_b$, $ch(C_{t-1}) < ch(C_t)$. Otherwise, the first acquiring iteration of $op$ failed since $op'$ blocked it. That is, $op$ fails to acquire a node $t$ with color $c$ since it is already owned by $op'$, and then $p_b$ helps $op'$ and executes the second $c'$-acquiring iteration. Since $op'$ atomically acquires all the nodes with color $c$, $c < c'$ and hence, $cl(C_{t-1}) < cl(C_t)$.

Now, consider the case that $i = i'$, i.e., both operations are issued by the same process, and therefore, $j \leq j'$. If $j < j'$, $p_i$ completed its $j$-th operation and $co(C_{t-1}) < co(C_t)$.

Otherwise, $j = j'$, i.e., both acquiring iterations are of the same operation. The round number of the acquiring iterations is monotonically increasing, thus, $r \leq r'$. If $r < r'$, then $op$ is re-invoked before the second acquiring iteration, due to contention in the first iteration. Thus, in the first iteration some operation $op_i$ at distance one from $op$ applied a change to its data set that failed $op$. The operation $op_i$ is in the 4-neighborhood of $op_b$ and $ch(C_{t-1}) < ch(C_t)$.

Otherwise, $r = r'$, i.e., both acquiring iterations are of the same round. The colors $p_b$ is acquiring in the same round of the same operation are nondecreasing, thus, $c \leq c'$. If $c < c'$ then $cl(C_{t-1}) < cl(C_t)$.

Finally, we are left with the case that $i = i'$, $j = j'$, $r = r'$, and $c = c'$, that is, two consecutive $c$-acquiring iterations in the same round of the same operation. The process executing the acquiring iterations, $p_b$, fails to acquire some node $t$ with color.
4.4. Progress and Locality Proofs

c in the first iteration. Then, without helping any other operation (since the node is already released), pb retries the acquiring iteration. The process pb fails to acquire t in the first iteration since another operation op_l in the 1-neighborhood of op, owns t. The operation op_l is in the 4-neighborhood of op_b. If op_l releases t after it completes, then co(C_{t-1}) < co(C_t). Otherwise, the node is released since op_l discovers that a node it is trying to acquire, t', is inconsistent with its memento. Thus, another operation op_k in the 1-neighborhood of op_l changed t' after op_l generated the memento of t'. Since op_k is in the 5-neighborhood of op_b, ch(C_{t-1}) < ch(C_t).

Theorem 4.10 DCAS-Chromo is a 4-local nonblocking implementation of a doubly-linked list.

Proof: Consider the initiator p_b of an operation op_b. By Lemma 4.9, at least one counter increases with each acquiring iteration of p_b. Since the color counter is at most 3, after at most three consecutive acquiring iterations, some counter other than the color counter must increase. If the completed operations counter increases, then some pending operation in the 4-neighborhood of op_b completes. Otherwise, the changes counter increases. Once it is in the APPLY phase, an operation completes within a constant number of changes. Thus, after p_b executes a number of acquiring iterations that is linear in the number of operations in the 5-neighborhood of op_b, some pending operation in the 4-neighborhood of op_b completes. Since there is a finite number of processes, it follows that after p_b takes an finite number of steps, some operation in the 4-neighborhood of op_b completes.

4.4.2 CAS-Chromo is Local Nonblocking

CAS-Chromo does not support removals from the middle of the linked list, and hence only pop operations acquire three nodes, which may include two nodes with the same color. Since operations acquire equally colored nodes by their order in the list from left to right, whenever a process calls a new help method it helps a new operation. Thus, the number of pop operations a process started helping and did not complete is at most two, and helping cycles are avoided.

We revise Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.7 in order to prove the locality properties of CAS-Chromo.

Lemma 4.6' Consider process p that called h > 0 help methods and completed h' < h of them, such that from the h - h' uncompleted help methods, l are of pop operations. If the last call is the help(r_i) method of an operation op_i, then the r_i-th round of op_i acquires a node with color greater than or equal to c_{h-h'-1-l}.

Proof: The proof is by induction on k = h - h' - 1. The base case, k = 0, follows by arguments similar to those applied in the base case of the proof of Lemma 4.6.
In the induction step, \( k > 0 \) and since in this case, \( h - h' \geq 2 \), \( p \) called the help method of at least one operation other than \( op_i \) did not complete. Assume the penultimate help method called and not completed by \( p \) is the help method of operation \( op_j \).

We first assume that \( op_i \) is a pop operation. By the induction assumption, when the help method of \( op_j \) is called, \( op_j \) owns a color greater or equal to \( c_{k-1-(\ell-1)} = c_{k-\ell} \). Process \( p \) helps \( op_j \) to acquire a node \( t \) with color \( c > c_{k-\ell} \). We review \( p \)'s steps while helping \( op_j \) to show that \( op_i \) acquired color \( c \): \( p \) reads \( t \)'s owner (line 42), and discovers \( op_j \) failed to acquire \( t \) (otherwise it returns in line 43) and that \( t \) is consistent with its memento (line 44), i.e., its color is still \( c \). Then \( p \) discovers that \( op_j \) is blocked by operation \( op_i \) in its \( r_i \)-th round (line 46) and calls the last help method (line 47). The operation \( op_i \) acquired \( t \) with color \( c \) in its \( r_i \)-th round, and the lemma holds.

If \( op_i \) is not a pop operation, the induction assumption implies that when the help method of \( op_j \) is called, \( op_j \) already owns color greater or equal to \( c_{k-1-\ell} \). Process \( p \) helps \( op_j \) to acquire some node \( t \) with color \( c \geq c_{k-\ell} \) and takes the same steps as in the previous case, to find that \( op_j \) is blocked by \( op_i \) in its \( r_i \)-th round, then it calls the last help method. The operation \( op_i \), which is not a pop operation, has only one node \( t \) in its data set with color \( c \geq c_{k-\ell} \), which it acquired in its \( r_i \)-th round, and the lemma holds.

**Corollary 4.7’** If \( op_i \) helps \( op_j \), at distance \( d \), then \( op_j \) already acquired a node with color greater or equal to \( c_{d-2} \). In particular, \( op_j \) is in the \( 5 \)-neighborhood of \( op_i \), and if \( d = 5 \) then \( op_j \) completed the ACQUIRE phase.

The revised lemma and corollary imply that CAS-Chromo has 11-local contention, in a manner similar to the proof for DCAS-Chromo. We next argue that the worst-case scenario, in terms of delay and helping chains, is the one presented in Figure 4.10. This implies a better bound, of 5-local contention. Assume \( op_0 \) is a PushLeft operation, \( op_1 \) is a PopLeft operation, \( op_2 \) and \( op_3 \) are InsertRight operations, \( op_4 \) is a PopRight operation and \( op_5 \) is a PushRight operation. Consider an execution in which \( op_1 \) acquires the left anchor, \( op_2 \) acquires \( m_2 \), \( op_3 \) acquires \( m_3 \), \( op_4 \) acquires \( m_4 \), and \( op_5 \) acquires \( m_5 \) and the right anchor. The operation \( op_5 \) is in the \( 5 \)-neighborhood of \( op_0 \); these operation contend while accessing the right anchor: \( op_0 \) tries to acquire the left anchor and thus it helps \( op_1 \); \( op_1 \) tries to acquire \( m_2 \) and thus it helps \( op_2 \); \( op_2 \) tries to acquire \( m_3 \) and thus it helps \( op_3 \); \( op_3 \) tries to acquire \( m_4 \) and thus it helps \( op_4 \); \( op_4 \) tries to acquire the right anchor and thus it helps \( op_5 \). This implies:

**Theorem 4.11** CAS-Chromo is an implementation of a doubly-linked list, allowing removals only at the ends, that has 5-local contention and is 5-local nonblocking.

An implementation of the deque data structure provides operations only at the ends. Therefore, the worst case scenario has a shorter linked list consisting only the
nodes $m_1$, $m_2$ and $m_5$ (and the anchors), and the execution only of operations $op_0$, $op_1$, $op_4$, and $op_5$ in Figure 4.10, where $op_1$ and $op_4$ access a common node, $m_2$. The analysis can be further tightened to show:

**Theorem 4.12** *CAS-Chromo* is an implementation of a deque that has 3-local contention and is 3-local nonblocking.
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Many implementations for concurrent data structures were proposed; in part, Table 5.1 lists implementations of linked lists. Most implementations use unary primitives, but some apply, in addition, primitives that may change two memory locations in one step, e.g., DCAS. In [35], the authors argue that primitives more powerful than DCAS, e.g., 3CAS, are needed in order to obtain simple and efficient implementations of data structures guaranteeing that some operation makes progress at any time. Our results, for multi-word synchronization, as well as for doubly-linked lists, leverage DCAS and indicate that it suffices for these purposes, and it may have a significant role in facilitating concurrent programming.

If DCAS is not provided by the architecture, using an $O(\log^* n)$-local nonblocking implementation of DCAS from CAS [8] in our multi-word algorithm yields a CAS-based krmw implementation that is $O(k + \log^* n)$-local nonblocking. Likewise, integrating this implementation into our DCAS-Chromo yields a doubly-linked list implementation from CAS that is $O(\log^* n)$-local nonblocking.

Next, we overview previous implementations of linked lists, and compare them to our algorithms

Harris [51] used CAS to implement a singly-linked list, with insertions and removals anywhere; however, in this algorithm, a process can access a node previously removed from the linked list, possibly yielding an unbounded chain of uncollected garbage nodes. Michael [73] fixed these memory management issues. Elsewhere [74], Michael proposed an implementation of a deque; in this algorithm, a single word (called anchor) holds the head and tail pointers, causing all operations to interfere with each other, and making the implementation inherently sequential. Sundell and Tsigas [97] avoid the use of a single anchor, allowing operations on the two ends to proceed concurrently. They extend the algorithm to allow insertions and removals in the middle of the list [96]; in the latter algorithm, a long path of overlapping removals may cause interference among distant operations; moreover, during intermediate states, there can be a consecutive sequence of inconsistent backward links, causing part of the list to behave as singly-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Insertions</th>
<th>Removals</th>
<th>Uses</th>
<th>Interference</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harris [51]</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>any pair</td>
<td>singly-linked list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwald [43]</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>any pair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael [73]</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>any pair</td>
<td>singly-linked list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundell and Tsigas [96]</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>any pair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCAS-Chromo</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>distance ≤ 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwald [42]</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>opposite ends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agesen et al. [6]</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>distance = 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael [74]</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>opposite ends</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herlihy et al. [54]</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>distance = 1</td>
<td>obstruction free;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>array-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundell and Tsigas [96]</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>distance ≤ 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS-Chromo</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>distance ≤ 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS-Chromo</td>
<td>anywhere</td>
<td>ends</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>distance ≤ 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of linked list algorithms; interference indicates which operations may delay other operations.

linked. In an obstruction-free [54] implementation operations terminate successfully only when eventually executing solo for long enough. An obstruction-free deque, was proposed by Herlihy et al. [54]; besides blocking when there is even a little contention, this array-based implementation bounds the deque’s size.

Greenwald [42, 43] suggests to use DCAS to simplify the design of many data structures. His implementations of deques, singly-linked and doubly-linked lists synchronize via a single designated memory location, resulting in a strictly sequential execution. Agesen et al. [6] present the first DCAS-based, dynamically-sized deque implementation supporting concurrent access to both ends of the deque, and has 1-local step complexity; this algorithm does not allow operations in the middle of the linked list. SNARK [28] is an attempt for further improvement that uses only a single DCAS primitive per operation in the best case, instead of two. Unfortunately, SNARK is incorrect and the corrected version allows removed nodes to be accessed from within the deque, thus preventing the garbage collector from reclaiming long chains of unused nodes [35]. In our algorithms, an operation completes within $O(1)$ steps in an execution suffix if it is running solo, i.e., it has constant obstruction-free step complexity [38]. Our algorithms do not leave accessible chains of stale “garbage” nodes.

Alongside these handcrafted implementations, generic techniques simulating multi-word synchronization can be used to systematically derive implementations of data structures, such as linked lists, from arbitrary lock-based algorithms (see Table 5.2).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Space per item</th>
<th>Uses DCAS</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turek et al. [98]</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>local nonblocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnes [20]</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>local nonblocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shavit and Touitou [91]</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>blocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afek et al. [5]</td>
<td>$O(k + \log^* n)$</td>
<td>local nonblocking</td>
<td>$O(k)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris et al. [52]</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>local nonblocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herlihy et al. [55]</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>obstruction free</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLocalRMW (this paper)</td>
<td>$O(k)$</td>
<td>blocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>can be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLocalRMW using [8]</td>
<td>$O(k + \log^* n)$</td>
<td>blocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>can be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocalRMW (this paper)</td>
<td>$O(k)$</td>
<td>local nonblocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>can be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocalRMW using [8]</td>
<td>$O(k + \log^* n)$</td>
<td>local nonblocking</td>
<td>$O(1)$</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>can be</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Comparison of multi-word synchronization algorithms, showing locality and progress properties, as well as the space complexity per item. The table also indicates whether the algorithm uses DCAS, and whether the algorithm is or can be made to be dynamic.

The first implementations of multi-word synchronization that use helping are the “locking without blocking” schemes [20,98]: an operation starts by acquiring the data items in its data set (ACQUIRE phase); then, the changes are applied on these data items (APPLY phase); finally, the operation releases the items (RELEASE phase).

In these schemes operations recursively help other operations, without releasing the items they have acquired; these algorithms are $O(n)$-local nonblocking. During the ACQUIRE phase, an operation may hold one or more items while waiting for another operation to release another item. The latter operation might also be waiting for a third operation to release an item, leading to a hold-and-wait chain of operations.

As was described, helping is recursive, possibly causing long helping chains. For example, consider the list in Figure 5.1, and assume the nodes are acquired by the

![Figure 5.1: Using generic schemes to execute the operations depicted in Figure 4.6 yields long helping chains.](image-url)
operations from left to right. Consider an execution $\alpha$ in which $op_1, op_2, op_3, op_4$ and $op_5$ concurrently acquire their two left-most nodes successfully, and then $op_1$ tries to acquire $m_2$ while the other operations are delayed. Since $m_2$ is owned by $op_2$, $op_1$ helps $op_2$; since $m_4$ is owned by $op_3$, $op_1$ helps $op_3$; since $m_6$ is owned by $op_4$, $op_1$ helps $op_4$; and since $m_8$ is owned by $op_5$, $op_1$ helps $op_5$. Thus $op_1$ is delayed by a chain of conflicting operations. In general, $op_1$ can be delayed by any operation within finite distance from it, implying that the implementation is not local.

Static software transactional memory [91] also implements multi-word synchronization. Operations acquire items by the order of their memory addresses, and help only operations at distance 1. Nevertheless, it is $O(n)$-local nonblocking, as demonstrated by the following example. Consider again an execution that starts with $op_1, op_2, op_3$ and $op_4$ acquiring their low-address nodes successfully, then $op_1$ fails to acquire $m_2$, $op_2$ fails to acquire $m_4$, and $op_3$ fails to acquire $m_5$; each operation then helps its (immediate) neighbor. Prior to helping, $op_1, op_2$ and $op_3$ release their nodes, thus $op_1$ and $op_2$ discover their help is unnecessary. Assume that $op_4$ completes, and again $op_1$, $op_2$ and $op_3$ try to acquire their data sets. It is possible that $op_1, op_2$ and $op_3$ acquire their low-address nodes, and $op_1$ tries, in vain, to help $op_2$, which releases its nodes due to $op_3$, etc. As the length of the path of overlapping operations increases, the number of times $op_1$ futilely helps $op_2$ increases as well.

The color-based scheme for binary operations [8] bounds the length of helping chains by coloring the data items with ordered colors. An operation starts by coloring the nodes it is going to access with a constant number of colors, so that neighboring nodes have different colors, and then acquires data items in an increasing order of colors. In this scheme, $op$ helps $op'$ only if $op'$ already owns a higher color. It can be shown that the length of helping chains is bounded by the number of colors, and an operation helps only operations at constant distance.

Afek et al. [5] present a CAS-based implementation of $k$RMW that is $O(k + \log^* n)$-local nonblocking, matching the locality properties of the CAS-based version of Local-RMW. Their implementation works recursively in $k$, going through the items according to their memory addresses, and coloring the items before proceeding to acquire them; at the base of the recursion (for $k = 2$), it employs the DCAS implementation of Attiya and Dagan [8]. Due to its recursive structure, the algorithm is quite complicated, making it hard to derive detailed pseudocode and correctness proof, which are not provided in their paper.

More importantly, the recursive structure of the implementation of [5] requires to store $O(k)$ information in each data item, and to hard-wire $k$, uniformly for all operations. In contrast, LocalRMW stores a fixed amount of information per data item, regardless of $k$; in fact, it can be modified so that each operation accesses a

---

1_They state $O(\log^* n)$-local complexities, treating $k$ as a constant._
different number of data items. Moreover, the implementation of [5] acquires items in increasing order and performs preparatory calculation (coloring) on them, implying that it must receive all items when it starts; i.e., it is inherently static. In contrast, our implementation does not depend on the memory addresses of the items and can be made to work when data items are given one-by-one.

Other implementations of dynamic multi-word synchronization operations, such as [52], use recursive helping, and are $O(n)$-local nonblocking. DSTM [55] provides multi-word synchronization, which is dynamic and does not use helping: a blocked transaction releases its items and retries. However, DSTM has $O(n)$ failure locality in the scenario given for [91], modified so that instead of completing, the transaction at the end of the chain stops taking steps. In this scenario, transactions that stop taking steps can cause a transaction at distance $O(n)$ to retry over and over again. Moreover, DSTM provides only the weaker progress property of obstruction-freedom.

Reviewing Table 5.2 shows that while generic schemes can be used to derive list-based data structures, the resulting implementations when using most of these techniques [20,52,55,91,98] incur $O(n)$ locality, meaning that any pair of operations within distance $n$ may interfere with each other. Using the colored-based schemes [5,8] yields implementations that are $O(\log^* n)$-local nonblocking. These schemes must color the nodes at the beginning of each operation, leading to complicated implementations. By keeping the coloring legal, our linked list algorithms render this initial coloring obsolete, thereby avoiding its cost. In particular, our progress proofs imply that CAS-Chromo is 3-local nonblocking, and DCAS-Chromo is 4-local nonblocking.

Several STMs use a designated contention manager for deciding how to handle conflicts. Like our BLocalRMW and LocalRMW, some contention managers, e.g., Size-Matters [87], Karma and Polka [88], arbitrate between conflicting transactions based on the number of acquired items or bytes accessed. These contention managers, however, do not address symmetry breaking in the case of equal progress, and scenarios similar to the one given for [91] can create long delay chains. Also, they neither state nor prove analytical bounds on their progress and locality.

Schneider and Wattenhofer [90] evaluate a contention manager by its makespan, i.e., the total execution time of all operations. Their analysis implies that in our example of overlapping operations, a chain of length $n$ can yield $O(n)$ makespan. They use randomization to break symmetry and improve the locality of contention management, but their algorithm is still with high probability $O(\log n)$ away from the optimum, thus not having constant locality.
Part II

Inherent Limitations for Transactional Memory
Chapter 6

The Transactional Memory Approach

In this chapter, we present the basic notions that are required for our impossibilities and lower bounds results; it is not a comprehensive presentation of the transactional memory model.

Transactional memory (TM) encapsulates high-level abstract data items, as in abstract data types. A transaction in a TM is a sequence of high-level operations executed by a single process on a set of data items. It is guaranteed that if a transaction commits, then all its operations appear to be executed atomically, as one indivisible operation. The collection of data items accessed by a transaction is the transaction’s data set; in particular, the items written by the transaction are its write set, and the items read by the transaction are its read set.

A complete interface of a TM includes high-level read and write operations, as well as two special high-level operations, try-commit and abort. Specifically, a read operation specifies the item to read, and returns the value read by the operation or an abort indication; a write operation specifies the item and value to be written and might return an abort indication; a try-commit operation returns an indication whether the transaction committed or aborted; and an abort operation returns an indication that the transaction aborted. If while reading, writing or trying to commit, the operation returns an abort indication, e.g., due to a conflict with another transaction then the transaction is forcibly aborted.

As opposed to abstract operations of an abstract data type, there is no predefined semantics for a transaction; the semantics of a transaction comes from atomically aggregating its sequence of high-level operations. Figure 6.1 depicts the concurrent execution of two transactions. Every transaction begins with a sequence of read and write operations; either a try-commit operation or an abort operation can be invoked once during the execution of a transaction, as its last operation. When the last operation of a transaction is a try-commit operation and it returns a commit indication
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The transaction is committed; when the last operation returns an abort indication the transaction is aborted; otherwise, the transaction is pending. Consider for example, the two transactions depicted in Figure 6.1. If the last operation of one of the transactions returns an abort indication then the transaction is (forcibly) aborted. Otherwise, $T_1$ is committed, and $T_2$ is pending.

In this part, we use the term operations to refer to high-level operations of transaction (unlike Part I, where operations referred to the abstract operations of an ADT), we still reserve the term primitives for the low-level steps of the implementation.

6.1 Software Implementation of TM

A software implementation of transactional memory (STM) provides data representation for transactions and data items using base objects, and algorithms, specified as primitives for the high-level read, write, try-commit (abbreviated, commit), and abort operations.

An execution of a transaction encompasses two levels of abstraction: The high-level has a sequence of high-level operations accessing data items. At the low-level, these operations are translated into executions in which a sequence of events apply primitives to base objects. Figure 6.1 presents these two levels of abstractions: The upper dotted lines are the low-level steps of the operations of $T_1$; the lower dotted lines are the low-level steps of the operations of $T_2$; the execution is the interleaving of these steps.

Since our main results for transactional memory are impossibility results, we concentrate on the low-level executions and do not elaborate further on the manner a transaction issues its operations; this only makes our impossibility results stronger.

Two low-level executions $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$, containing steps on base objects, are indistinguishable to a process $p$, denoted $\alpha_1 \not\equiv p \alpha_2$, if $p$ goes through the same sequence of state changes in $\alpha_1$ and in $\alpha_2$; in particular, this implies that it executes the same primitives on base objects, and receives the same return value from those primitives, in both executions.
6.2 Safety Properties

In a serial execution, the transactions are executed to completion in isolation one after the other (see Section 2.1). An STM is serializable [78] if any, finite or infinite, execution has a committed projection execution attained by discarding all pending and aborted transactions such that the projection execution is equivalent to some serial execution of the committed transactions; we assume that this serialization order preserves the per-process order, i.e., transactions of the same process maintain their order.

Since the definition applies also to infinite execution, it implies a liveness condition. If transactions by the same process read a data item over and over again they eventually return a “fresh” value: the last value written to the item either before the first operation reading the item or after the last value read by the process was written, whichever comes later. Traditional definitions of serializability (e.g., [78, 100]), however, apply only to finite executions, and hence, admit non-live implementations, where read operations may miss values written to data items.

An STM is strictly serializable if the serialization order preserves the order of non-overlapping transactions [78]; this notion is called order-preserving serializability in [100], and is the analogue of linearizability [58] for transactions. Note that in this case, the discussion of non-live implementations is irrelevant, since transactions reading an item must eventually, return the value written to the item by another transaction.

The consistency condition commonly used for transactional memory is opacity [47]; very roughly stated, opacity requires all transactions to appear to execute sequentially in an order that agrees with the order of non-overlapping transactions, and all transactions (including aborted ones) are internally consistent, i.e., are strictly serializable. Therefore, we only assume strict serializability for our lower bounds and do not present the formal definition of opacity; this only makes our impossibility results stronger.

6.3 Progress Properties

The strongest progress property is wait-freedom that guarantees that in every execution, a transaction completes after a finite number of steps of the process executing it. The common progress condition, however, used for non-locking TM implementations is the weaker obstruction-freedom, discussed in Chapter 5. It ensures that a transaction commits when its executing process is eventually executing solo for long enough.

Lock-based STMs may guarantee progressiveness [48]: An STM is weakly progressive if a transaction that does not encounter nontrivial conflicts cannot be forcibly aborted; it is strongly progressive if, in addition, when a set of transactions have nontrivial conflicts on a single item then not all of them can be forcibly aborted.

1A conflict occurs when two operations access the same data item; the conflict is nontrivial if one of the operations is a write.
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A transaction blocks if it takes an infinite number of steps without committing or aborting. The following progress condition requires a transaction to commit if it has no nontrivial conflict with any pending transaction; that is, a transaction can abort or block only due to a nontrivial conflict with such a transaction. A transaction $T$ is logically committed in a configuration $C$ if $T$ does not abort in any infinite extension from $C$; it might be blocked after $C$, but if it is not then eventually, it commits.

**Definition 6 (l-progressive STM)** An STM is $l$-progressive, $l \geq 0$, if a transaction $T$ aborts or blocks in a solo execution (of all the transaction or a suffix of it) after an execution $\alpha$ that contains $l$ or less incomplete transactions, only due to a nontrivial conflict with an incomplete logically committed transaction.

A transaction that must commit according to this definition becomes logically committed at some point, at the latest, right before it commits. It means that, in the absence of conflicts, the STM must ensure parallelism. This property (for $l \geq 0$) is satisfied by weakly progressive STMs, and by obstruction-free STMs, as $l$-progressiveness implies a transaction must not abort or block if it runs solo after an execution without nontrivial conflicts.

**Minimal progressiveness** [64] guarantees a transaction is blocked or forcibly aborted only if it is concurrent to another transaction. More formally, a configuration $C$ is quiescent if no transaction is pending in $C$, i.e., it is not inside the interval of any transaction. In a minimally progressive STM, a transaction terminates successfully if it runs alone from a quiescent configuration. This property (for $l \geq 0$) is satisfied by $l$-progressive TM implementations, as every $l$-progressive TM is also minimally progressive. In the other direction, every minimally progressive TM is 0-progressive.

An implementation is permissive with respect to a safety property [45] if it never aborts a transaction unless necessary for ensuring the safety property.

6.4 Disjoint-Access Parallelism

Disjoint-access parallelism [62] captures the intuition that transactions accessing disjoint parts of the data should not interfere with each other [57].

We consider the dynamic version of a data set and a conflict graph as defined in Chapter 4, where transactions replace the operations. For a configuration $C$, in which $ST$ is the set of states of the items, the data set of a transaction $T$ in $C$ is the union, over every state $s$ in $ST$, of the set of items accessed by $T$ when executed from $s$. The vertices in the conflict graph of an execution interval $\alpha$ represent all the transactions whose execution intervals overlap with $\alpha$; edges represent conflicts between transactions, i.e., an edge connects two transactions if their data sets in $\alpha$ are not disjoint.
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Consider for example, in addition to $T_1$ and $T_2$, depicted in Figure 6.1, two transactions: $T_3$ that reads item $u$ and writes to item $w$, and $T_4$ that does not access the items $x$, $y$, $z$, $u$ and $w$. Figure 6.2 shows the conflict graph of an execution of these 4 transactions.

Two transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$ are disjoint access if there is no path between them in the conflict graph of the minimal execution interval containing the intervals of $T_1$ and $T_2$. In the example above, $T_1$ and $T_4$ are disjoint access, while $T_1$ and $T_3$ are not disjoint access as a path is connecting them in the conflict graph.

Two events contend on a base object $o$ if they both access $o$, and at least one of them applies a non-trivial primitive to $o$. Two processes concurrently contend on a base object $o$ if they have pending events at the same configuration that contend on $o$.

**Definition 7** An STM is weakly disjoint-access parallel if two processes $p_1$ and $p_2$, executing transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$, concurrently contend on the same base object, only if $T_1$ and $T_2$ are not disjoint access.

This definition captures the first condition of the disjoint-access parallelism property of Israeli and Rappoport [62], in accordance with most of the literature (cf. [57]). Our requirement is weaker than theirs, as we allow two processes to apply a trivial primitive on the same base object when executing two transactions even if they are disjoint access. Moreover, our definition only prohibits concurrent contending accesses, allowing transactions to contend on a base object $o$ at different points of the execution.

The original definition [62] also restricts the impact of concurrent transactions on the step complexity of a transaction; our results do not rely on this additional condition, again, as in the consistency condition, making them stronger.

Next we present a stronger notion of disjoint-access parallelism. It is stronger in the sense that it does not allow two disjoint access transactions to both apply even trivial primitives to the same base object. Two processes concurrently access a base object $o$ if both have a pending access to $o$ at some configuration.

**Definition 8** An STM is (strongly) disjoint-access parallel if two processes $p_1$ and $p_2$, executing transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$, concurrently access the same base object, only if $T_1$ and $T_2$ are not disjoint access.
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We illustrate the difference between these properties using the transactions in our example: if the STM is strongly disjoint-access parallel, then $T_4$ can not read any base object to which $T_1$, $T_2$ or $T_3$ have a pending access, whereas, if the STM is weakly disjoint-access parallel, $T_1$ and $T_4$ can have pending reads to the same base object. In both cases, since $T_1$ and $T_4$ are disjoint access, they can not both have pending contending events to the same base object at any configuration.

Definition 7 can be interpreted as an unquantified variant of local contention (Chapter 2), as transactions in implementations that have $d$-local contention, for any finite $d$, do not access the same base objects if they are disjoint access; therefore, they do not contend on the same base objects, all the more so, do not concurrently contend on it.

Guerraoui and Kapalka [46] present a strict notion of disjoint-access parallelism. Two transactions are disjoint if they are not conflicting, i.e., their data sets are disjoint.

Definition 9 An STM is strictly disjoint-access parallel if two processes $p_1$ and $p_2$, executing transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$, concurrently contend on the same base object, only if $T_1$ and $T_2$ are not disjoint.

This notion is much stronger than the one originally proposed by Israeli and Rappoport [62], where two transactions with disjoint data sets are allowed to access the same base objects, provided they are connected via other transactions. All other transactions have to progress in parallel, even if they are concurrent. For example, transactions $T_1$ and $T_3$, depicted in Figure 6.2, are not disjoint access; they are not allowed to contend on a base object in a strict disjoint-access parallel implementation as they are disjoint. Strict disjoint-access parallelism, like Definition 7, allows concurrent reads to the same base objects even by transactions that are not connected in the conflict graph.

6.5 Invisibility of Reads

An STM has invisible reads, if an execution of any transaction is indistinguishable from the execution of a transaction writing the same values to the same items, while omitting all read operations. More formally, consider an execution $\alpha$ that includes a transaction $T$ of process $p$ with write set $W$ and read set $R$, and consider a transaction $T'$ of process $p$ writing the same values to $W$ in the same order as in $T$, but with an empty read set. If the STM has invisible reads, then there is an execution $\alpha'$ that includes $T'$ instead of $T$, such that $\alpha'$ is indistinguishable to all other processes from $\alpha$.

Read-only transactions access the memory only through read operations, i.e., they have empty write sets. Implementations of read-only transactions that do not write to the memory at all and only apply trivial primitives to base objects are called invisible.
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Limitations on Disjoint-Access Parallel STMs

Software transactional memory is a popular approach for alleviating the difficulty of programming concurrent applications. Two fundamental properties of STM are disjoint-access parallelism and the invisibility of read operations, defined in the previous chapter. Disjoint access parallelism ensures that operations on disconnected data do not interfere, and thus it is critical for STM scalability. The invisibility of read operations means that their implementation does not write to the shared memory, thereby reducing memory contention.

We prove an inherent tradeoff for implementations of transactional memories: they cannot be both disjoint-access parallel and have read-only transactions that are invisible and always terminate successfully. In fact, a lower bound, linear in the number of items the transaction is reading, is proved for disjoint-access parallel STM implementation.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 presents an impossibility result showing that in a disjoint-access parallel STM with invisible read-only transactions, some read-only transaction may never terminate successfully; this result is proved using only three processes. Section 7.2 strengthens this result and shows that a read-only transaction on $t$ items (in a disjoint-access parallel STM with read-only transactions that always terminate successfully) must apply write primitives to $t - 1$ base objects; this result requires $t + 1$ processes. These proofs only assume strict serializability, and hence hold also under the assumption of opacity. Section 7.3 extends the results to hold even with the weaker conditions of snapshot isolation and serializability.

---
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The results of this chapter have appeared in [16].
7.1 Impossibility of Invisible Read-Only Transactions

We prove that in a disjoint-access parallel STM implementation with invisible read-only transactions, some read-only transaction will not terminate successfully in a finite number of steps; this is formally stated in Theorem 7.4.

Specifically, we construct an infinite execution of a read-only transaction. This execution consists of a single read-only transaction with one complete update transaction between any pair of consecutive steps by the read-only transaction; an update is a transaction with a singleton write set and an empty read set. We first define a special (finite) execution of this form, called flippable, and show that such a read-only transaction cannot terminate successfully. Then we show how a flippable execution can be repeatedly extended to construct successively longer flippable executions.

An execution is called flippable since there are two similar executions in which we flip the position of two update transactions and one of the executions is indistinguishable from the original execution. One type of flipped execution is called a forward flip since an update transaction is moved earlier in the execution, while other is called a backward flip since an update transaction is deferred in the execution. Formally:

**Definition 10** A flippable execution of length \( k \) with \( t \) updaters is a finite execution \( E_k = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_k U_k \) executed by processes \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) executing update transactions and process \( q \) executing a read-only transaction, which reads and returns the value of \( t \) data items \( i_0 \ldots i_{t-1} \). The execution \( E_k \) satisfies all the following conditions:

1. for \( j = 1, \ldots, k \), \( s_j \) is a single step by \( q \),
2. for \( j = 0, \ldots, k \), \( U_j \) is a solo execution of a complete update transaction, in which process \( p_h \in \{ p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \} \), writes \( j + 1 \) to the data item \( i_h \)
3. consecutive updates are executed by different processes, and
4. for any \( l \), \( 0 < l \leq k \), the execution
   \[
   E_k = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-1} U_{l-1} s_l U_l \ldots s_k U_k
   \]
   is indistinguishable to all processes from one of the following executions:
   \[
   F_l = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-1} U_l U_l \ldots s_k U_k
   \]
   in which the update transaction \( U_l \) is executed before \( U_{l-1} s_l \) instead of after \( U_{l-1} s_l \) (forward flip) or
   \[
   F_l = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-1} s_l U_l U_{l-1} \ldots s_k U_k
   \]
   in which the update transaction \( U_{l-1} \) is executed after \( s_l U_l \) instead of before \( s_l U_l \) (backward flip).
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Figure 7.1: A flippable execution of length $k$ with two updaters: Figure 7.1(a) shows a flippable execution $E_k$; Figure 7.1(b) shows the forward flip execution of $E_k$, where the update transaction $U_l$ by process $p_1$ is executed before the update transaction $U_{l-1}$ by process $p_0$ and before the step $s_l$ of the read-only transaction; Figure 7.1(c) shows the backward flip execution of $E_k$, where the update $U_{l-1}$ by process $p_0$ is deferred after the update transaction $U_l$ by process $p_1$ and after the step $s_l$ of the read-only transaction.

Figures 7.1(b) and 7.1(c) present the forward and the backward flips of the execution in Figure 7.1(a).

This definition, and the structure of our proof, is similar to the lower bound of Attiya, Ellen and Fatourou [9] on the step complexity of update operations in implementations of atomic snapshot objects. The main difference is that our definition of a flippable execution has two types of flipped executions. Additionally, the proof of the lower bound in Section 7.2 uses a flippable execution with $t$ processes executing update transactions instead of just two.

The next lemma proves that if the implementation has a flippable execution then the read-only transaction in this execution does not terminate; it is proved by arguments similar to those applied in [9], extended to handle the possibility of two kinds of flips (forward and backward).

**Lemma 7.1** The read-only transaction in a flippable execution does not terminate successfully.

**Proof:** Let $E_k = U_0s_1U_1 \ldots s_kU_k$ be a flippable execution. Assume, towards a contradiction, that $q$ successfully terminates its read-only transaction in $E_k$, with a result $(v_0, \ldots, v_{t-1})$. The proof first fixes the serialization of the update transactions, and
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then shows that it is not possible to serial the read-only transaction among the update transactions, using the forward and backward flip executions, which are indistinguishable to $q$ from $E_k$.

Since the update transactions in the execution $E_k$ do not overlap, they must be serialized in the order $U_0, \ldots, U_k$. Since all steps of the read-only transaction by $q$ are after $U_0$ and before $U_k$, it has a unique serialization point between $U_{l-1}$ and $U_l$, for some $l$, $1 \leq l \leq k$. Let $i_h$ be the item written by $U_{l-1}$, and recall that $U_{l-1}$ writes $l$ to $i_h$; hence $v_h = l$.

The execution $E_k$ is indistinguishable to process $q$ from $F_l$ which is either the forward flip $\bar{F}_l = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_l U_l U_{l-1} s_{l+1} \ldots U_k$ in which update $U_l$ is executed before $U_{l-1} s_l$ instead of after $U_{l-1} s_l$; or the backward flip $\bar{F}_l = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-2} s_{l-1} U_{l-1} s_l U_l U_{l-1} s_{l+1} \ldots U_k$ in which update $U_{l-1}$ is executed after $s_l U_l$ instead of before $s_l U_l$. Hence, the read-only transaction executed by $q$ in $F_l$ returns the same vector, $(v_0, \ldots, v_{l-1})$, as in $E_k$.

Since the update transactions do not overlap in $F_l$, they are serialized in the order $U_0, \ldots, U_l, U_{l-1}, \ldots, U_k$, that is, the same as for $E_k$, except that $U_{l-1}$ and $U_l$ are flipped. Since two consecutive update transactions are to different items, the values of $\{i_0, \ldots, i_{l-1}\}$ are the same after both update transactions have been executed, no matter which has been executed first. Hence, at all points in the serialization of $F_l$, except between $U_l$ and $U_{l-1}$, the value of all items $\{i_0, \ldots, i_{l-1}\}$ is the same as its value in the corresponding points in the serialization of $E_k$. Thus, the read-only transaction of $q$ can only be serialized after $U_l$ and before $U_{l-1}$ in $F_l$. However, since $U_{l-1}$ is the first write of $l$ to $i_h$, the value of $i_h$ is not $l$ before $U_{l-1}$, and hence, the read-only transaction executed by $q$ cannot be serialized between $U_l$ and $U_{l-1}$. This contradicts the assumption that the read-only transaction terminates successfully.

It remains to prove that a flippable execution exists. Lemma 7.3 (below) shows how to inductively construct a flippable execution, when read-only transactions are invisible. The crux of this lemma is quite different from [9], as it relies on weakly disjoint-access parallelism. A critical step in the proof is provided by Lemma 7.2, showing that in a weakly disjoint-access parallel STM, two consecutive updates by different processes on different items cannot contend on the same base objects. Note that two consecutive update transactions do not contradict weak disjoint-access parallelism since the steps of their executing processes are not interleaved, therefore they do not concurrently contend. The proof of the next lemma shows that two such consecutive updates can be perturbed to concurrently contend on the same base object.
Lemma 7.2 Given a weakly disjoint-access parallel STM implementation and a quiescent configuration $C$, consider the consecutive execution of two update transactions $U_{jh}U_{jh'}$, executed by a process $p_h$ on an item $i_h$ and by process $p_{h'}$ on an item $i_{h'}$, $h \neq h'$, respectively, from $C$. Then $p_h$ and $p_{h'}$ do not contend on the same base object when executing $U_{jh}$ and $U_{jh'}$.

Proof: Assume, towards a contradiction, that $p_h$ and $p_{h'}$ contend on a base object when executing $U_{jh}U_{jh'}$ from a quiescent configuration $C$. If in $U_{jh}$, $p_h$ applies a non-trivial primitive to a base object on which they contend, let $\phi_h$ be the last event in $U_{jh}$ in which $p_h$ applies such a primitive, say, to base object $o$. Let $\phi_{h'}$ be the first event in $U_{jh'}$ that accesses $o$.

Otherwise, $p_h$ only applies trivial primitives in $U_{jh}$ to base objects on which it contends with $p_{h'}$ in $U_{jh'}$; let $\phi_{h'}$ be the first event in $U_{jh'}$ in which $p_{h'}$ applies a non-trivial primitive to some base object, say, $o$, on which they contend. Let $\phi_h$ be the last event of $p_h$ in $U_{jh}$ that accesses $o$.

In both cases, denote by $\alpha_h\phi_h$ the prefix of the execution of $U_h$ from $C$ and by $\alpha_{h'}\phi_{h'}$ the prefix of the execution of $U_{h'}$ after $U_h$ (see Figure 7.2(a)).

We now create an overlapping execution of the update transactions $U_{jh}$ and $U_{jh'}$, by processes $p_h$ and $p_{h'}$, from $C$. We argue that $p_h$ and $p_{h'}$ perform the same steps up to the events $\phi_h$ and $\phi_{h'}$, and as illustrated in Figure 7.2(b), $p_h$ and $p_{h'}$ concurrently contend on base object $o$.

In more detail, consider the execution $\alpha_h\alpha_{h'}$ from $C$, in which $p_h$ executes $U_{jh}$ until it is about to perform $\phi_h$, and then $p_{h'}$ executes $U_{jh'}$ until it is about to perform $\phi_{h'}$. Clearly, $p_h$ is about to perform $\phi_h$ also after $\alpha_h\alpha_{h'}$. By construction, the execution interval $\alpha_h\alpha_{h'}$ from $C$ is indistinguishable to $p_{h'}$ from the execution interval $U_{jh}\alpha_{h'}$ from $C$. Hence, $p_{h'}$ is about to perform the event $\phi_{h'}$ also after $\alpha_h\alpha_{h'}$, that is, $p_{h'}$ and
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$p_h$ concurrently contend on $o$. However, the conflict graph of the execution interval $\alpha_h\alpha_{h'}\phi_{h'}\phi_h$ does not contain a path between the data sets of $U_{j_h}$ and $U_{j_{h'}}$, contradicting the assumption that the implementation is weakly disjoint-access parallel.

Since two consecutive updates do not contend on the same base object, we can construct an execution where either the previous update is deferred or the next update is moved forward in the execution without affecting the single step of the read-only transaction in between them. This allows us to inductively construct a flippable execution, in the proof of the next lemma.

**Lemma 7.3** For every $k \geq 0$, every weakly disjoint-access parallel implementation of an STM with invisible read-only transactions, has a flippable execution $E_k = U_0s_1U_1s_2\ldots U_{k}$ with two updaters $p_0$ and $p_1$, which is indistinguishable to $p_0$ and $p_1$ from the execution $E'_k = U_0U_1\ldots U_{k}$ in which only $p_0$ and $p_1$ take steps.

**Proof:** The proof is by induction on the length, $k$, of the flippable execution $E_k$ executed by a process $q$ and two updaters $p_0$ and $p_1$ on two items $\{i_0, i_1\}$. In the base case, $k = 0$, the lemma holds with a solo execution of $U_0$, an update transaction by $p_0$ that writes 1 to $i_0$. $U_0$ successfully terminates since it runs solo from a quiescent configuration.

For the induction step, consider a flippable execution of length $k \geq 1$, $E_k = U_0s_1U_1s_2\ldots U_{k}$, which is indistinguishable to $p_0$ and $p_1$ from the execution $E'_k = U_0U_1\ldots U_{k}$. We show how to construct a flippable execution of length $k + 1$, which is indistinguishable from an execution in which only $p_0$ and $p_1$ take steps.

By Lemma 7.1, the read-only transaction does not terminate successfully in $E_k$. Let $s_{k+1}$ be the next step by $q$. Assume $U_k$ is executed by $p_{h'}$ and let $h = 1 - h'$; note that $h \neq h'$. Let $E_{k+1} = E_{k}s_{k+1}U_{k+1}$, where process $p_h$ writes $k + 2$ to $i_h$ in the update transaction $U_{k+1}$. Note that $U_{k+1}$ terminates successfully: The configuration at the end of $E_{k+1} = E_{k}s_{k+1}$ is indistinguishable from the configuration at the end of $E'_k$, which is quiescent; since the execution of $U_{k+1}$ from the configuration at the end of $E'_k$ must terminate successfully, by our progress condition, $U_{k+1}$ must also terminate successfully when executing from the configuration at the end of $E_{k+1} = E_{k}s_{k+1}$.

Since the read-only transaction by $q$ is invisible, $E_{k+1}U_{k+1}$ is indistinguishable to $p_0$ and $p_1$ from the execution $E'_kU_{k+1}$.

It remains to prove that $E_{k+1}$ is a flippable execution, i.e., that for every $l$, $0 < l \leq k + 1$, the execution $E_{k+1}$ is indistinguishable to all processes from either $\overline{F}_l$ or $\overline{\overline{F}}_l$. For every $l$, $0 < l \leq k$, by the inductive assumption, the execution

$$E_k = U_0s_1U_1\ldots s_{l-1}U_{l-1}s_lU_l\ldots s_kU_k$$

is indistinguishable to all processes from the flipped execution $F_l$ which is either

$$\overline{F}_l = U_0s_1U_1\ldots s_{l-1}U_{l-1}s_l\ldots U_k$$
or
\[
\overleftarrow{F}_l = U_0s_1U_1 \ldots s_{l-1}s_lU_lU_{l-1} \ldots s_kU_k.
\]
In particular, the configurations at the end of the two executions \( E_k \) and \( F_l \) are the same. Hence, \( E_{k+1} = E_k s_{k+1} U_{k+1} \) and \( F_l s_{k+1} U_{k+1} \) are indistinguishable to all processes.

To prove the condition for \( l = k + 1 \), let \( C'_{k-1} \) be the configuration at the end of \( E'_{k-1} \); \( C'_{k-1} \) is quiescent, and Lemma 7.2 implies that \( p_{h'} \) and \( p_h \) do not contend on the same base object when executing \( U_k \) followed by \( U_{k+1} \) from \( C'_{k-1} \), namely, in the suffix of \( E'_{k+1} \). By the indistinguishability of \( E'_{k+1} \) and \( E_{k+1} \), \( p_{h'} \) and \( p_h \) do not contend on the same base object while executing \( U_k \) and \( U_{k+1} \) also in the execution \( E_{k+1} \). Moreover, if \( q \) accesses a base object \( o \) in \( s_{k+1} \), then either at least one of the two processes \( p_h \) or \( p_{h'} \) does not access \( o \) in \( U_{k+1} \) or \( U_k \), respectively, or they both apply a trivial primitive to \( o \). In the former case, if \( p_h \) does not access \( o \) in \( U_{k+1} \) then
\[
\overleftarrow{F}_{k+1} = U_0s_1U_1 \ldots s_kU_{k+1}U_k s_{k+1}
\]
is indistinguishable to all processes from \( E_{k+1} \), while if \( p_{h'} \) does not access \( o \) in \( U_k \), then
\[
\overrightarrow{F}_{k+1} = U_0s_1U_1 \ldots s_k s_{k+1}U_{k+1}U_k
\]
is indistinguishable to all processes from \( E_{k+1} \). If both \( p_h \) and \( p_{h'} \) apply a trivial primitive to \( o \), then both flipped executions, \( \overleftarrow{F}_{k+1} \) and \( \overrightarrow{F}_{k+1} \), are indistinguishable to all processes from \( E_{k+1} \).

The impossibility result follows from Lemmas 7.1 and 7.3.

**Theorem 7.4** There is no weakly disjoint-access parallel implementation with invisible read-only transactions of a strictly serializable STM, in which read-only transactions always terminate successfully.

**Proof:** Consider a weakly disjoint-access parallel implementation of a strictly serializable STM with invisible read-only transactions. Lemma 7.3 implies that it has a flippable execution \( E_k \), and by Lemmas 7.1, the read-only transaction in \( E_k \) does not terminate successfully.

The impossibility result stated in Theorem 7.4 holds also for opaque STMs [47], since opacity implies strict serializability.

Our proof shows that the read-only transaction cannot terminate successfully, but it is possible to terminate it unsuccessfully, by aborting it. However, when the read-only transaction is retried, it is possible to continue the construction and force it to abort again. Therefore, the proof shows that in disjoint-access parallel implementation some invisible read-only transactions never commit, not even eventually after aborting several times.
Permissive implementations abort a transaction only if necessary for ensuring consistency. For any consistency condition, and any execution, a read-only transaction can always return a consistent values, and the transaction is never required to be aborted to preserve consistency. Therefore, our proof shows that a disjoint-access parallel implementation with invisible read-only transactions that always terminate—however, not always successfully—is not permissive.

### 7.2 Lower Bound for Read-Only Transactions

The technique of the previous section can be extended to prove that a read-only transaction of \( t \) items in a disjoint-access parallel STM implementation, which successfully terminates in a finite number of steps, must apply non-trivial primitives to \( t - 1 \) base objects; this assumes that there are at least \( t + 1 \) processes.

The proof of Lemma 7.1—showing that the read-only transaction in a flippable execution cannot terminate successfully—does not rely on the fact that the read-only transaction is invisible, and the lemma continues to hold. On the other hand, we must modify the proof showing the existence of a flippable execution.

This result relies on the notion of (strong) disjoint-access parallelism, which requires two transactions to be connected (in the conflict graph) even if they both just apply a trivial primitive to the same base object. Since we now put a stronger requirement on disjoint-access parallel STM implementations, Lemma 7.2, assuming a weaker requirement, still holds.

We first show (in Lemma 7.5) that, in a disjoint-access parallel STM implementation, two update transactions executed by different processes on different items do not access a common base object when each of them runs solo from a quiescent configuration. This is used in Lemma 7.6 to prove the existence of a flippable execution, when a read-only transaction of \( t \) data items applies non-trivial primitives to at most \( t - 2 \) base objects.

**Lemma 7.5** Given a disjoint-access parallel STM implementation and a quiescent configuration \( C \), consider the execution of an update transaction \( U_{jh} \) to the item \( i_h \) by process \( p_h \), and an update transaction \( U_{jh'} \) to the item \( i_{h'} \) by process \( p_{h'} \), \( h \neq h' \), from \( C \). Then, \( p_h \) and \( p_{h'} \) do not access a common base object when executing \( U_{jh} \) and \( U_{jh'} \), respectively.

**Proof:** Assume, towards a contradiction, that \( p_h \) and \( p_{h'} \) access the same base object while executing \( U_{jh} \) and \( U_{jh'} \), respectively, from \( C \). Let \( o \) be the first base object accessed by \( p_h \) that is also accessed by \( p_{h'} \). Let \( \alpha_h \phi_h \) be the prefix of the execution of \( U_{jh} \) from \( C \), where \( \phi_h \) is the first event in which \( p_h \) accesses \( o \) (see Figure 7.3(a)). Let \( \alpha_{h'} \phi_{h'} \) be the prefix of the execution of \( U_{jh'} \) from \( C \), where \( \phi_{h'} \) is the first access of \( p_{h'} \).
Figure 7.3: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 7.5.

to \( o \) (see Figure 7.3(b)). We show how to paste the executions so that the events \( \phi_h \) and \( \phi_{h'} \) are concurrently pending.

Consider the execution \( \alpha_h\alpha_{h'} \) from \( C \), where \( p_h \) executes \( U_{j_h} \) until it is about to access \( o \), and then \( p_{h'} \) executes \( U_{j_{h'}} \) until it is about to access \( o \) (see Figure 7.3(c)). By construction, the execution \( \alpha_h\alpha_{h'} \) from \( C \) is indistinguishable to \( p_h \) and \( p_{h'} \) from the corresponding executions \( \alpha_h \) and \( \alpha_{h'} \) from \( C \). Thus, \( p_{h'} \) has the event \( \phi_{h'} \) pending and \( p_h \) has the event \( \phi_h \) pending after \( \alpha_h\alpha_{h'} \); that is, \( p_{h'} \) and \( p_h \) concurrently access \( o \). However, in the conflict graph of the execution interval \( \alpha_h\alpha_{h'}\phi_h\phi_{h'} \) from \( C \), there is no path between the data sets of \( U_{j_h} \) and \( U_{j_{h'}} \), contradicting the assumption that the implementation is disjoint-access parallel. 

We show that at any point during the execution of the read-only transaction, there is a process that can write to its item without accessing any base object to which \( q \) applies non-trivial primitives, thus making the read-only transaction “invisible” to the other processes. Note that, by the definition of a flippable execution, each process always updates the same item. We prove such a process exists by applying a “pigeon hole” argument to show that the process does not access any base object to which the read-only transaction applies non-trivial primitives. Since there are \( t - 1 \) processes to choose from, each accessing a different item, and since the read-only transaction applies non-trivial primitives to at most \( t - 2 \) base objects, at least two update transactions by different processes access the same base object, which can be shown to violate disjoint-access parallelism.

**Lemma 7.6** For every \( k \geq 0 \), a disjoint-access parallel implementation of an STM in which a read-only transaction of \( t > 2 \) data items applies non-trivial primitives to at
most \( t - 2 \) base objects, has a flippable execution \( E_k = U_0s_1U_1s_2 \ldots U_k \) with \( t \) updaters, which is indistinguishable to \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) from the execution \( E'_k = U_0U_1 \ldots U_k \) in which only \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) take steps.

**Proof:** The proof is by induction on the length \( k \) of the flippable execution \( E_k \).

The base case is when \( k = 0 \). The lemma holds with a solo execution of an update transaction, \( U_0 \), by process \( p_0 \) that writes 1 to \( i_1 \). \( U_0 \) successfully terminates since it runs solo from a quiescent configuration.

For the induction step, consider a flippable execution of length \( k \), \( E_k = U_0s_1U_1s_2 \ldots U_k \), which is indistinguishable to \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) from the execution \( E'_k = U_0U_1 \ldots U_k \). We show how to construct a flippable execution of length \( k + 1 \), which is indistinguishable to \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) from an execution in which only \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) take steps.

By Lemma 7.1, the read-only transaction does not terminate successfully in \( E_k \). Let \( s_{k+1} \) be the next step by \( q \) and let \( C_{k+1} \) denote the configuration at the end of \( E_k s_{k+1} \); also, let \( C'_{k+1} \) be the configuration at the end of \( E'_k \).

The process \( p_h \) to execute \( U_{k+1} \) is chosen from \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) such that \( p_h \) did not execute \( U_k \) and a solo execution of \( U_{k+1} \) from \( C_{k+1} \) by \( p_h \) does not access any base objects to which \( q \) applies non-trivial primitives in \( E_k s_{k+1} \). Note that this transaction must terminate successfully, by our progress condition; although \( C_{k+1} \) is not quiescent, it is indistinguishable from \( C'_{k+1} \), which is quiescent.

We claim such a process exists. Assume, towards a contradiction, that for every process \( p_{h_{k+1}} \), \( h_{k+1} \neq h_k \), the solo execution by \( p_{h_{k+1}} \) from \( C_{k+1} \) of the update transaction that writes \( k+2 \) to \( i_{h_{k+1}} \) accesses a base object to which \( q \) applies a non-trivial primitive in \( E_k s_{k+1} \). We consider \( t - 1 \) possible processes, each writing to a different item. Since the read-only transaction applies non-trivial primitives to at most \( t - 2 \) base objects, at least two update transactions executed by different processes \( p_h \) and \( p_{h'} \) to different items \( i_h \) and \( i_{h'} \), starting from configuration \( C_{k+1} \), access the same base object in their first access to a base object to which \( q \) applies a non-trivial primitive. Recall that \( C'_{k+1} \) is quiescent. Since the execution \( E_k s_{k+1} \) is indistinguishable to processes \( p_h \) and \( p_{h'} \) from the execution \( E'_k \), they access the same base object also when executing the update transactions from \( C'_{k+1} \), which by Lemma 7.5, violates the assumption that the implementation is disjoint-access parallel.

Pick some process \( p_{h_{k+1}} \), \( h_{k+1} \neq h_k \), that does not access any base objects to which \( q \) applies non-trivial primitives in \( E_k s_{k+1} \); let \( U_{k+1} \) be an update by \( p_{h_{k+1}} \) that writes \( k+2 \) to \( i_{h_{k+1}} \) and denote \( E_{k+1} = E_k s_{k+1} U_{k+1} \).

Next, we prove that the execution \( E_{k+1} \) is indistinguishable to \( p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1} \) from the execution \( E'_{k+1} \). This holds for processes other than \( p_{h_{k+1}} \) by the inductive assumption and since these processes take no steps in the suffix of this execution. For \( p_{h_{k+1}} \), this holds by the inductive assumption and since the solo execution \( U_{k+1} \) of an update transaction by \( p_{h_{k+1}} \) does not access base objects to which \( q \) applies a non-trivial
primitive in $E_k s_k + 1$.

It remains to prove that for every $l$, $0 < l \leq k + 1$, the execution $E_{k+1}$ is indistinguishable to all processes from the flipped execution $F_l$ which is either $\overrightarrow{F_l}$ or $\overrightarrow{F_l}$, as defined in Definition 10. For every $l$, $0 < l \leq k$, by the inductive assumption, the execution

$$E_k = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-1} U_{l-1} s_l U_l \ldots s_k U_k$$

is indistinguishable to all processes from the flipped execution $F_l$ which is either

$$\overrightarrow{F_l} = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-1} U_{l-1} s_l \ldots U_k$$

or

$$\overrightarrow{F_l} = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_{l-1} s_l U_{l-1} \ldots s_k U_k.$$ 

In particular, the configurations at the end of the two executions $E_k$ and $F_l$ are the same. Hence, the executions $E_k + 1 = E_k s_k + 1 U_k + 1$ and $F_l s_k + 1 U_k + 1$ are indistinguishable to all processes.

For $l = k + 1$, consider the flipped executions $\overrightarrow{F}_{k+1}$ and $\overrightarrow{F}_{k+1}$. The configuration $C'_{k-1}$ at the end of $E'_{k-1}$ is quiescent. Any STM implementation which is disjoint-access parallel is also weakly disjoint-access parallel, hence we can apply Lemma 7.2 to deduce that $p_{h_k}$ and $p_{h_{k+1}}$ do not contend on, and hence do not access the same base object while executing $U_k$ and $U_{k+1}$ from $C'_{k-1}$. The indistinguishability property implies that $p_{h_k}$ and $p_{h_{k+1}}$ do not access the same base object while executing $U_k$ and $U_{k+1}$ also in $E_{k+1}$.

Moreover, if $q$ applies a trivial primitive to some base object $o$ in $s_{k+1}$, then either at least one of the two processes $p_{h_{k+1}}$ and $p_{h_k}$ does not access $o$ in $U_{k+1}$ and in $U_k$ respectively, or they both apply a trivial primitive to $o$. In the former case, if $p_{h_{k+1}}$ does not access in $U_{k+1}$ any object that $q$ accesses in $s_{k+1}$, then

$$\overrightarrow{E}_{k+1} = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_k U_{k+1} U_k s_{k+1}$$

is indistinguishable to all processes from $E_{k+1}$, while if $p_{h_k}$ does not access in $U_k$ any object that $q$ accesses in $s_{k+1}$, then

$$\overrightarrow{E}_{k+1} = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_k s_{k+1} U_{k+1} U_k$$

is indistinguishable to all processes from $E_{k+1}$. If $p_{h_{k+1}}$ and $p_{h_k}$ apply a trivial primitive to $o$, then both flipped executions are indistinguishable to all processes from $E_{k+1}$.

The lower bound immediately follows:

**Theorem 7.7** In a strict serializable disjoint-access parallel STM implementation for $t + 1$ processes, where all read-only transactions terminate successfully, some read-only
transaction of \( t > 2 \) data items applies non-trivial primitives to at least \( t - 1 \) base objects.

This lower bound holds also for opaque STMs, since opacity implies strict serializability.

## 7.3 Weaker Consistency Conditions

In this section, we show that both Theorem 7.4 and Theorem 7.7 hold for weaker consistency conditions, namely, snapshot isolation and serializability.

### 7.3.1 Snapshot Isolation

The weak condition of snapshot isolation \([21, 69, 83, 100]\) is known from the database literature, was suggested as an efficient alternative to serializability for STMs \([83]\); it decouples the consistency of the reads and the writes. In a snapshot isolation implementation, the write sets of any pair of overlapping transactions are disjoint. In addition, for any transaction \( T \), consider a serialization of all the transactions that committed before \( T \) started. If \( T \) reads item \( t \), then the read operation returns the last value written to \( t \) in the serialization, or the initial value if no such write exists. Informally, this means the transaction has a view that is consistent with a snapshot taken when the transaction starts. For a formal definition, see \([100, \text{Definition} \ 10.3]\).

We prove an analogue of Lemma 7.1, that is, we show that the read-only transaction by process \( q \) in a flippable execution cannot terminate successfully, also when the implementation provides snapshot isolation.

**Lemma 7.8** Consider a flippable execution of length \( k \geq 0 \) with \( t \) updaters, \( E_k = U_0s_1U_1\ldots s_kU_k \), of an STM that provides snapshot isolation. The read-only transaction by process \( q \) does not terminate successfully.

**Proof:** Assume, towards a contradiction, that \( q \) successfully terminates its read-only transaction in \( E_k \), with a result \((v_0, \ldots, v_{t-1})\). Let \( i_{f_l} \) be the item written by \( U_l \); recall that the initial value of all items is zero and that \( U_l \) writes \( l + 1 \) to \( i_{f_l} \). By the definition of snapshot isolation, each read operation from an item in the read-only transaction by \( q \) returns the most recent committed write operation that updated this item as of the time the read-only transaction starts. The read-only transaction by \( q \) returns the most recent values after \( U_0 \) is executed and before any other update is executed. Hence, \( v_{f_0} = 1 \), and for every \( l, 1 \leq l \leq t - 1 \), \( v_{f_l} = 0 \).

The execution \( E_k \) is indistinguishable to process \( q \) from \( F_1 \), which is either the forward flip

\[
\vec{F}_1 = U_1U_0s_1s_2U_2\ldots U_k
\]
or the backward flip
\[ F_1 = s_1 U_0 s_2 U_2 \ldots U_k . \]

Hence, the read-only transaction executed by \( q \) in \( F_1 \) returns the same vector as in \( E_1 \).

However, the definition of snapshot isolation requires different results for the read-only transaction in these executions. In \( F_1 \), the read-only transaction returns the most recent values after \( U_0 \) and \( U_1 \) are executed and before any other update is executed, hence it returns a vector where \( v_{f_0} = 1, v_{f_1} = 2, \) and \( v_{f_l} = 0, \) for every \( l, 2 \leq l \leq t - 1. \) In \( F_1 \), the read-only transaction returns the most recent values before any update is executed, hence it returns a vector where \( v_{f_l} = 0, \) for every \( l, 0 \leq l \leq t - 1. \) Thus, the read-only transaction cannot terminate successfully. \( \blacksquare \)

The proofs of Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.5—showing that two update transactions executed by different processes on different items do not access a common base object when one follows the other or when each of them runs solo from a quiescent configuration, respectively—do not rely on the safety property, and thus the lemmas continue to hold for STMs that provide snapshot isolation. The proofs of Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.6—showing the existence of the flippable execution—also do not rely on the safety property, and they can be adapted in a straightforward manner to use Lemma 7.8 instead of Lemma 7.1.

Hence, the impossibility result follows from Lemmas 7.3 and 7.8.

**Theorem 7.9** There is no weakly disjoint-access parallel STM implementation with invisible read-only transactions of an STM providing snapshot isolation, in which read-only transactions always terminate successfully.

The lower bound follows from Lemmas 7.6 and 7.8.

**Theorem 7.10** In a disjoint-access parallel STM implementation for \( t + 1 \) processes providing snapshot isolation, where all read-only transactions terminate successfully, some read-only transaction of \( t > 2 \) data items applies non-trivial primitives to at least \( t - 1 \) base objects.

### 7.3.2 Serializability

Recall that an STM is *serializable* if transactions appear to execute sequentially, one after the other; note that we require that transactions of the same process preserve their order (per-process order) and that repeatedly reading the same data item eventually returns a non-initial value.

The proof uses an additional process \( q' \). Given a flippable execution \( E_k = U_0 s_1 U_1 \ldots s_k U_k \), we construct an *augmented flippable execution*

\[ \hat{E}_k = U_0 s_1 S^*_1 U_1 \ldots s_k S^*_k U_k , \]
### 7.3. Weaker Consistency Conditions

Consider an augmented flippable execution of length \( k \geq 0 \). Let \( \hat{E}_k = U_0s_1S_1^*U_1\ldots s_kS_k^*U_k \) be a sequence of read-only transactions after the event \( s_j \) by process \( q \) and before the update \( U_j \). Each read-only transaction in \( S_j^* \) accesses the items \( i_{f_{j-1}} \) and \( i_{f_j} \). The result of the last read-only transaction in \( S_j^* \), denoted \( S_j^* \), is the value written by \( U_{j-1} \) to \( i_{f_{j-1}} \) and the last value of \( i_{f_j} \) before \( U_j \) updates it.

Figure 7.4 shows the augmented flippable execution obtained by augmenting the flippable execution \( E_k \) of Figure 7.1 with sequences of read-only transactions performed by process \( q' \).

We rely on the per-process ordering of transactions to prove that the read-only transactions of \( q' \) must eventually read the latest value written in \( U_{j-1} \), and thus, \( S_j^* \) is finite.

**Lemma 7.11** Consider an augmented flippable execution of length \( k \geq 0 \), \( \hat{E}_k = U_0s_1S_1^*U_1\ldots s_kS_k^*U_k \). In any serialization of \( \hat{E}_k \) that preserves the per-process order, \( U_0, U_1, \ldots, U_k \) appear in their order of execution.

**Proof:** We show, by induction on \( \ell \), that \( U_0, U_1, \ldots, U_\ell \) appear in their order of execution. In the base case, \( k = 0 \), the serialization of \( U_0 \) is trivial.

For the induction step, consider \( U_{\ell+1} \). By the induction assumption, the updates \( U_0, U_1, \ldots, U_{\ell} \) are serialized by their execution order in \( \hat{E}_k \). By construction, \( S_{\ell+1}^* \) is a sequence of read-only transactions that access \( i_{f_{\ell}} \) and \( i_{f_{\ell+1}} \), and the last read-only transaction in \( S_{\ell+1}^* \), denoted \( S_{\ell+1} \), returns the value written by \( U_\ell \) and the last value of \( i_{f_{\ell+1}} \) before the one written by \( U_{\ell+1} \).

The sequence \( S_{\ell+1}^* \) is finite since the STM is serializable and so, eventually, some transaction must return the latest values written to \( i_{f_{\ell}} \) and \( i_{f_{\ell+1}} \), and by the induction assumption, \( U_\ell \) is the last to write to \( i_{f_{\ell}} \). Moreover, \( S_{\ell+1} \) completes before \( U_{\ell+1} \) starts, so it cannot return the value written by \( U_{\ell+1} \), since due to serializability, a read operation can not return a value not written.

Since each data item is written by a different process, and due to per-process order, \( U_{\ell+1} \) can not be serialized before the last update of \( i_{f_{\ell+1}} \) preceding \( U_{\ell+1} \).

Moreover, \( U_{\ell+1} \) can not be serialized after this update and before \( S_{\ell+1} \), since \( S_{\ell+1} \) does not return the value written by \( U_{\ell+1} \). Hence, \( U_{\ell+1} \) is serialized after \( S_{\ell+1} \).
We use Lemma 7.11 to prove an analogue of Lemma 7.1.

**Lemma 7.12** Consider an augmented flippable execution of length $k \geq 0$ with $t$ updaters, $\hat{E}_k = U_0s_1S_1^*U_1\ldots s_kS_k^*U_k$. If the read-only transactions by process $q'$ are invisible, then the read-only transaction by process $q$ does not terminate successfully.

**Proof:** Assume, towards a contradiction, that the read-only transaction of process $q$ in $\hat{E}_k$ terminates successfully and returns a value $(v_0, \ldots, v_{t-1})$, which does not violate serializability. Let the augmented flippable execution $\hat{E}_k = U_0s_1S_1^*U_1\ldots s_kS_k^*U_k$ correspond to a flippable execution $E_k = U_0s_1U_1\ldots s_kU_k$.

By Lemma 7.11, the updates in $\hat{E}_k$ are serialized in the order $U_0, U_1, \ldots, U_k$. The vector $(v_0, \ldots, v_{t-1})$ determines where $q$’s read-only transaction is serialized. In particular, for some $l$, $0 < l \leq k$, the read-only transaction of $q$ is serialized after $U_{l-1}$ and before $U_l$, and for each item $i_f$ in ${i_0, \ldots, i_{t-1}}$, either $v_f$ is zero and no update wrote to $i_f$ before $U_l$, or the last update to $i_f$ before $U_l$ wrote $v_f$ to $i_f$. Let $S$ be the serialization of execution $\hat{E}_k$.

Since the read-only transactions executed by process $q'$ are invisible, $\hat{E}_k$ and $E_k$ are indistinguishable to $p_0, \ldots, p_{t-1}$ and $q$. Thus, they will execute the same steps in both executions. Note that $S$ is a serialization also for $E_k$. Since $S$ preserves the real-time order among transactions, $E_k$ is a flippable execution where the read-only transaction terminates and strict serializability is preserved, contradicting Lemma 7.1.

As discussed before the lemma, the existence of a flippable execution (guaranteed by Lemma 7.3) implies there is an augmented flippable execution, and hence, Lemma 7.12 implies the following impossibility result:

**Theorem 7.13** There is no weakly disjoint-access parallel STM implementation with invisible read-only transactions of a serializable STM, in which read-only transactions always terminate successfully.

When a read-only transaction of $t \geq 2$ data items applies non-trivial primitives to at most $t - 2$ base objects, the read-only transactions of $q'$ in the augmented flippable execution are, in fact, invisible since their read set contains only two data items. As discussed before Lemma 7.12, the existence of a flippable execution (guaranteed by Lemma 7.6) implies there is an augmented flippable execution, and hence, Lemma 7.12 implies the following lower bound:

**Theorem 7.14** In a serializable disjoint-access parallel STM implementation for $t + 2$ processes, where all read-only transactions terminate successfully, some read-only transaction of $t > 2$ data items applies non-trivial primitives to at least $t - 1$ base objects.
7.3. Weaker Consistency Conditions

The impossibility result and lower bound also hold for *virtual world consistency*, proposed by Imbs et al. [60]. This consistency condition requires serializability or strict serializability of committed transactions, and ensures that aborted transactions always see a consistent state of the memory, although not necessarily consistent with each other. Since our results do not consider the behavior of aborted transactions, they also hold for virtual world consistency.
Chapter 8

Limitations on STMs with Nontransactional Accesses

In many situations, it is important for STMs to be able to run transactions together with nontransactional code accessing the same memory locations. Strong atomicity allows to combine nontransactional with transactional accesses even when nontransactional operations (as opposed to transactional operations) are uninstrumented. Uninstrumented nontransactional read operations simply read a fixed memory location. The location might depend on the process and the item, e.g., a local copy of the item, but the process applies no manipulation on the value and simply returns the value written in the memory as the value of the item. Uninstrumented nontransactional write operations can be defined analogously (although they are not used in our proofs).

Strong atomicity can be provided by supporting privatization. Privatization means a process isolates some shared data, possibly by removing all references to the data, after which the process can privately, nontransactionally, access the data without interference by other processes. Rather than formally defining privatization, we only state a property that is naturally expected out of any notion of privatization.

Process $p_j$ privatizes item $t_i$ when $p_j$ commits a transaction privatizing $t_i$. The private base object that process $p_j$ associates with a data item $t_i$, after privatizing the item $t_i$, is denoted $m_j^i$.

**Property 1 (Privatization-safe STM)** An STM with uninstrumented nontransactional operations is privatization safe if after process $p_j$ privatizes item $t_i$, no process $p_h \neq p_j$ applies a nontrivial primitive to the base object $m_j^i$.

The main objective of privatization is to improve performance. Consider, for example, the linked list depicted in Figure 8.1, in which every node points to a root item. Every root item points to some disjoint subgraph, such as a a tree, and is the

---

*The results of this chapter have appeared in [13].*
Figure 8.1: In this example, the privatizing transaction sets the head to NULL and privatizes the dark items and their subgraphs. Other transactions write to the dark items; each transaction writes to a different one.

only path to items in the subgraph. When a process privatizes all root items and their subgraphs, it can afterwards access all items in the rooted trees with simple (uninstrumented) reads and writes to the shared memory, which avoids the overhead of transactions and thereby dramatically increasing the efficiency. The hope is that a constant amount of work, e.g., nullifying the head of the linked list, will suffice for privatizing the whole linked list.

In addition to a transaction privatizing all root items, consider a workload in which other updating transactions read all the nodes of the linked list but write only to one root item that is pointed from the list. Previous work [67] informally assumed that the privatizing transaction must conflict with the other transaction accessing the privatized region. For example, if the privatizing transaction writes to the head of the linked list, and all updating transactions read the head, then the privatizing transaction has a write-read conflict on the head with any updating transaction.

Indeed, it can be easily shown that a weakly progressive STM cannot support privatization if the read set of every writing transaction is empty, unless the privatizing transaction accesses all the items it privatizes. Otherwise, if there is an item the privatizing transaction does not access, then a transaction writing to this item executed after the privatizing transaction completes, is unaware of the privatization and may access private locations.

To increase the efficiency, it is desirable that transactions do not observe operations of other non-conflicting transactions, whether or not these operations leave a mark on the memory. This is captured by the following notion of obliviousness (Definition 11).

An \(\ell\)-independent execution contains \(\ell \geq 0\) transactions, each executed by a different process, \(p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{i\ell}\), running solo until it is logically committed, on data sets without nontrivial conflicts. An STM is oblivious if a transaction running solo after an independent execution, without nontrivial conflicts with the pending transactions, behaves in a manner that is independent of the data sets of the pending transactions.

**Definition 11 (Oblivious STM)** An STM is oblivious if for any pair of \(\ell\)-independent executions \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\), each containing \(\ell\) transactions executed by the same processes \(p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{i\ell}\), in the same order, if some transaction \(T\) executed by a process \(p\) does not
have nontrivial conflicts with the transactions in $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$, then $\alpha_1T$ and $\alpha_2T$ are indistinguishable to $p$.

Our first main result assumes, in addition to obliviousness, invisible reads. In the linked-list workload example this means that, for every process, the execution of other transactions appears only to write to a single item (either the head of the list or an item pointed by the links). In this case, we show an inherent cost for supporting privatization: a transaction privatizing $k$ items must have a data set of size at least $k$.

Our second main result removes the assumption of invisible reads, and shows that $\Omega(k)$ memory locations must be accessed by a privatizing transaction, where $k$ is the minimum between the number of privatized items and the number of concurrent transactions guaranteed to make progress, thus capturing the tradeoff between the cost of privatization and the parallelism offered by the STM.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we show in Section 8.1 that eager STMs, in which a transaction may update the memory before it is guaranteed to commit cannot support privatization, under the weak 1-progressive assumption. Section 8.2 discusses STMs satisfying the parameterized opacity [44] condition that allow uninstrumented operations on items without prior privatization. Section 8.3 includes the lower bound on the size of the data set of privatizing transactions in STMs with invisible reads. Section 8.4, bounds the cost of privatization with visible reads, and sketches an STM that matches this lower bound. Finally, Section 8.6 presents the results for disjoint-access parallel STMs.

8.1 Eager STMs

We first show that in a privatization-safe STM, a transaction applies a nontrivial primitive (e.g., a write) to a base object associated with a privatized item, only after it is already logically committed.

An STM is eager if there is a configuration $C$ such that a transaction $T$ is the only pending transaction in $C$, $T$ is not logically committed, and a process $p$ executing $T$ applies a nontrivial primitive to a base object associated with an item that another process privatizes. It is simple to show that a 1-progressive eager STM is not privatization-safe. This is claimed to be a known flaw in eager STMs that are not strongly atomic [37], but was never proved formally. Theorem 8.1 emphasizes the assumptions required for proving this claim. Note that assuming uninstrumented nontransactional operations implies that the mapping of each privatized item to the corresponding base object is independent of the execution, and it is known in advance.

Theorem 8.1 An uninstrumented 1-progressive eager STM is not privatization-safe.
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**Proof:** Since the STM is uninstrumented, let \( m_i \) be the private base object which process \( p_0 \) associates with item \( t_i \). Assume another process \( p_1 \) executing a transaction \( T_1 \) applies a nontrivial primitive to \( m_i \) before \( T_1 \) is logically committed in some configuration \( C \), where only \( T_1 \) is pending; call this event \( \tau \). Consider a transaction \( T_0 \) of \( p_0 \) privatizing the item \( t_i \), executed from \( C \).

Since only \( T_1 \) is pending in \( C \), \( \alpha \), the execution leading to \( C \), has no incomplete logically committed transaction conflicting with \( T_0 \). Since the STM is 1-progressive, \( T_0 \) completes successfully when executed after \( \alpha \), and since the STM is uninstrumented, \( m_i \) is private to \( p_0 \) after \( \alpha T_0 \). However, \( \tau \) can be applied to \( m_i \), even after \( T_0 \), in contradiction to privatization safety.

In the sequel, we assume that the implementations are uninstrumented and (at least) 1-progressive, therefore a privatization-safe STM is assumed not to be eager.

8.2 Uninstrumented Access without Prior Privatization

*Parameterized opacity* [44] is a framework for describing the interaction between transactions and nontransactional operations, extending *opacity* [47], and parameterized by a memory model for the semantics of nontransactional operations. Roughly, every transaction appears as if it is executed instantaneously with respect to other transactions and nontransactional operations, and nontransactional operations obey the underlying memory model.

Guerraoui et al. prove that for memory models that restrict the order of some pair of read or write operations to different variables, parameterized opacity cannot be achieved [44, Theorem 1]. Furthermore, they prove that for memory models that allow reordering all operations to different variables, parameterized opacity requires either instrumenting nontransactional operations or using RMW primitives when writing inside a transaction. They also present an uninstrumented STM that guarantees parameterized opacity with respect to memory models that do not restrict the order of any pair of read or write operations. This STM uses a global lock, and is not weakly progressive. Their results assume that items are accessed nontransactionally, without a preceding privatization transaction. In a sense, their results show the implications of not privatizing, while our results complete the picture by showing the cost of privatization.

We show that a 1-progressive, oblivious uninstrumented STM, allowing more than one transaction to proceed concurrently, cannot achieve opacity parameterized with respect to any memory model.

**Theorem 8.2** There is no uninstrumented, 1-progressive, oblivious STM that guarantees opacity with respect to any memory model.
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Figure 8.2: The execution used in the proof of Theorem 8.2. The process $p_1$ executes the transaction $T_1$, steps on base objects are denoted by bold lines. The process $p_2$ invokes nontransactional operations, denoted by square brackets intervals, and the transactions $T_2$.

The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 in [44], specifically, the part of the proof that handles memory models that restrict the order of pairs of read operations. Their proof constructs an execution, in which one process executes a transaction and another process issues nontransactional read operations, such that there is no serialization of the transaction and nontransactional operation which respects the restriction posed by the memory model. The memory model in our proof may not pose any restriction on the order of the nontransactional read operations, but we can fix their order by inserting an additional transaction between them.

Proof: Consider an execution of a transaction $T_1$ by $p_1$, writing $v_1$ to item $x$ and $v_2$ to item $y$. Denote by $m_x$, $m_y$ the base objects that $p_2$ accesses when it reads nontransactionally from $x$ and $y$ respectively.

During the execution of $T_1$, $p_1$ writes $v_1$ to $m_x$, and $v_2$ to $m_y$. Otherwise, since the STM is uninstrumented, a nontransactional read of $p_2$ from $x$ (respectively, $y$) after $T_1$ is completed, returns the initial value of $m_x$ (respectively, $m_y$) instead of $v_1$ (respectively, $v_2$), so the STM is not parameterized opaque, and we are done.

Without loss of generality, assume $p_1$ writes $v_1$ to $m_x$ before writing $v_2$ to $m_y$. Denote by $C_1$ the configuration after $p_1$ first writes $v_1$ to $m_x$. Consider the solo execution of $p_2$ from $C_1$ in which it reads $x$ nontransactionally, executes a transaction $T_2$ in which it writes to item $z$, and then reads $y$ nontransactionally. $T_2$ is committed since the STM is 1-progressive. Denote by $C_2$ the configuration after the solo execution of $p_2$, and by $\alpha$ the execution of $p_1$ and $p_2$ preceding $C_2$. Process $p_1$ completes $T_1$ from $C_2$ (see Figure 8.2). The nontransactional read of $x$ by $p_2$ returns $v_1$, and parameterized opacity implies that $T_1$ is logically committed at $C_1$. Since the STM is 1-progressive, $T_1$ commits when executed from $C_2$.

Claim 8.3 Process $p_2$ does not modify the state of $m_y$ in $\alpha$. 
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Proof: Consider an execution $\alpha'$, such that $p_1$ executes solo a transaction $T_1'$ writing to item $w$ until the transaction is logically committed at configuration $C_1'$. Then, $p_2$ runs solo reading $x$ nontransactionally, executing $T_2$, and reading $y$ nontransactionally. Since the STM is uninstrumented $p_2$ does not modify the state of $m_y$ when reading nontransactionally $x$ and $y$.

If $p_1$ or $p_2$ modify the state of $m_y$ while executing $T_1'$ and $T_2$ in $\alpha'$ then the nontransactional read operation to $y$ of $p_2$ after $T_2$ returns a value that is not the initial value of $m_y$, whereas no committed transaction writes to $y$ in $\alpha'$, contradicting parameterized opacity.

By 1-obliviousness, the executions of $T_2$ from $C_1$ and $C_1'$ are indistinguishable. Process $p_1$ does not access $m_y$ neither in $\alpha$ nor in $\alpha'$, thus $p_2$ does not apply successfully a nontrivial primitive to $m_y$ also in $\alpha$.

Parameterized opacity implies that $T_1$ appears before the nontransactional read to $x$ in the ordering, and that $T_2$ and the nontransactional read to $y$ are ordered after the nontransactional read to $x$, and thus after $T_1$. However, the nontransactional read to $y$ is issued before $p_1$ first writes to $m_y$ and by Claim 8.3 also $p_2$ does not modify the state of $m_y$. Since the STM is uninstrumented, the nontransactional read to $y$ returns the initial value of $m_y$ and not $v_2$, thus the STM is not parameterized opaque.

Together with [44, Theorem 1], this means that progressive, oblivious, uninstrumented STMs cannot achieve opacity parameterized with respect to any memory model, and indicates that a privatizing transaction must precede nontransactional accesses to data items, unless parallelism is compromised.

8.3 Privatization with Invisible Reads

The next theorem shows that in an oblivious STMs supporting privatization, the data set of a privatizing transaction must contain all privatized items. The proof proceeds by creating a scenario in which a privatizing transaction misses the up-to-date value of a privatized item; some care is needed in order to argue about each item separately.

Theorem 8.4 For any privatization-safe STM that is 1-progressive, oblivious and with invisible reads, there is a workload including a transaction $T_0$, privatizing $k$ items, in which transactions have nonempty read sets, for which there is an execution where the size of the data set of $T_0$ is $\Omega(k)$.

Proof: Consider two processes $p_0$ and $p_1$: $p_0$ executes a transaction $T_0$ that privatizes the items $t_1, \ldots, t_k$. For $p_1$, consider a transaction $T'_1$ with an arbitrary read set, writing to an item $u$ that is never accessed by $T_0$.

Consider the execution $\alpha' = I'_1T_0$, such that in $I'_1$, $p_1$ executes a prefix of the transaction $T'_1$ until it is logically committed (see Figure 8.3(a)). $I'_1$ is indistinguishable
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to $p_0$ from an execution in which $p_1$ executes a transaction that only writes to $u$ until it is logically committed. After $I'_1$, there is no incomplete transaction that has a conflict with $T_0$, and since the STM is 1-progressive, $T_0$ commits when executed after $I'_1$.

Assume, by way of contradiction, that the data set of $T_0$ does not include some item $t_i$ that it privatizes when executed after $I'_1$. Consider the execution $\alpha = I_1T_0$, such that in $I_1$, $p_1$ executes a prefix of a transaction $T_1$ with the same read set as $T'_1$ and writing to the item $t_i$ a value different than its initial value, and $T_1$ is logically committed after $I_1$ (see Figure 8.3(b)). We show that $t_i$ is not in the data set of $T_0$ also when executed after $I_1$.

Claim 8.5 $T_0$ does not access $t_i$ also when executed after $I_1$.

Proof: The proof uses the following definitions: A transaction includes access operations, each operation is a triple: the item which the operation accesses, an indication whether the operation is a read or a write, and the value written or read by the operation. In addition, there are three special operations: the start, commit and abort operations. Every new transaction begins with the start operation, then followed by a sequence of read and write operations. The last operation of a transaction is either an access operation, in which case the transaction is pending, or a commit or abort operation, in which case the transaction is committed or aborted, respectively.

At any point during the execution of a transaction, the view of the transaction is a list of item-value pairs, which includes all the values read by the transaction to this point.

The claim is trivial if that data set is static, so assume that the data set of the transaction is dynamic, i.e., deterministically determined by the view of the transaction before every operation. We prove by induction that the transaction has the same view after applying the same number of operations when executed after $I_1$ and $I'_1$, and that $T_0$ logically commit when running after $I_1$.

The base case is before applying the first operation: the view of the transaction is empty in both cases, and $T_0$ is neither aborted nor blocked.

For the induction step, assume that after applying $i - 1$ operations when running after $I_1$, $T_0$ has the same view as after applying $i - 1$ operations when running after $I'_1$, and that $T_0$ is neither aborted nor blocked. The $i$-th operation $T_0$ applies when running after $I_1$, is the same as the $i$-th operation $T_0$ applies when running after $I'_1$. Recall that $T_0$ does not access $u$ in any execution. Since $T_0$ does not access $t_i$ when executed after $I'_1$, the $i$-th operation $T_0$ applies when running after $I_1$ also does not access $t_i$. $T_0$ does not abort nor blocks when applying the $i$-th operation after $I_1$, and the view after the $i$-th operation is the same view as after applying the $i$-th operation when running after $I'_1$.

Since reads are invisible, $I_1$ is indistinguishable to $p_0$ from an execution without
nontrivial conflicts, and since the STM is oblivious, $T_0$ commits also when executed after $I_1$ in $\alpha$. Let $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ be the base objects that are private to $p_0$ after $\alpha$ (we omit the superscript 0). Since the STM is 1-progressive, $T_1$ commits when completed after $\alpha$. Since $T_1$ is logically committed after $I_1$, it writes to $t_i$. Consider the execution $I_1 T_0 J_1$, such that $J_1$ is the suffix of the execution of $T_1$ until it commits (see Figure 8.3(c)).

**Claim 8.6** $p_1$ modifies the state of $m_i$ in $J_1$.

**Proof:** We first show that $p_1$ does not modify $m_i$ in the first part of its transaction in $\alpha$. Assume that $p_1$ applies a nontrivial primitive to $m_i$ in some step when executing $I_1$ in $\alpha$, and let $\tau$ be the first such step. Let $\hat{I}_1$ be the prefix of $I_1$ preceding $\tau$. $I_1$ is the shortest prefix of $T_1$ after which $T_1$ is logically committed. Hence, $T_1$ is not logically committed after $\hat{I}_1$, and it is the only transaction that is pending after $\hat{I}_1$. In a solo execution of $T_0$ after $\hat{I}_1$, $T_0$ is committed, making $m_i$ private to $p_0$. Since the STM is not eager, $p_1$ does not apply $\tau$ after $\hat{I}_1$.

A similar argument shows that $p_1$ does not apply nontrivial primitive to $m_i$ in $\alpha'$.

Next, we argue that $p_0$ does not modify the state of $m_i$ in $\alpha$. Otherwise, a nontransactional, uninstrumented read operation, to $t_i$ of $p_0$ after $\alpha'$ returns a value that is not the initial value of $m_i$, whereas no committed transaction writes to $t_i$ in $\alpha'$, contradicting our correctness condition. The executions of $T_0$ after $I_1$ and after $I_1'$ are indistinguishable, since the STM is oblivious and since $T_0$ does not access neither $u$ nor $t_i$. We have shown that $p_1$ accesses $m_i$ neither in $\alpha$ nor in $\alpha'$, and hence, $p_0$ does not successfully apply a nontrivial primitive to $m_i$ also in $\alpha$.

If $p_1$ does not modify the state of $m_i$ also in $J_1$, then a nontransactional read by $p_0$ to $t_i$ after $I_1 T_0 J_1$ returns the initial value of $m_i$, since reads are uninstrumented. This contradicts our correctness condition since $T_1$, which writes to $t_i$ a value that is
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Figure 8.4: An example workload for the proof of Theorem 8.7. The privatizing transaction privatizes the left linked list, while other transactions traverses either the left linked list or the right linked list, and write to respective items.

different from the initial value of \( m_i \), commits before the nontransactional read of \( p_0 \). □

Therefore, \( p_1 \) applies a nontrivial primitive to \( m_i \) in \( J_1 \) after the execution of \( T_0 \), in contradiction to privatization safety. □

The proof allows \( T_1 \) and \( T'_1 \) to have non-empty read sets. Since reads are invisible, this looks to \( p_0 \) as if they have empty read sets. Note however, that \( p_1 \) does read from the memory and distinguishes its execution of \( T_1 \) and \( T'_1 \) from executing a transaction with an empty read set. Thus, the result does not follow from the trivial lower bound for transactions with empty read sets.

8.4 Privatization with Visible Reads

A similar lower bound holds for STMs with visible reads, assuming they ensure some degree of parallelism. The cost is stated in terms of low-level accesses by the privatizing transaction, rather than in terms of the high-level aspects of the transaction. Some key ideas in the proof are similar to the proof of Theorem 8.4; however, the technical details are more involved, in order to accommodate visible reads. Therefore, before getting into it, we start with a high-level outline for a workload similar to the linked list of Figure 8.1.

Consider the scenario described in the left side of Figure 8.4: Let \( r_0, r_1, \ldots, r_k \) be the nodes of the linked list (\( r_0 \) is the head node); each node \( r_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \) points to an item \( t_i \).

We have \( k \) updating transactions traverse the nodes of a linked list \( (r_0, r_1, \ldots, r_k) \), while each transaction writes to a different item pointed by the list (i.e., the \( i \)-th transaction writes to \( t_i \)); each transaction writes to an item that is not read by other transactions, so these transactions have only trivial conflicts. Later, a transaction by another process, privatizing all items pointed by the linked list \( (t_1, \ldots, t_k) \), is shown to miss the up-to-date value of the privatized items, unless it accesses many base objects.

Since reads are visible, however, it is difficult to hide the updating transaction from the privatizing transaction. The challenge is to create an execution in which an updating transaction runs long enough to guarantee that it will commit—even after
the privatizing transaction commits, and even if the privatizing transaction writes to an item it reads—but not long enough to become visible to the privatizing transaction.

The privatizing transaction may write to an item in the read set of an updating transaction (e.g., the head of the list), thus invalidating its read set. Hence, to guarantee that an updating transaction eventually commits in the execution constructed, the updating transaction runs until it is logically committed, before the privatizing transaction starts.

It may seem that, at this point, the privatizing transaction does not need to access many objects to observe a conflict with the updating transactions, and it can abort or at least block until the conflicts are resolved. However, the obliviousness and non-eagerness of the STM can be used to “hide” the updating transactions from the privatizing transaction.

For this, we create a copy of the linked list, having exactly the same structure, which is not connected to the first list in any way. It contains \( k + 1 \) nodes \( r'_0, r'_1, \ldots, r'_k \) and \( k \) items \( t'_1, \ldots, t'_k \). The privatizing transaction does not access this list at all; however, confusing transactions, also having only trivial conflicts among them, access this completely disjoint linked list. Due to obliviousness, these transactions are indistinguishable from—and therefore can be swapped with—the original updating transactions.

We start with an execution in which the confusing transactions run one after the other; this execution is \( k \)-independent. Then, we swap confusing transactions with updating transactions. Swapping is done inductively: Each inductive step swaps one confusing transaction with an updating transaction by the same process; that is, at each step one additional process executes the updating transaction instead of the confusing transaction, and incurs an access to at least one additional base object by the privatizing transaction. This yields an execution in which the privatizing transaction accesses many objects, implying the lower bound.

Progressiveness is used to ensure that if at some point the privatizing transaction observes a conflict, the updating transaction causing the conflict may run to completion. This also ensures that the privatizing transaction runs to completion.

A key technical challenge in the proof is in deciding which transaction to swap next, so as not to lose the accesses by the privatizing transaction that appear in the execution we have created so far. Specifically, we need to pick a transaction \( T \) such that swapping it is invisible to the privatizing transaction in its execution prefix, at least during the memory accesses incurred due to previous swaps. This is done by choosing \( T \) to be the last transaction to modify the next location seen by the privatizing transaction, so that future swaps will not overwrite locations \( T \) writes to and that are accessed by the privatizing transaction in its execution prefix. (This is the purpose of Item 5 maintained in the inductive construction.)

The lower bound, which we prove next, holds for any workload satisfying the condition stated in the theorem, including the linked list workload discussed above.
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Theorem 8.7 For any privatization-safe STM that is l-progressive and oblivious, and every workload including a transaction $T_0$ privatizing items $t_1, \ldots, t_m$ and $m$ updating transactions $T_1, \ldots, T_m$, such that transaction $T_i$ writes to $t_i$ and does not read from any item $t_j$, $j \neq i$ (it may read other items), there is an execution where $T_0$ accesses $\Omega(k)$ base objects, where $k = \min\{l, m\}$.

Proof: Consider $k + 1$, $k \geq 1$, processes $p_0, \ldots, p_k$, such that $p_0$ executes $T_0$, and for every $i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$, $p_i$ executes $T_i$. Create shadow copies of all items in the data sets of $T_1, \ldots, T_m$; $T_0, \ldots, T_m$ do not access any of these shadow items. We denote by $t_1', \ldots, t_k'$ the shadow copies of $t_1, \ldots, t_k$. For every process $p_i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$, consider an additional (confusing) transaction, $T_i'$, reading the shadow copies of the items in the read set of $T_i$, and writing to the item $t_i'$, which is the shadow copy of $t_i$. Note that for every $i$, $T_i'$ does not read any item in $\{t_1, \ldots, t_k\} \cup \{t_1', \ldots, t_k'\}$; this ensures that the data sets of the transactions $T_j = \{T_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq k} \cup \{T_i'\}_{1 \leq i \leq k} \setminus \{T_j\}$ and $T_j' = T_j \cup \{T_j'\} \setminus \{T_i'\}$ are nonconflicting, for every $j$, $1 \leq j \leq k$. Furthermore, $T_i'$ does not read any item written by $T_0$; this ensures that $T_i'$ and $T_0$ are nonconflicting, for every $i$.

A process $p$ reads from a process $q$ via a base object $o$ in an execution $\alpha$ if $p$ accesses $o$, and $o$ was last modified by $q$. Process $p$ reads from a set of processes $P$ in an execution $\alpha$ if for every process $q \in P$, there is a base object $o$ such that $p$ reads from $q$ via $o$ in $\alpha$.

Consider the following execution $\alpha_0 \beta_0 \gamma_0$: $\alpha_0$ is $I_1' \ldots I_k'$, such that $p_i$ executes in $I_i'$, a prefix of the transaction $T_i'$ and $T_i'$ is logically committed after $I_i'$; $\beta_0$ is the empty execution interval; and $\gamma_0$ is a solo execution of $T_0$ by $p_0$ to completion (see Figure 8.5(a)).

For every $\ell$, $0 < \ell \leq k$, we show how to perturb $\alpha_{\ell-1} \beta_{\ell-1} \gamma_{\ell-1}$ to obtain an execution $\alpha_\ell \beta_\ell \gamma_\ell$, such that

---

Figure 8.5: The executions used in the proof of Theorem 8.7. A dotted line indicates that the transaction is logically committed.
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1. \( p_0 \) executes \( T_0 \) to successful completion in \( \beta_{\ell}\gamma_{\ell} \).

2. \( p_0 \) reads from all processes in \( P_\ell \), a subset of \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \) of size (at least) \( \ell \), in \( \alpha_{\ell}\beta_\ell \).

3. There is a subset \( Q_\ell \) of \( P_\ell \), where every process \( p_j \in Q_\ell \) executes \( I_j \), a prefix of the transaction \( T_j \), in \( \alpha_{\ell} \), such that \( T_j \) is logically committed after \( I_j \), and \( p_j \) completes \( T_j \) in \( \beta_\ell \).

4. Every process \( p_j \), \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus Q_\ell \), executes \( I_j' \) in \( \alpha_{\ell} \).

5. For every process \( p_j \) from which \( p_0 \) does not read in \( \alpha_{\ell}\beta_\ell\gamma_{\ell} \), \( \alpha_{\ell}^j \) is a \( k \)-independent execution, in which \( p_j \) executes \( I_j \) instead of \( I_j' \), and all other processes take the same steps as in \( \alpha_{\ell} \); in \( \alpha_{\ell}^j \), \( p_j \) does not modify any base object \( o \), such that, in \( \alpha_{\ell}\beta_\ell \), \( p_0 \) reads \( o \) from a process \( p_h \), \( h < j \).

For \( \ell = k \), we get an execution \( \alpha_{\ell}\beta_\ell\gamma_{\ell} \), such that \( p_0 \) reads from \( k \) different processes in \( P_k \) (Condition 2). The theorem follows since \( p_0 \) accesses \( k \) different base objects.

The proof is by induction on \( \ell \). We first show that all conditions hold for the base case, \( \ell = 0 \):

1. Since all the transactions in \( \alpha_0 \) write to items that are not accessed by \( T_0 \) in any execution and all the reads of the transaction in \( \alpha_0 \) are from items not written by \( T_0 \), and since the STM is \( k \)-progressive, \( T_0 \) completes successfully in \( \gamma_0 \).

2. \( \beta_0 \) is an empty execution interval and \( p_0 \) does not take any step in \( \alpha_0\beta_0 \). Hence, \( p_0 \) does not read from any process in \( \alpha_0\beta_0 \) and \( P_0 \) is empty.

3. \( Q_0 \) is empty, and the condition vacuously holds.

4. Every process \( p_j \in \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus Q_0 = \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \) executes \( T_j' \); there are no non-trivial conflicts in this workload and since the STM is \( k \)-progressive the execution interval \( \alpha_0 = I_1' \ldots I_k' \), such that \( p_i \) executes in \( I_i' \), a prefix of the transaction \( T_i' \) and \( T_i' \) is logically committed after \( I_i' \), is valid.

5. For every process \( p_j \) from which \( p_0 \) does not read, \( \alpha_0^j \) is a \( k \)-independent execution, as all the transactions are nonconflicting, and since the STM is oblivious, \( \alpha_0^j \) is a valid execution. Furthermore, \( \beta_0 \) is empty, thus, for every \( j \), \( p_j \) does not modify in \( \alpha_0^j \) any base object \( o \), accessed by \( p_0 \) in \( \beta_0 \), and the condition trivially holds.

For the induction step, assume an execution \( \alpha_{\ell-1}\beta_{\ell-1}\gamma_{\ell-1} \) satisfies the above conditions. Consider the subset \( V_{\ell-1} \) of \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus P_{\ell-1} \) from which \( p_0 \) does not read in \( \alpha_{\ell-1}\beta_{\ell-1}\gamma_{\ell-1} \). If \( V_{\ell-1} \) is empty then \( p_0 \) reads from all the processes and the theorem holds. Otherwise, one of the processes in \( V_{\ell-1} \) is used to construct the next step. For
example, for $\ell = 1$, Figure 8.5(b) shows what happens if $p_i$ is chosen from $V_0$, so its execution is perturbed to construct $\alpha_1 \beta_1 \gamma_1$.

Pick an arbitrary process $p_j \in V_{\ell-1}$ and consider the execution $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$, in which $p_j$ executes $I_j$ instead of $I'_j$, and other processes take the same steps as in $\alpha_\ell$.

The execution $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$ is $k$-independent, since all the transactions are nonconflicting. Since the STM is oblivious, $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$ is a valid execution, and since the STM is $k$-progressive $T_j$ is logically committed in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$. Since the STM is oblivious, $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$ is indistinguishable to every process in $\{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus \{p_j\}$ from $\alpha_{\ell-1}$. Furthermore, by the inductive assumption, $p_j$ does not modify in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$ any base object $o$, if in $\alpha_{\ell-1} \beta_{\ell-1}$ $p_0$ reads $o$ from a process $p_h$, $h < j$. Thus, $p_0$ reads the same values as in the execution of $\beta_{\ell-1}$, and there is an execution $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$ such that $\beta^j_{\ell-1}$ and $\beta_{\ell-1}$ are indistinguishable, and $p_0$ runs solo in $\gamma^j_{\ell-1}$.

Assume that $p_0$ does not read from $p_j$ also in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$. Then $p_0$ takes the same steps in $\gamma^j_{\ell-1}$ and $\gamma_{\ell-1}$ and $T_0$ is committed in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$. Let $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ be the base objects that are private to $p_0$ after $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$.

The pending transactions in the execution $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$ are not conflicting. Since the STM is $k$-progressive and $T_j$ is logically committed after $I_j$, it commits (writing to $t_j$) when executed solo after $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$. Consider the execution $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1} J_j$, such that $J_j$ is the execution of $T_j$ until it commits (see Figure 8.3(c)). In a manner similar to Claim 8.6, we show that $p_j$ must modify the state of $m_j$ in $J_j$.

**Claim 8.8** $p_j$ modifies the state of $m_j$ in $J_j$.

**Proof:** We first show that $p_j$ does not apply nontrivial primitive to $m_j$ in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$. Otherwise, let $\tau$ be the first such step. Let $\tilde{\alpha}^j_{\ell-1}$ be the prefix of $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$ preceding $\tau$. Consider the execution $\tilde{\alpha}^j_{\ell-1} \beta$, where each pending transaction preceding $I_j$ in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1}$ executes solo to completion in $\beta$; since there are no nontrivial conflicts in $\tilde{\alpha}^j_{\ell-1} \beta$, and the STM is $k$-progressive, all the transactions running in $\beta$ complete. Let $C$ be the configuration at the end of this execution. Only $T_j$ is pending in $C$, however, $T_j$ is not logically committed in $C$. In a solo execution of $T_0$ from $C$, $T_0$ is committed, making $m_j$ private to $p_0$. Since the STM is not eager, $p_j$ does not apply $\tau$ in $C$.

A similar argument shows that $p_j$ does not apply nontrivial primitive to $m_j$ also in $\alpha_{\ell-1}$.

Next, we prove that $p_0$ does not modify the state of $m_j$ in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$. Otherwise, a nontransactional read operation to $t_j$ of $p_0$ after $\alpha_{\ell-1} \beta_{\ell-1} \gamma_{\ell-1}$ returns a value that is not the initial value of $m_j$, whereas no committed transaction writes to $t_j$ in $\alpha_{\ell-1} \beta_{\ell-1} \gamma_{\ell-1}$, contradicting our correctness condition. Since $p_0$ does not read from $p_j$ also in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$, $p_0$ applies the same steps in $\beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$ and in $\beta_{\ell-1} \gamma_{\ell-1}$. As we have shown, $p_j$ does not apply a nontrivial primitive to $m_j$ neither in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$ nor in $\alpha_{\ell-1} \beta_{\ell-1} \gamma_{\ell-1}$, thus, $p_0$ does not modify the state of $m_j$ also in $\alpha^j_{\ell-1} \beta^j_{\ell-1} \gamma^j_{\ell-1}$.
If $p_j$ does not modify the state of $m_j$ also in $J_j$, then a nontransactional read by $p_0$ to $t_j$ after $\alpha_{\ell-1}^{\beta_{\ell-1}} \gamma_{\ell-1}^{j} J_j$ returns the initial value of $m_j$, since reads are uninstrumented. This contradicts our correctness condition since $T_j$, which writes to $t_j$ a value that is different from the initial value of $m_j$, commits before the nontransactional read by $p_0$.

Therefore, $p_j$ applies a nontrivial primitive to $m_j$ in some step during $J_j$, after the execution of $T_0$, in contradiction to privatization safety. Thus, $p_0$ must read from $p_j$ in $\alpha_{\ell-1}^{\beta_{\ell-1}} \gamma_{\ell-1}^{j}$.

Let $s_j$ be the number of steps until $p_0$ reads from $p_j$ for the first time in $\gamma_{\ell-1}^{j}$. Pick a process $p_{j'}$ such that $s_{j'}$ is the smallest, and if $s_{j'} = s_{j''}$ then $j' > j''$.

Let the execution interval $\alpha_{\ell}$ be $\alpha_{\ell-1}^{j_{\ell-1}}$. The execution interval $\beta_{\ell}$ is $\beta_{\ell-1}^{j_{\ell-1}}$ extended with the first $s_{j'} - 1$ steps of $p_0$ in $\gamma_{\ell-1}^{j_{\ell-1}}$, then a solo execution of $p_{j'}$ completing $T_{j'}$, and finally, the $s_{j'}$ step of $p_0$ from $\gamma_{\ell-1}^{j_{\ell-1}}$, which reads from $p_{j'}$. Since $T_{j'}$ is logically committed in $\alpha_{\ell}$, and the STM is $k$-progressive, $T_{j'}$ commits in $\beta_{\ell}$. The execution interval $\gamma_{\ell}$ is defined as a solo execution of $p_0$ completing $T_0$.

It remains to verify that the conditions hold for $\alpha_{\ell} \beta_{\ell} \gamma_{\ell}$.

1. $T_0$ completes successfully as there is no incomplete conflicting transaction after $\alpha_{\ell} \beta_{\ell}$, and the STM is $k$-progressive.

2. By the induction assumption, $p_0$ reads from at least $\ell - 1$ processes, $P_{\ell-1}$, in $\alpha_{\ell-1} \beta_{\ell-1}$, not including $p_{j\ell}$ that was chosen in the last iteration. The executions $\alpha_{\ell-1}$ and $\alpha_{\ell}$ are indistinguishable to all the processes $p_h$, for $h < j\ell$. Furthermore, since the STM is oblivious, $\alpha_{\ell-1}$ and $\alpha_{\ell}$ are indistinguishable to all the processes $p_h$, for $h > j\ell$. Hence, $p_0$ reads from at least the same $\ell - 1$ processes in $\alpha_{\ell} \beta_{\ell-1}$. In addition, $p_0$ reads from $p_{j\ell}$ in $\alpha_{\ell} \beta_{\ell}$. Thus, $P_{\ell} \supseteq P_{\ell-1} \cup \{p_{j\ell}\}$, and $|P_{\ell}| \geq |P_{\ell-1}| + 1 \geq \ell$.

3. By the induction assumption, $Q_{\ell-1}$ is a subset of $P_{\ell-1}$, such that every process $p_h \in Q_{\ell-1}$ executes $I_h$ in $\alpha_{\ell-1}$, and completes $T_h$ in $\beta_{\ell-1}$. Only $p_{j\ell}$ is in $Q_{\ell} \setminus Q_{\ell-1}$, and it executes $I_{j\ell}$ in $\alpha_{\ell}$ and completes $T_{j\ell}$ in $\beta_{\ell}$. Since $\alpha_{\ell-1}$ and $\alpha_{\ell}$ are indistinguishable to all the processes in $\{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus \{p_{j\ell}\}$, and since only $p_{j\ell}$ switched from $I'_{j\ell}$ in $\alpha_{\ell-1}$ to $I_{j\ell}$ in $\alpha_{\ell}$, all the processes $p_h \in Q_{\ell} \setminus \{p_{j\ell}\}$ execute $I_h$ in $\alpha_{\ell}$ and complete $T_h$ in $\beta_{\ell-1}$, which is the prefix of $\beta_{\ell}$.

4. By the induction assumption, every process $p_h \in \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus Q_{\ell-1}$, executes $I'_h$ in $\alpha_{\ell-1}$. Since only $p_{j\ell} \in \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus Q_{\ell}$ switched from $I'_{j\ell}$ in $\alpha_{\ell-1}$ to $I_{j\ell}$ in $\alpha_{\ell}$, and since $p_{j\ell} \notin \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus Q_{\ell}$, every process $p_h \in \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \setminus Q_{\ell}$ executes $I'_h$ in $\alpha_{\ell}$. 
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5. Assume, by way of contradiction, that for some \( j \), \( p_j \) modifies in \( \alpha_j \) the base object \( o \), which in \( \alpha_j \beta_j p_0 \) reads from \( p_h \), \( h < j \). Denote by \( \sigma \) the step during \( \alpha_j \beta_j \), in which \( p_0 \) reads from \( p_h \). There is a step, \( \sigma' \), which is either \( \sigma \) or follows \( \sigma \) during \( \alpha_j \beta_j \), in which \( p_0 \) reads from \( p_h ' \in Q_j \), since \( p_0 \) always reads from a process in \( Q_j \) in the last step of \( \alpha_j \beta_j \). Consider the iteration, \( \ell' \), in which \( p_h ' \) was chosen to switch from \( T_{h' \ell'} \) to \( T_{h' \ell} \). Since the STM is oblivious, the executions \( \alpha_{\ell' - 1} \) and \( \alpha_{\ell'} \) are indistinguishable to the processes in \( \{ p_1, \ldots, p_k \} \setminus \{ p_{h'} \} \). Process \( p_j \) should have been chosen in the iteration \( \ell' \), since if \( \sigma' \) follows \( \sigma \), then \( s_j < s_{h' \ell} \), otherwise, \( \sigma' \) is \( \sigma \), i.e., \( h = h_{\ell'} \) and \( j > h_{\ell'} \).

### 8.5 Reducing the Cost of Privatization

The previous lower bound, stated as the minimum between the number of privatized items and the level of parallelism, points out a way to reduce the cost associated with privatization, namely, to limit the parallelism offered by the STM. We next show how this tradeoff can be exploited, by sketching a “counter-example” STM, which is a variant of RingSTM [95]. The variant, called VisibleRingSTM, reduces the cost of privatization while limiting parallelism.

RingSTM is oblivious and privatization-safe, but not progressive; privatizing \( k \) items requires \( O(c) \) accesses to base objects, where \( c \) is the number of concurrent transactions. RingSTM represents transactions’ read and write sets as Bloom filters [22]. Transactions commit by enqueuing a Bloom filter onto a global ring; the Bloom filter representing the read set of a transaction is used only locally by the transaction. On validation, a transaction \( T \) checks for intersections between the read set of \( T \) and the write sets of other logically committed transactions in the ring, and aborts in case of a conflict. In the commit phase, \( T \) ensures that a write-after-write ordering is preserved. This is done by checking for intersections between the write set of \( T \) and the write sets of other logically committed transactions in the ring. In RingSTM a transaction blocks until all concurrent logically committed transactions are completed, therefore RingSTM is not \( l \)-progressive, for any \( l \geq 1 \).

In VisibleRingSTM, we make the read set Bloom filter also visible to other transactions, just like the write set filter. In the commit phase, \( T \) ensures that a write-after-read ordering is preserved, in addition to the write-after-write ordering, as in RingSTM. This is done by checking for intersections between the write set of \( T \) and the (visible) read sets of other logically committed transactions in the ring. In addition, it checks for intersections with the write sets of these transactions, like RingSTM. Intersection between the read set of \( T \) and the write set of another transaction is checked by validation. There is no need to check for intersection between read sets, as these are trivial conflicts that should not interfere. Finally, waiting for all logically committed transactions to complete (at the end of the commit phase) is removed in VisibleRingSTM,
as the write-after-read and write-after-write ordering ensure that all the concurrent conflicting transactions have completed.

The steps of the commit operation of a transaction \( T \) in VisibleRingSTM are:

1. Check intersection of the read set filter with the write set filters of concurrent transactions preceding \( T \) in the ring (validating the read set),
2. If there is a read-after-write conflict, then abort.
3. Commit \( T \) in the ring; if not successful start again from 1 (otherwise, \( T \) is logically committed).
4. Check intersection of the write set filter with the write set and read set filters of concurrent transactions preceding \( T \) in the ring,
5. Wait until all preceding transactions with write-after-write and write-after-read conflicts are completed.
6. Complete \( T \).

In VisibleRingSTM, a transaction aborts only due to read-after-write conflicts with other logically committed transactions, and blocks after it is logically committed only due to write-after-write or write-after-read conflicts with other logically committed transactions. A privatizing transaction accesses the \( c \) ring entries of concurrent logically committed transactions, the items in its data set and the global ring index.

The cost of a privatizing transaction can be bounded by \( O(c_0) \), for any \( c_0 > 1 \), by using a ring of size \( c_0 \); thus, a privatizing transaction needs to access at most \( c_0 \) ring entries. In order to commit, a transaction scans the ring for an empty entry. When there are at most \( c_0 \) concurrent transactions, it will find an empty entry, become logically committed, and continue as in VisibleRingSTM. This variant is \((c_0 - 1)\)-progressive, but a transaction blocks in executions with more than \( c_0 \) concurrent transactions (even if they are not conflicting). Thus, the cost of privatization is reduced by limiting the progress of concurrent transactions.

### 8.6 Bounds for Disjoint-Access Parallel STMs

This section discusses the relationship between oblivious and disjoint-access parallel STMs. We show that with invisible reads, oblivious STMs are a generalization of disjoint-access parallel STMs.

Recall that disjoint-access parallelism ensures that transactions that are not connected in the conflict graph do not concurrently contend on a (or even access the same) base object. Also, it is important to note that obliviousness ensures a certain behavior of a transaction \( T \) only after a \( k \)-independent execution without nontrivial conflicts with \( T \). To show that indeed disjoint-access parallel STMs with invisible reads are oblivious, we only need to consider these special executions.
Consider a transaction $T$ by process $p_0$ and any pair of $k$-independent executions, $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$, where none of the transactions in these two executions has a nontrivial conflict with $T$. The invisibility of the reads implies that the execution $\alpha_1 T$ is indistinguishable to $p_0$ from an execution $\alpha'_1 T$, in which the read sets of all the transactions in $\alpha_1$ are empty. The same is true for $\alpha_2 T$ and $\alpha'_2 T$, where the read sets of the transactions in $\alpha'_2$ are empty. Next, consider the conflict graphs of $T$ in the executions $\alpha'_1 T$ and $\alpha'_2 T$. In both executions the data set of $T$ does not intersect with any of the data sets of the transactions preceding it, therefore no transaction is connected to $T$ in both conflict graph. Disjoint-access parallelism implies that in both executions $T$ does not access any base object that was accessed by the transactions preceding it, and therefore the execution interval of $T$ in both executions is the same. This means that $\alpha'_1 T$ and $\alpha'_2 T$ are indistinguishable to $p_0$, and by applying the invisibility of reads again, $\alpha_1 T$ and $\alpha_2 T$ are indistinguishable to $p_0$. Going back to the definition of obliviousness, and since we considered an arbitrary pair of $k$-independent executions, this implies the implementation is oblivious.

Hence, Theorem 8.4 implies:

**Corollary 8.9** For any privatization-safe STM that is 1-progressive, disjoint-access parallel and with invisible reads, there is a privatization workload in which transactions have nonempty read sets, for which there is an execution where the size of the data set of a transaction privatizing $k$ items is $\Omega(k)$.

This generalization is strict, since several clock-based STMs [31, 82, 84] are not disjoint-access parallel, but they are oblivious, so our lower bound applies to them, since they have invisible reads.

When reads are visible, we cannot swap $\alpha_1 T$ with $\alpha'_1 T$, and we need a notion of disjoint-access parallelism that takes into account only nontrivial conflicts. Recall that a conflict is nontrivial only if at least one of the transactions is writing to the item. An edge in a nontrivial conflict graph connects two transactions only if they have a nontrivial conflict. An STM is nontrivial disjoint-access parallel if two processes executing transactions $T_1$ and $T_2$ contend, only if there is a path between $T_1$ and $T_2$ in their nontrivial conflict graph.

To show that nontrivial disjoint-access parallel STMs are oblivious we consider again an arbitrary pair of $k$-independent executions $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$, followed by a nonconflicting transaction $T$. Instead of swapping $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ with executions with empty read sets, we note that in the nontrivial conflict graphs of executions $\alpha_1 T$ and $\alpha_2 T$, $T$ is not connected to any other transactions. By nontrivial disjoint-access parallelism, the execution interval of $T$ in both executions is the same, and the implementation is oblivious.

Therefore, Theorem 8.7 implies:
8.6. Bounds for Disjoint-Access Parallel STMs

**Corollary 8.10** For any privatization-safe STM that is $l$-progressive and nontrivial disjoint-access parallel there is a privatization workload in which update transactions have nonempty read sets, for which there is an execution where a transaction privatizing $m$ items accesses $\Omega(k)$ base objects, where $k = \min\{l, m\}$. 
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Related Work

Our results join other efforts to chart the boundaries of STM implementations. Guerraoui and Kapalka [46] prove that obstruction-free implementations of software transactional memory cannot ensure *strict* disjoint-access parallelism. This property requires transactions with disjoint data sets not to access a common base object. Our lower bound applies to the notion of disjoint-access parallelism as originally defined in [62]. In contrast, the result of Guerraoui and Kapalka [46] does not hold for this weaker requirement. Indeed, Herlihy et al. [55] present an obstruction-free and disjoint-access parallel STM. Obstruction-freedom does not prevent interfering concurrent processes from starving each other and thus, the implementation presented in [55] does not guarantee that a read-only transaction eventually terminates successfully.

Elsewhere, Guerraoui and Kapalka [47] prove a lower bound on the number of steps a process takes to successfully terminate a transaction, for every implementation that uses invisible reads, is single-version, and never aborts a transaction unless it conflicts with another live transaction. *Multi-Version permissiveness* (MV-permissiveness) [79] is a practical notion of permissiveness, usually associated with keeping many versions: it never aborts read-only transactions, and it aborts other transactions only due to a conflicting transaction (which writes to a common item), thereby avoiding spurious aborts. Theorem 7.7 allows multi-version implementations, but requires read-only transactions to terminate successfully, regardless of overlapping transactions. This means that the lower bound in [47] holds for weakly progressive implementations, while our result holds for MV-permissive implementations.

The proof technique in Chapter 7 draws ideas from the lower bounds on the step complexity of update operations in snapshot objects [9, 63]. Israeli and Shirazi [63] prove an $\Omega(m)$ lower bound on the number of steps to update a component in an $m$-component single-writer snapshot objects, implemented from single-writer registers. Attiya, Ellen and Fatourou [9] extend this lower bound to implementations of $m$-component multi-writer objects from base objects of any type.
Next, we survey several (strictly serializable) implementations, each providing one or two properties: disjoint-access parallelism or read-only transactions that are either invisible or wait-free; as indicated by our impossibility result (Theorem 7.4), none of the implementations provide all three properties. This discussion is summarized in Table 9.1.

*Lazy Snapshot Algorithm* (LSA) [82] is a multi-version transactional memory, with invisible, wait-free read-only transactions, which relies on a single shared monotonically increasing counter to determine a unique commit timestamp for transactions, so as to totally order committed transactions writing different versions of the same data item. This allows each read-only transaction to return a consistent snapshot of the memory, despite concurrent writing transactions. *Transactional Locking II* (TL2) [31] is another implementations relying on a centralized mechanism, a global clock. Although having low-cost read-only transactions, using invisible reads, read-only transactions may never commit, as having only a single version per item, the transaction aborts if one of the items it read is overwritten. While the former approach introduces a single hot-spot accessed by all transactions, regardless of their data sets, and is therefore not disjoint-access parallel, the latter approach relies on a single source of synchronous time, which may not be realistic for systems with a large number of processes.

There are other STM implementations without a centralized hot-spot. Avni and Shavit [18] present a *thread-local clock* mechanism that provides a decentralized solution for maintaining a consistent view. The key idea is using Lamport clock (scalar causal timestamps) instead of the real-time global clock. Integrated with TL2, this mechanism provides an STM supporting invisible read-only transactions, without a centralized contention point. A drawback of this algorithm is that transactions that terminated long before the current one may cause it to fail since the timestamp recorded for them is not current enough. Thus, read-only transactions do not necessarily commit after a finite number of steps of the process executing it. Imbs and Raynal [61] propose an opaque single-version STM with no centralized hot-spot. This algorithm has visible reads as for each item, the algorithm maintains the set of transactions reading the item. At commit time, a transaction uses these reading sets to invalidate transactions reading from an item to which the transaction writes.

*PermiSTM* [15] is a single-version STM that is both strictly disjoint-access parallel and strongly progressive, and it also satisfies MV-permissiveness. In PermiSTM, update transactions are not obstruction-free, since they may block due to other conflicting transactions, matching the impossibility result in [46]; a read-only transaction modifies a number of memory locations that is equal to the size of its read set, in compliance with Theorem 7.7. It has been proved [79, Theorem 2] that a *weakly* disjoint-access parallel cannot be MV-permissive. PermiSTM, satisfying the even stronger property of strict disjoint-access parallelism, shows that this impossibility result depends on a progress condition of individual operations executed by transactions: a transaction *delays only*
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Disjoint-access parallel</th>
<th>Invisible read-only txs</th>
<th>wait-free read-only txs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Riegel et al. [82] (LSA)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice et al. [31] (TL2)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avni and Shavit [18] (TLC)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imbs and Raynal [61]</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attiya and Hillel [15] (PermiSTM)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attiya et al. [10] (Partial scan)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.1: Comparison of strict serializable STMs, showing disjoint-access parallelism, and whether read-only transactions are invisible or wait-free.

due to a pending operation (by another transaction). In PermiSTM, a transaction may delay due to another transaction reading from its write set, even if no operation of the reading transaction is pending.

A read-only transaction can be considered as a partial scan operation [10]; a partial snapshot object is an atomic snapshot object [4], where processes can scan any subset of the components. In the wait-free algorithm for partial snapshot objects [10], scanners announce which components they are currently attempting to scan, i.e., read-only transactions are visible. In this algorithm all transactions access the set of active objects, therefore it is not disjoint-access parallel.

One possible way to circumvent lower bounds is to weaken the assumptions, e.g., the safety condition. Serializability provides a weaker guarantee on the ordering of transactions (it does not have to respect the real-time order of non-overlapping ones). Nevertheless, our impossibility results hold also for serializable STMs that preserve the per-process order (Theorem 7.13 and Theorem 7.14). Indeed, none of the serializable STM implementations presented in the literature, e.g., [19, 40, 76, 85], provides disjoint-access parallelism and has invisible read-only transactions that always eventually commit.

In addition to being disjoint-access parallel for allowing scalability and optimizing read-only transactions for efficiency, it is imperative to be able to run nontransactional code together with transactions to gain better performance. Therefore, many STMs support privatization; Table 9.2 compares their obliviousness, visibility of reads and progressiveness.

Oblivious STMs supporting privatization [27, 32, 33, 39, 72, 95] avoid the cost of tracking the read sets of other transactions, especially if they are not conflicting. The visibility of reads is not implied by the obliviousness of the STM: Some oblivious STMs use invisible reads [27, 72, 95], making their read set nonexistent for other transactions. Other STMs, e.g., [33], use partially visible reads [70], meaning that other transactions cannot determine which transaction exactly is reading the item. Some oblivious STMs even use visible reads, e.g., [39], however, their execution is unaffected by trivial, read-
read conflicts. Our lower bounds hold for all these STMs.

**TLRW** [32] uses read locks, making reads visible. The lock contains a byte per each *slotted* reader, and a reader-count that is modified by other, *unslotted* readers. Slotted readers only write to their slot when reading, so they are unaware of other reads, while unslotted processes read and write to a common counter, and their execution is affected by other reads to the same item (read-read conflict). Therefore, TLRW is oblivious when restricted to slotted readers, and, in accordance with our lower bound, the number of locations accessed by a privatizing transaction is linear in the number of slotted readers.

Our lower bounds indicate that providing efficient privatization requires to compromise parallelism. Inspecting many STMs supporting privatization, e.g., [27, 39, 70, 72, 77, 95], reveals that they limit parallelism, being 0-progressive. These STMs, which we survey next, while having different implementations mechanisms, all sacrifice parallelism by using global synchronization mechanisms, rendering the STM to not being disjoint-access parallel. These mechanisms force the order by which transactions commit, while preventing other transactions to make progress and commit.

JudoSTM [77] transforms code to support transactional execution on-the-fly at runtime. The coarse-grained commit variant uses single lock; when a transaction commits its changes, no concurrent transaction can commit and complete. NOrec [27], like JudoSTM, uses a single sequence lock yet it is livelock-free—a transaction aborts only due to a conflict with concurrent, logically committed transaction.

As described in Section 8.5, RingSTM [95] uses Bloom filters to represent the read and write sets of transactions. Appending an entry to a global ring effects a logical commit of a writing transaction. A logically committed transaction may block due to
nonconflicting concurrent logically committed (write) transactions. The default variant of RingSTM is livelock-free, permitting concurrent disjoint transactions to commit their changes in parallel. The single-writer variant forbids committing the changes of concurrent transactions in parallel, even of disjoint transactions.

InvalSTM [39] applies commit-time invalidation. During the commit phase a transaction invalidates all concurrent transactions with which it has nontrivial conflicts. Like RingSTM, it uses Bloom filters to compress the read and write sets of a transaction. To commit, a transaction acquires global locks preventing other transactions from committing or making any progress or new transactions to begin.

Menon et al. [72] suggest two STMs that provide privatization safety. The first uses a global linearization timestamp. It enforces start and commit linearization, meaning the start, commit, and completion order of transactions are the same. Alternatively, ordering is imposed only among conflicting transactions, however, the completion order is similar to the commit order in all transactions. In both cases, this is done by iterating over other processes with concurrent transactions, waiting for their completion.

Marathe et al. [70] use a globally synchronized clock and a linked list containing all active transactions to guarantee transaction consistency. If a transaction identifies a conflict with a concurrent transaction it blocks until all active transactions complete.

Other STMs [15, 32, 67] are progressive. SkySTM [67] is designed to work in hybrid transactional memory systems, combining software and hardware. It uses a global counter to indicate when a writing transaction that has conflicted with a reader commits. It also has partially visible reads. A transaction blocks only due to conflicting transactions and aborts only due to a read-write conflict with another transaction. TLRW [32] is a lock-based STM, in which a transaction aborts only due to a conflict with another transaction and blocks only while waiting for a lock on an item. PermiSTM [15] uses locks, like TLRW, and tracks readers through read counters, like SkySTM. It is strongly progressive, and a transaction $T$ blocks only while another transaction is reading an item to which $T$ is trying to write.

All the STMs discussed so far, support implicit privatization [70], meaning the implementation is required to handle all transactions as if they are potentially privatizing items; this incurs excessive overhead for all transactions. In explicit privatization [93], the application explicitly annotates privatizing transactions, and the STM implementation can be optimized to handle such transactions efficiently; this approach is error-prone and places additional burden on the programmer, which STM tries to avoid in the first place [67].

Some experiments [36, 93, 101] tested techniques used to support implicit privatization in implementations with invisible reads. The results show a significant impact on the scalability and performance relative to STMs supporting explicit privatization; in some cases, the performance degrades to be even worse than in sequential code.

Private transactions [33] attempt to combine the ease of use of implicit privatization
with the efficiency benefits of explicit privatization. A private transaction inserts a *quiescing barrier* that waits until all active transactions are completed; thus other, non-privatizing transactions avoid the overhead of privatization. The barrier accesses an array whose size is proportional to the maximal parallelism, demonstrating again the tradeoff between parallelism and privatization cost, in oblivious STMs. As in VisibleRingSTM, the size of the active transactions array can be bounded, thereby reducing the overhead of the barrier, but at the cost of limiting the level of parallelism.

An alternative way to provide strong atomicity is thorough *static separation* \[2\]. This is a discipline in which each data item is accessed either only transactionally or only nontransactionally. In order to access items nontransactionally, a transaction copies them to a private buffer, trivially incurring the cost predicted by our lower bound. *Dynamic separation* \[1\] allows data to change access modes without being copied, simply by setting a protection mode in the item. Dynamic separation requires the programmer to access all items to become unprotected, i.e., privatized, in accordance with our lower bound.
Chapter 10
Summary

Many core problems in current multiprocessing architectures revolve around the coordination of access to shared resources and can be captured as concurrent data structures. This thesis investigated issues in implementations of concurrent data structures. Our main goal was to indicate effective design choices that enable utilizing the real power provided by multicore and multiprocessing systems.

The first part of the dissertation focused on methodologies for deriving implementations of concurrent data structures. We present, in Chapter 3, a highly-concurrent implementation of $k$rmw, with improved throughput even when there is contention; it stores a constant amount of information per data item, independently of $k$. Chapter 4 introduced a new built-in coloring approach for designing high-throughput implementations of linked list data structures. We show a dcas-based implementation of insertions and removals in a doubly-linked list; for a deque and priority queues, where nodes are removed only at the ends, the implementation uses only cas.

We believe that dcas provides critical leverage for implementing concurrent data structures in general, and in particular allowing to implement $k$rmw, for any $k > 2$, with locality that is difficult, perhaps impossible, to obtain using only cas. Currently, few architectures provide dcas in hardware, but dcas is an ideal candidate to be supported by hardware transactional memory [25,29,30,34,56,80], being a short transaction with static data set of minimal size. Alternatively, dcas can be simulated in software from cas [8,38], or by applying a simple randomized algorithm [49].

Our algorithms are intended as a proof-of-concept and require further optimizations to make them more practical; it is also necessary to implement a search operation in order to support the full functionality of priority queues and lists. Optimizations may include validating the state of the data structure more frequently, and utilizing the strength of dcas in a way similar to the two-handed emulation method [43]. A standard technique can be used to transform the algorithms which apply helping to avoid blocking into wait-free algorithms: after completing its operation the process helps some pending operation before it is allowed to start a new operation. We need
to employ this method carefully in order to maintain the locality of the algorithms. For example, each operation can maintain a queue of its helping operations. After completing, the operation helps all the operation in its queue.

A flexible dynamic variant of our implementation of kRMW can serve as the basis for a dynamic STM acquiring ownership at encounter-time. Encounter-time semantics enables early detection of conflicts, particularly important when transactions are long; on the other hand, early conflict detection may lead to unnecessary aborts [31, 41]. It is also possible to acquire ownership at commit-time with a speculative execution scheme [31], first accumulating the data items the operation needs to access, and then acquiring them, with the algorithm presented here. Realizing a full-fledged STM requires to address many additional issues, e.g., memory management, handling read-only data, and optimizing the common case.

The second part of the dissertation studied boundaries and tradeoffs that are inherent in implementations of transactional memory. Chapter 7 showed that no transactional memory implementation can be disjoint-access parallel and have invisible, wait-free read-only transactions. There are implementations that are disjoint-access parallel and have read-only transactions that are invisible but do not always eventually commit [18, 55], while others have invisible, wait-free read-only transactions but are not disjoint-access parallel [82].

In principle, the invisibility of read-only transactions can also be sacrificed in order to keep them wait-free, and the implementation disjoint-access parallel. This can be done by treating the read set together with the write set and adapting a dynamic disjoint-access parallel implementation of multi-word synchronization operator to atomically validate the read set and update the write set of a transaction. For example, Harris et al. [52] give a disjoint-access parallel implementation of a multi-word compare-and-swap operation: the implementation requires locking all items in the data set of the transaction, one by one; if another operation already holds the lock on a word, the operation helps the conflicting operation, thereby guaranteeing progress. (This algorithm is not wait-free, but additional helping can make it wait-free without sacrificing the other properties.)

Thus, each of the assumptions made in our impossibility result (Theorem 7.4) is necessary, since removing either of them admits an implementation with the two remaining properties. Furthermore, the application of [52] in a TM demonstrates our lower bound (Theorem 7.7): A read-only transaction has to lock all items in its read set, and therefore it writes to distinct base objects representing these locks.

Chapter 8 studied the theoretical complexity of privatization that allows uninstrumented nontransactional reads, and shows an inherent cost, linear in the number of privatized items. Privatizing transactions in STMs with invisible reads must have a data set of size $k$, where $k$ is the number of privatized items. A more involved proof shows that even with visible reads, the privatizing transaction must access $\Omega(k)$ mem-
ory locations, where \( k \) is the minimum between the number of privatized items and the number of concurrent transactions that make progress. Both results assume that the STM is oblivious to different non-conflicting executions and guarantees progress in such executions. The specific assumptions needed to prove the bounds indicate that limiting the parallelism or tracking the data sets of other transactions are the price to pay for efficient privatization.

Privatization was informally characterized as suffering from two subproblems: The delayed cleanup problem [66], in which transactional writes interfere with nontransactional operations, and the doomed transaction problem [99], in which transactional reads of private data lead to inconsistent state. Our definition of privatization safety (Property 1) formalizes the first; our results show that this problem by itself is an impediment to the efforts to provide efficient privatization.

Next we discuss some open questions and suggest future research directions.

It is interesting to explore other applications of our built-in coloring approach, e.g., for tree-based data structures. It is possible to maintain the tree legally colored, i.e., assign distinct colors to a node and its parent, while adding and removing nodes in the tree. Nevertheless, the implementation needs to be tailored to accommodate the semantics of the tree operations.

Chapter 5 considers using the implementation of Attiya and Dagan [8], instead of DCAS in our algorithms, to get implementations that are \( O(\log^* n) \)-local nonblocking. It is interesting to obtain locality properties that are independent of \( n \), without using DCAS. A lower bound presented in [8] indicates that this might be impossible, but the exact bounds and tradeoffs should be explored. Even more intriguing is to investigate whether \( O(k) \) is the best locality that can be achieved, even with DCAS.

Chapter 7 shows that a disjoint-access parallel implementation with invisible read-only transactions that may terminate unsuccessfully is not permissive with respect to opacity, strict serializability, serializability or snapshot isolation (Theorems 7.4, 7.9, and 7.13, respectively). Causal serializability [81] is weaker than serializability since it allows different processes to have a different view of the system. Riegel et al. [85] proposed a causally serializable STM implementation that supports invisible reads and is disjoint-access parallel; in this implementation, read-only transactions may abort infinitely many times. This leaves open the question of whether our results holds for causally serializable STMs, or whether the algorithm of [85] can be refined to have read-only transactions that eventually commit.

It is also interesting to further investigate the connections between our impossibility results and the study of unnecessary aborts [40, 45, 65] or wasted work in STM implementations.

Chapter 9 discusses some STMs that maintain visible reads, yet they are oblivious [33, 39]. SkySTM [67] has visible reads, and it avoids the cost of the privatizing transaction by not being oblivious; it makes transactions with trivial read-read conflicts
visible to each other. Since SkySTM is not oblivious, our lower bounds do not hold for it. SkySTM, however, demonstrates the alternative cost of not being oblivious, since any writing transaction—not only privatizing transactions—writes to a number of base objects that is linear in the size of its data set, not just the write set. It remains an interesting open question whether this is an inherent tradeoff, or whether there is an STM such that a privatizing transaction accesses $O(1)$ base objects, and any writing transaction writes to a number of base objects that is linear in the size of its write set.

Strong privatization-safety [67] further guarantees that no primitive (including a read) is applied to a private location of a process that completed a privatizing transaction. It formalizes the second problem with privatization, of doomed transactions, and it would be interesting to investigate the cost of supporting it.

Another future research direction is deriving additional quantitative results on the complexity of transactions, in particular, explore tradeoffs of read-only transactions in STM implementations that are not disjoint-access parallel, and the step complexity of both update and read-only transactions in executions with no conflicts.

Taking a broader prospective, our results demonstrate that transactional memory faces significant limitations, and it is worthy to consider other tools and methodologies that are, perhaps, not as sophisticated as transactional memory, yet facilitate writing concurrent application.

Multi-word synchronization, such as our $k$RMW implementation, are the analogue of static, simple and short transactions. The simple examples in Chapter 1 demonstrate how multi-word operations provide significant leverage for implementing specific data structures.

It is also worth pursuing other general methodologies that are functionality specific; the map-reduce paradigm is an excellent example from another field. It is possible to develop a general methodology for deriving implementation of concurrent data structures, possibly using built-in colors. Such a method may have a relatively simple interface, requiring the developer to provide some simple input—much like the input required by map-reduce—that defines the data set and protocols to be executed.

The concurrency revolution is driven by hardware changes. To allow for further theoretical results a stronger model capturing these changes is required. Modeling current multi-core architectures should include the interface for operating transactions without hiding privatization issues; it is also beneficial to expose power tradeoffs. These tradeoffs indicate, for example, that accessing the cache is more energy efficient, while aborting many times is less energy efficient. Finally, true scalability of existing implementations is a big question, and there is a great need for a measure that can precisely predict this property, more precisely than disjoint-access parallelism.
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The use of colour in the data structure allows the execution of operations on the data structure, ensuring that different operations are performed on different elements. This means that the execution of operations is separated, ensuring that the operations are performed in parallel.

The chapter presents a method that allows the use of the memory as a cache, ensuring that the execution of operations on the data structure is performed in parallel, thus increasing the efficiency of the execution. In particular, the algorithm for linked lists has operations on different elements, and in the implementation of the mechanism of concurrency, the operations are performed in isolation, ensuring that the operations are executed sequentially and in isolation.

The chapter presents methods that allow the use of the memory as a cache, ensuring that the execution of operations is performed in parallel, thus increasing the efficiency of the execution. The use of colour in the data structure allows the execution of operations on the data structure, ensuring that different operations are performed on different elements. This means that the execution of operations is separated, ensuring that the operations are performed in parallel.
Because of the policies implemented, the need to prevent infection, and the efforts made to implement solutions, in many cases, developers who are not experts, lack the necessary skills to build applications. Scannerless implementations that do not have these problems, in particular, are not blocked. In addition, the design and implementation of scannerless solutions can be complex and difficult, especially in implementations based on scanner-based solutions.

Transactional memory (Transaction memory) is a popular way to simplify the implementation of parallel scanners. Inspired by classical database transactions, this approach allows the translation of in-memory scanner-based solutions into parallel solutions, which makes it possible to achieve atomicity and isolation in parallel implementations.

By creating a thread of execution for each scanner, a scanning thread, which is not synchronized with the others, can be implemented. This thread can be used to implement parallel and non-blocking scanner-based solutions, which can be used to implement parallel solutions. In fact, an efficient implementation of parallel solutions requires the use of synchronization mechanisms that can be implemented in a similar way.

In parallel implementations, the synchronization mechanisms used can be used to implement parallel solutions, which can be used to implement parallel solutions. In this approach, the synchronization mechanisms used can be used to implement parallel solutions, which can be used to implement parallel solutions.

In the context of memory, the paradigms of memory usage are based on scannerless solutions. This paradoxical approach has been shown to be efficient in terms of performance and obtainable results. However, the use of lock mechanisms can lead to high implementation costs. Therefore, there is a need to understand the relationship between the lock mechanisms and the non-blocking mechanisms in scannerless solutions.

In addition, the research focuses on the bottlenecks of parallel implementations, especially in scannerless solutions. The main goal of this research is to provide a tool for the evaluation of parallel solutions, to provide a tool for the evaluation of parallel solutions, and to provide a tool for the evaluation of parallel solutions.

In the case of scannerless solutions, the synchronization mechanisms used can be used to implement parallel solutions, which can be used to implement parallel solutions. In this approach, the synchronization mechanisms used can be used to implement parallel solutions, which can be used to implement parallel solutions.

In addition, the research focuses on the bottlenecks of parallel implementations, especially in scannerless solutions. The main goal of this research is to provide a tool for the evaluation of parallel solutions, to provide a tool for the evaluation of parallel solutions, and to provide a tool for the evaluation of parallel solutions.
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